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“Weil, man kann zwar nicht ewig die Luft anhalten. Aber doch ziemlich lange.”

Tschick (Wolfgang Herrndorf)



.

Abstract

Mitochondria produce the molecule adenosine triphosphate (ATP), in order to supply

different cell functions with energy. In the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells they form a

highly dynamic network. In this theses, the behavior of the mitochondrial network

within the energy demanding structure of cells was investigated.

Biological processes, such as networking, recycling, oxidative stress and repair mech-

anisms act on mitochondria and alter their qualities in terms of the integrity of their

DNA, their metabolic supply and their ability to produce ATP. A biophysical model

was created, that simulates mitochondrial qualities represented by virtual quality states

in a discrete-time Markov chain. Simulations show an increase of isolated, damaged

mitochondria during the aging of the cell. The coupling of networking processes and

recycling helps mitochondria to establish high qualities. A decreasing repair ability of

mitochondria during cell aging drives the recycling process and helps to sustain mito-

chondrial qualities.

A spatially resolved model combines the qualitative behavior of mitochondria with mor-

phological alterations depending on the energy demand of the cell. Consumers of ATP

are modeled as oscillating Mie potentials, determining the mitochondrial network struc-

ture over time. In simulations, the morphological and qualitative parameters of the

mitochondrial network couple to the global energy states of the cell. During phases

of high energy demands mitochondrial structures condensate around the cell’s nucleus.

Increases of mitochondrial masses and mitochondrial velocities lead to growing mito-

chondrial qualities. During the aging of the cell the mitochondrial network fragments.

The mitochondrial network was investigated experimentally in keratinocytes in the epi-

dermis of volunteers via in-vivo measurements with multiphoton microscopy. Both, the

comparison of mitochondrial structures in the stratum granulosum of a young and an old

age group and the differentiation process of keratinocytes during the epidermal turnover

reveal a fragmentation of the mitochondrial network.



.

Zusammenfassung

Mitochondrien produzieren das Molekül Adenosintriphosphat (ATP), um die Zelle mit

Energie zu versorgen. Im Zytoplasma von eukaryotischen Zellen bilden sie ein dynami-

sches Netzwerk. In dieser Doktorarbeit wurde das Verhalten des mitochondrialen Netz-

werks in der energetischen Struktur der Zelle untersucht.

Biologische Prozesse, wie das Netzwerken, das Recycling, oxidativer Stress und Repa-

raturmechanismen wirken auf Mitochondrien und ändern ihre Qualitäten in Bezug auf

die Integrität ihrer DNA, ihre Versorgung mit Metaboliten und ihre Fähigkeit ATP zu

produzieren. Ein biophysikalisches Modell wurde entwickelt, das mitochondriale Qua-

litäten über die Zeit als virtuelle Zustände einer diskreten Markov-Kette simuliert. In

Simulationen zeigt sich eine Zunahme geschädigter Mitochondrien während der Zel-

lalterung. In der Kopplung von Netzwerkprozessen und Recycling offenbart sich ein

qualitätssteigernder Mechanismus. Die sinkende Reparaturfähigkeit von Mitochondrien

während der Zellalterung fördert das Recycling und sorgt so für einen Qualitätserhalt

in gealterten Zellen.

Ein ortsaufgelöstes Modell kombiniert das qualitative Verhalten von Mitochondrien mit

morphologischen Änderungen in Abhängigkeit von der energetischen Struktur der Zelle.

Verbraucher von Adenosintriphosphat werden als oszillierende Mie-Potentiale model-

liert, innerhalb derer Mitochondrien ihre Netzwerkstruktur anpassen. In Simulationen

koppeln die morphologischen und qualitativen Parameter des mitochondrialen Netzwerks

an die globalen Energiezustände der Zelle. In Phasen hohen Energiebedarfs kondensieren

mitochondriale Strukturen um den Zellkern. Die Erhöhung mitochondrialer Massen und

Geschwindigkeiten führen zu einer Steigerung mitochondrialer Qualitäten. Während der

Zellalterung zeigt sich eine Fragmentierung des mitochondrialen Netzwerks.

Das mitochondriale Netzwerk wurde experimentell in den Keratinozyten der Epidermis

von Probanden mit Hilfe von Multiphotonenmikroskopie untersucht. Sowohl im Ver-

gleich mitochondrialer Strukturen im Stratum Granulosum einer jungen und einer alten

Alterskohorte als auch im Differenzierungsprozess der Keratinozyten während des epi-

dermalen Turnovers zeigt sich die Fragmentierung des mitochondrialen Netzwerks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Skin is one of the most sophisticated organs of the human body. In order to protect

the internal environment, it serves as a barrier against the penetration of germs and

ultraviolet (UV) radiation of the sun and provides immune surveillance. It prevents

the loss of proteins, fluids or electrolytes, helps to establish a homeostatic regulation

of the body and maintains its average temperature. Furthermore, it enables sensual

perception. However, extrinsic influences as e.g. air pollution, smoking, UV radiation

and internal factors such as hormonal changes and oxidative stress make the skin age. [1]

In order to engage against these aging processes, skin is treated with cosmetic products.

Examples are given by fighting the free radicals produced by oxidative stress due to UV

radiation with antioxidants. [2]

Keratinocytes are a very important cell type in skin, as they form its most outer layer,

the epidermis. The epidermis consists of four sublayers, that are constantly regener-

ated. In the deepest layer, the stratum basale, stem cells generate new keratinocytes.

Subsequently, cells move to the upper layers, the stratum spinosum and the stratum

granulosum, and perform a differentiation process. At the outermost layer, the stratum

corneum, keratinocytes finally transform to corneocytes, which build an effective barrier

against the penetration of germs and other substances and prevent the loss of water by

evaporation. [3]

Keratinocytes rely on a sufficient amount of energy in form of the molecule adenos-

intriphosphate (ATP) in order to perform the various processes of differentiation. [4]

One possibility of cells to produce ATP molecules are glycolytic procedures. In these

processes, two ATP molecules are gained out of a single glucose molecule uptaken by diet.

A more efficient way for the cell to produce ATP molecules is oxidative phosphorylation.

It transforms the pyruvate molecules, that are side products of glycolysis, to acetyl-CoA.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

The energy of this molecule is released during the Krebs cycle and the respiratory chain

in order to gain 32 ATP molecules in total. The process of oxidative phosphorylation

takes place within mitochondria. Mitochondria are mobile organelles in the cytoplasm

of a cell, that have their own genotype. [5] Many cell types, such as fibroblasts, neurons

and keratinocytes possess hundreds of mitochondria. [6] Mitochondria do not remain

at fixed positions in the cell, but move within the cytoplasm [7] and fuse and divide to

form a dynamic, interconnected network. [8] By this means, mitochondria are able to

exchange metabolites among each other, that are necessary for the production of ATP.

[9] Furthermore, they compensate for each others failures in their mitochondrial DNA

sequences [10], which are used to produce enzymes and proteins involved in Krebs cycle

and respiratory chain.

A treatment of the cells by actives, that improve mitochondrial behavior could help

to strengthen the production of ATP and control the production of oxidative stress that

harms the mitochondrial DNA. [11] Since the loss of mitochondrial integrity is connected

to the aging of cells [12], actives that treat mitochondria could fight aging issues.

However, so far the various dynamics of the mitochondrial network are not yet fully

understood. In this thesis, morphological and qualitative characteristics of mitochon-

drial networks are investigated by creating biophysical, computational models and by

experimentally examining mitochondrial networks in vivo.

In chapter 2, a computational model is presented, that simulates mitochondrial qualities

over time. In a probabilistic approach, mitochondrial qualities q are discrete values in a

Markov chain. A mitochondrion establishes every quality q with a certain probability.

These probabilities change their value depending on biological processes acting on mito-

chondria. By changing the probability of these processes over time, an aging procedure

is included in the model. Thus, the change of mitochondrial qualities during aging is

simulated and corresponding quality saving mechanisms of the mitochondrial network

are disclosed.

A second biophysical, computational model including mitochondrial morphologies is in-

troduced in chapter 3. There, small mitochondrial units move within a two-dimensional

virtual cell and connect with each other by inelastic collisions. As a result, mitochon-

dria form complex network structures. Additionally, quality parameters for the health

of the mitochondrial DNA and the supply with metabolites are included. The quality

parameters change upon fusion and fission procedures and biologicial processes. Thus,

the model allows to correlate mitochondrial qualities with mitochondrial morphologies.

In a further step, ATP consumers within the virtual cell representing energy consuming
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organelles and other cell functions are modeled by Mie potentials. This opens up the

possibility to not only investigate the internal dynamics among mitochondria but also

the interaction between the mitochondrial network and the energy demands of the cell.

In chapter 4, multiphoton microscopy is utilized to image the mitochondrial network

experimentally in vivo in the epidermis. Excitation of the autofluorescence of the coen-

zyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) within mitochondrial clusters with

femtosecond laser pulses allows to visualize the morphologies of mitochondrial networks

in keratinocytes of volunteers’ skin. Studies on mitochondrial morphologies during epi-

dermal differentiation of keratinocytes and differences between mitochondrial networks

of young and old volunteers are performed.



Chapter 2

Mitochondrial Quality Model

A computational model was created, in order to interpret the behavior of mitochondrial

qualities during cell aging. The model presented in this chapter simulates mitochondrial

qualities under the influence of various biological processes acting on mitochondria over

time. The biological processes include mitochondrial networking, mitochondrial recy-

cling, the production of ATP, oxidative stress by external factors and repair mechanisms.

2.1 Master Equation

The quality of a mitochondrion depends on different aspects such as a sufficient supply

with metabolites as ADP [13], the integrity of the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) [14, 15]

or the health of protein complexes in the electron transport chain. [16] In the mitochon-

drial quality model, all these factors are merged into one quality parameter q. [17] The

quality q is a discrete value between a minimum quality of qmin = 0 and a maximum

quality of qmax = Q. Mitochondria with q = 0 are considered to be inactive. They

are drastically harmed and carry an insufficient amount of metabolites and enzymes.

In contrast, qualities q = Q represent completely healthy mitochondria, saturated with

metabolites and equipped with an error-free mtDNA.

The system of whole-numbered quality states is modeled as a discrete-time Markov

chain, in which a mitochondrion exhibits each quality state with a certain probability.

The presented model simulates the change of the probabilities for all quality states q over

time, depending on all biological processes that act on mitochondrial qualities (Figure

2.1). Consequently, a probability distribution P (q, t) between qmin = 0 and qmax = Q is

formed. The corresponding master equation (2.1) describes the time-dependent change

of this distribution:

4



Chapter 2. Mitochondrial Quality Model 5

∂

∂t
P (q, t) =

∑
q 6=q′

(Rq′qP (q′, t)−Rqq′P (q, t)) (2.1)

In formula 2.1, all elements Rij of matrix R represent specific rates with which distinct

biological processes alter probabilities P of quality states q and q′ over time t. While

Rq′q ∈ R derives the probabilistic gain of quality state q from all other quality states q′,

the rate Rqq′ ∈ R takes into account the probabilistic losses from q to q′.

During all points in time the overall probability of the quality chain is conserved and

normalized:

Nprob =

Q∑
q=0

P (q, t) = 1 (2.2)

2.2 Model Design

To date, interconnections between biological processes acting on mitochondrial qualities

are not yet fully experimentally investigated. Hence, the master equation (2.1) is mod-

eled without any coupling of the rates Rij , but is intended to be a superposition of the

individual impacts of all biological processes included:

∂

∂t
P (q, t) =

∂

∂t
PFF(q, t)+

∂

∂t
PMB(q, t)+

∂

∂t
PREP(q, t)+

∂

∂t
PEC(q, t)+

∂

∂t
PED(q, t) (2.3)

In formula (2.3), each term on the right-hand side of the differential equation represents

the contribution of one single biological process on the probability distribution P (q, t).

Biological processes involve the networking dynamics of mitochondrial fission and fusion

(FF) [8], the recycling procedure of mitophagy and biogenesis (MB) [18, 19], the abil-

ity of mitochondria to repair failures in mtDNA sequences and reproduce proteins and

enzymes (REP) [20], the quality loss due to energy consumption of cell functions (EC)

[21, 22], and the oxidative stress produced by other cell organelles (ED). [23]

During aging, biological processes change their frequency of occurrence. In the model,

this is taken into account by introducing individual process probabilities ρi(t), that either

increase or decrease over time depending on the effect of aging on the biological process.

As many biological procedures depend on the number of enzymes, proteins or other

molecules involved as, e.g., in drug usage [24], the time-dependence of each biological

processes is modeled by a homogeneous differential equation of first order,
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Figure 2.1: Mitochondrial processes as discrete-state Markov chain
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Ai = ±dNi

dt
, (2.4)

with Ni being the number of particles involved and Ai = λiNi being the activity of

the corresponding process i. Here, λi is a constant for normalization between particle

numbers N and activity Ai. By solving differential equation (2.4) with an exponen-

tial function, the change of the frequency of a biological process during aging is either

modeled by a decay or by a growth law depending on the underlying physiology:

ρi(t) = ρ0,i · exp(± t
τi

), (2.5)

Here, ρi(t) = c ·Ni(t) is the probability of the corresponding process at a specific point in

time and ρ0,i = c·N0,i is the probability of the process at the beginning of the simulation,

with c being a constant for normalization between probabilities and particle numbers.

By altering the starting probabilities ρ0,i, the magnitude of the influence of biological

processes on the quality distribution P (q, t) can be weighted relatively to each other.

The lifetime τi = 1/λi represents the degree of change of a biological process during cell

aging. The higher the value of τi, the slower alters the probability ρi(t) of a biological

process over time.

The biophysical definitions of all processes acting on mitochondria during the aging of

the cell are presented in the following.

2.2.1 Biological Processes

2.2.1.1 Networking

The morphological shape of the mitochondrial network alters dynamically over time due

to ongoing fission and fusion processes among mitochondrial clusters. [8] Mitochondria

merge their outer membrane in order to exchange unattached substances such as metabo-

lites and enzymes [9] or, additionally, connect their inner mitochondrial membrane to

share mtDNA sequences. [10] Consequently, the impact of mitochondrial networking on

the probability distribution is separated into an outer membrane and an inner membrane

part:

∂

∂t
PFF(q, t) =

∂

∂t
PFFouter(q, t) + γ · ∂

∂t
PFFinner(q, t) (2.6)

As, so far, there is no experimental evidence if one of both fusion processes occurs more

frequently than the other, the proportion parameter is assumed to be γ = 1 according
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to Laplace’s principle of indifference. [25]

In case of a metabolic exchange (Figure 2.1a) by merging only the outer mitochondrial

membrane, the following assumptions are made in the model:

• The exchange of metabolites does not gain any total quality, but redistributes

unattached substances between involved mitochondria. This leads to the following

conservation law: q1 + q2 = q′1 + q′2, where q1 and q2 represent mitochondrial

qualities before and q′1 and q′2 after the process.

• Due to entropic considerations, redistribution of qualities leads to two mitochon-

dria of the same quality after the fusion event: q′1 = q′2. If the sum of qualities

is uneven, the redistribution leads to q′1 = q′2 + 1, with the first assumption still

being fulfilled.

The model’s mathematical definition of fusion processes involving also the inner mi-

tochondrial membrane (Figure 2.1b) relies on the following experimental insights and

biophysical ideas:

• While fusion events involving the outer mitochondrial membrane experimentally

appear as fast ”kiss-and-run” patterns, fusion of inner membrane parts endures

for longer periods of time. [9] Therefore, networking processes involving the inner

mitochondrial membrane are separated into two terms representing a single fission

and a single fusion process.

• Experiments revealed, that fusing inner membrane parts enables mitochondria to

utilize the mtDNA sequences [10] of their fusion partner. So far, there is no evi-

dence, in which capacity mitochondria benefit from each other during this process.

In the framework of the model the daughter mitochondrion with the lower quality

level is raised to the quality level of its partner. Thus, fusion of inner membrane

parts is a quality gaining process: q1 + q2 → 2 · q1, with q1 ≥ q2

• Recent research discovered, that a fission process constitutes one daughter mito-

chondrion keeping its mitochondrial membrane potential, while the other daughter

mitochondrion becomes metabolically inactive. [18] Thus, in the model, a fission

process produces a mitochondrion with a quality of 0 and a mitochondrion with

the quality prior to the fission process: 2 · q1 → q1 + 02

With these rules, the change of the quality distribution by outer membrane fusion

of mitochondria ∂
∂tPFFouter(q, t) and the quality gain by merging the inner membrane

∂
∂tPFFinner(q, t) read as:
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∂

∂t
PFFouter(q, t) = ρFus(t) ·

Q∑
q1,q2>0

P (q1, t)P (q2, t)RFus(‖q1 − q2‖, t) ·

δ(q1+q2),(q′1+q′2)δq′1,q′2(δq,q′1 + δq,q′2 − δq,q1 − δq,q2)

(2.7)

and

∂

∂t
PFFinner(q, t) = ρFus(t) ·

Q∑
q1,q2>0

P (q1, t)P (q2, t)RFus(‖q1 − q2‖, t) ·

δq1,q′1δq′1,q′2(δq,q′2 − δq,q2)+

ρFis(t) ·
Q∑

q1,q2>0

P (q1, t)P (q2, t)RFis(‖Q− q2‖, t) ·

δq1,q2δq1,q′1δq′2,0(δq,0 − δq,q2)

(2.8)

Here, all δij act as Kronecker’s delta. The terms ρFus(t) and ρFis(t) represent the general

time-dependent probabilities of fission and fusion processes, respectively. The rates RFus

and RFis indicate the probabilities of two mitochondria of different qualities, q1 and q2,

to perform networking procedures. These rates are modeled with Hill’s equation, that

describes the biochemical binding of a ligand to a macromolecule. [26] Due to the lack

of experimental insights, it is assumed, that the probability of a fusion process increases

with the discrepancy between the qualities of involved mitochondria in order to apply

a more effective redistribution of metabolites at the outer membrane and a stronger

quality gain at the inner membrane:

RFus(‖q1 − q2‖, t) =
‖q1 − q2‖FF1

FF2
FF1 + ‖q1 − q2‖FF1

(2.9)

On the contrary, with decreasing qualities, a fission process becomes more likely:

RFis(‖q1 − q2‖, t) =
‖Q− q1‖FF1

FF2FF1 + ‖Q− q1‖FF1
(2.10)

In both equations, the Hill coefficients FF1 and FF2 are considered to be free parameters.

During the aging of the cell, networking dynamics among mitochondria are disturbed.

[27] For that reason, the probability of a fusion process over time is modeled as a decay

law. In contrast, the fission process over time is represented by a growth law. Hence,

the alterations over time of probabilities of fission and fusion read as
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ρFus(t) = ρ0,FFm · exp(− t

τFFm

) (2.11)

and

ρFis(t) = ρ0,FFm · exp(+
t

τFFm

) (2.12)

The parameter ρ0,FFm represents the starting probability of networking processes in the

model, τFFm the corresponding lifetimes.

2.2.1.2 Recycling

Aggressively harmed mitochondria in terms of many failures in mitochondrial DNA se-

quences and broken matrix protein complexes are removed from the cell by mitophagy.

[18] In order to keep the mitochondrial mass at a constant level, after autophagic pro-

cesses biogenesis substitutes removed mitochondria by producing fresh mitochondria of

high qualities. [19] In the model, these procedures are taken into account by including

a recycling mechanism. As primarily metabolically inactive mitochondria are removed

from the cell, in the model mitophagy only deletes mitochondria with a quality of q = 0.

Correspondingly, biogenesis adds mitochondria with the maximum quality of q = Q.

Due to the conservation norm 2.2, mitophagy and biogenesis are coupled processes in

the model: The same probability fraction, that is substracted from quality state q = 0

by mitophagy is parallel added by biogenesis to the probability mass of q = Q, so that

Nprob = 1 for all points in time (Figure 2.1g). This ansatz leads to the following formula:

∂

∂t
Pmb(q, t) = ρmb(t) · (−δq,0P (q, t) + δq,QP (0, t)) (2.13)

Recent research revealed, that autophagy of mitochondria increases during the aging of

the cell. [28] Hence, the corresponding process probability over time ρmb(t) is modeled

as a growth law:

ρmb(t) = ρ0,mb · exp(
t

τmb
) (2.14)

Here, parameters ρ0,mb and τmb are the starting probability and the lifetime of the

recycling process, respectively.
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2.2.1.3 Energy Consumption

During the production of ATP by oxidative phosphorylation, mitochondria consume

enzymes and metabolites [5] and harm their own mtDNA by generating oxidative stress

in processes within the electron transport chain. [21, 22] Hence, mitochondria loose

their quality during energy production. As metabolically active mitochondria have a

higher chance of generating oxidative stress, mitochondria of high qualities are more

likely to impair themselves. Assuming that a single quality is always lost with the same

probability ρec (Figure 2.1e-f), the activity-dependent quality decay is modeled with a

binomial approach:

∂

∂t
Pec(q, t) =

Q∑
q′>q

(
q′

q′ − q

)
ρec(t)

q′−q(1− ρec(t))
q · P (q′, t)

−
q′′<q∑
q′′=0

(
q

q − q′′

)
ρec(t)

q−q′′(1− ρec(t))
q′′ · P (q, t)

(2.15)

The first term on the right-hand side of equation (2.15) refers to the gain of quality state

q by the decay of all higher quality states q′, while the second term takes into account

the loss of q to lower qualities q′′.

During the aging of the cell the number of failures in the mitochondrial DNA increases.

[21] As a result, the generation of oxidative stress in energy production becomes more

likely. Thus, the probability of loosing a specific quality ρec in a mitochondrion grows

over time:

ρec(t) = ρ0,ec · exp(
t

τec
) (2.16)

Again, ρ0,ec and τec denote the starting probability and the lifetime of the process.

2.2.1.4 External Oxidative Stress

In addition to the oxidative stress created by mitochondria themselves, other cell or-

ganelles, such as the endoplasmatic reticulum and peroxisomes [23] or external factors

(e.g. the radiation by the sunlight [29]) generate reactive oxygen species in a random

manner. Reflecting this behavior, the model picks random pairs of quality states and

subtracts random fractions of probability mass from a higher quality state to assign it

to a lower quality state (Figure 2.1h):
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∂

∂t
Ped(q, t) = ρed(t) ·

Q∑
q′=q+1

P (q′, t)Red(q′ → q, t)− P (q, t)

q−1∑
q′′=0

Red(q → q′′, t) (2.17)

In formula (2.17), rate Red(q′ → q, t) represents the gain of a lower quality state q by

the loss of probability fraction of a higher quality state q′, while Red(q → q′′, t) indicates

the loss of q to lower qualities q′′. The subtracted fraction has a maximum value of frd.

Hence, the exchange of probability mass between two quality states q and q′ reads as

P (q′, t) = P (q′, t)(1− frd) (2.18)

for the lost fraction of a higher quality state q′ and

P (q, t) = P (q, t) + P (q′, t)frd (2.19)

for the gained fraction of a lower quality state q.

Similar to reactive oxygen species produced by mitochondria themselves, external ox-

idative stress increases during the aging of the cell [30]:

ρed(t) = ρ0,ed · exp(
t

τed
) (2.20)

In this formula, parameters ρ0,ed and τed represent the starting probability and the

lifetime of this process.

2.2.1.5 Repair mechanisms

In order to fix impairments in the mitochondrial DNA induced by oxidative stress, mi-

tochondria hold repair mechanisms which are similar to the cell’s strategies to eliminate

failures in the nuclear DNA. [20] Furthermore, mitochondria are able to produce and

import protein complexes and enzymes necessary for the Krebs cycle and the respiratory

chain. [31] To date, there is a lack of experimental insight about the probabilities for

mitochondria to repair specific qualities, that are impaired. Therefore, the model follows

the approach of the mathematical definition of the energy consumption and assumes,

that every quality is repaired with the same probability ρrep(t) (Figure 2.1c-d). With a

binomial approach this means, that the lower the quality of a mitochondrion is, the more
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likely is the repair of at least one of the missing qualities. The mathematical definition

of this biophysical process then reads as:

∂

∂t
Prep(q, t) =

q′<q∑
q′=0

(
Q− q′

q − q′

)
ρrep(t)q−q

′
(1− ρrep(t))Q−q · P (q′, t)

−
q′′<q∑
q′′>q

(
Q− q
q′′ − q

)
ρrep(t)q

′′−q(1− ρrep(t))Q−q
′′ · P (q, t)

(2.21)

The positive term on the right-hand side of equation (2.21) represents the gain of quality

state q by the repair of lower quality states q′, while the negative term derives the loss

of q to higher qualities q′′ by mitochondrial repair.

During aging, the cell’s ability to repair defective sequences in the DNA decreases. [32]

Hence, the probability of repairing a single quality ρrep(t) within the mtDNA is modeled

as a decay law:

ρrep(t) = ρ0,rep · exp(− t

τrep
) (2.22)

Here, ρ0,rep represents the starting probability of mitochondrial repair, while τrep is the

corresponding lifetime.

2.3 Model Validation

For computational realization of the presented model, its mathematical definitions were

implemented in the programming language Java SE [33] under usage of the packages

java.util.* [34] and java.io.*. [35] All programming scripts are attached to Appendix A.

For validation of the model, its two most important physiological parameters were in-

vestigated. The average quality

q(t) =

Q∑
q=0

q · P (q, t) (2.23)

represents the general well-being of mitochondria in the cell. The fraction of inactive

states P (0, t) gives the amount of mitochondria that are not involved in any networking

processes. These mitochondria lie isolated in the cytoplasm of the cell and thereby

represent the degree of fragmentation of the mitochondrial network.
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2.3.1 Euler Method

Due to the complexity of the homogeneous differential equation of first order (2.3),

simulations of the quality distribution P (q, t) are not solved analytically, but numerically.

Similar to the ansatz of Figge et al. [17] for that purpose the simplest form of the

classical Runge-Kutta method (RK4 ), the so called Euler method, is utilized. An

ordinary differential equation of the form

dP

dt
= f(P (t), t) (2.24)

the is solved by the Euler method using:

P (tn+1) = P (tn) + h · f(P (tn), tn) (2.25)

with P (t) being the differential equation and h representing the step size in time dimen-

sion t of the numerical solution.

In order to find the appropriate step size for both, a preferable exact solution of the

differential equation (2.3) and a acceptable running time of simulations, numerical solu-

tions (2.3) for step sizes h = 10000, h = 1000, h = 100, h = 10 and h = 1 were derived.

For these simulations, the maximum quality Q was defined as 10, so that in total eleven

quality states (including q = 0) were investigated. The free parameters in the model

were set to the values given in Table 2.1. As the starting condition, the uniform distri-

bution of P (q, 0)1 in Table 2.2 was used.

Simulations presented in Figure 2.2 reveal, that decreasing the step size from h = 10000

to h = 10 leads to both, a qualitative and quantitative improvement of the accuracy

of numerical solutions of the average quality q(t) and the fraction of inactive states

P (0, t). A further lowering of the step size from h = 10 to h = 1 results only in marginal

aberrations during the setting process in the first few time steps of parameter q(t) and

then establishes qualitatively and quantitatively same level for both parameters, q(t)

and P (0, t).

The discrepancy in values in both parameters are lower than 1 %. This remaining

difference can be explained by fluctuations due to the randomness of external oxidative

stress. Hence, h = 1 is a reasonable step size for the numerical solution of the differential

equation (2.3) regarding an accetable quantitative and qualitative accuracy. In the

following, the results of all simulations based on equation (2.3) are solved with minimal

time steps of h = 1.
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Figure 2.2: Simulations on the Euler method in the quality model

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

The average quality q(t) and the fraction of inactive states P (0, t) over time for a
numerical solution of equation (2.3) solved with the Euler method for step sizes
h=10000 (a,f), h=1000 (b,g), h=100 (c,h), h=10 (d,i) and h=1 (e,j).
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parameter value

γ 1

ρ0,FFm 0.05

τFFm 50000 tu

ρ0,FFp 0.05

τFFp 50000 tu

FF1 2

FF2 3

ρ0,mb 0.01

τmb 50000 tu

ρ0,rep 0.01

τrep 50000 tu

ρ0,ec 0.01

τec 50000 tu

ρ0,ed 0.01

τed 50000 tu

frd 0.03

Table 2.1: Values of free parameters in validation simulations of quality model

2.3.2 Starting distribution

Prior starting the simulations, the algorithm has to be fed with a starting condition

in form of a probability distribution P (q, 0). Since in this model the mitochondrial

network during the aging of the cell is investigated, P (q, 0) represents the state of the

mitochondrial network before it enters the biological aging processes. However, as cells,

by definition, start to age in the moment of their existence, the qualitative state of the

mitochondrial network before cell birth remains unknown. Therefore, the starting distri-

bution P (q, 0) can not be determined. In order to find out, if P (q, 0) actually influences

the results of the model, simulations with five very different starting distributions were

performed (see Table 2.2). Again, as example parameters, q(t) and P (0, t) were investi-

gated. Free parameters in the model were set as in Table 2.1, the maximum quality Q

was defined as 10.

In Figure 2.3, depictions of the simulations disclose, that after a short period of about

200 tu (0.2 % of usual simulation duration of 100000 tu) at the beginning of the simula-

tions, all different starting distributions P (q, 0)i quantitatively and qualitatively estab-

lish the same level for both investigated parameters, q(t) and P (0, t).

Therefore, the outcomes of the simulations with the presented model seem to be in-

dependent from the starting distribution. In all simulations presented in the following

sections, the starting distribution is a uniform distribution as P (q, 0)1 in Table 2.2.
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quality q P (q, 0)1 P (q, 0)2 P (q, 0)3 P (q, 0)4 P (q, 0)5

0 0.090 0.9 0.01 0.01 0.455

1 0.091 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

2 0.091 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

3 0.091 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

4 0.091 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

5 0.091 0.01 0.01 0.9 0.01

6 0.091 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

7 0.091 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

8 0.091 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

9 0.091 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

10 0.091 0.01 0.9 0.01 0.455

Table 2.2: Different starting distributions for Q = 10 in quality model

Figure 2.3: Simulations with different starting distributions in the quality model

a) b)

The average quality q(t) and the fraction of inactive states P (0, t) over time for
starting distributions P (q, 0)1 (black), P (q, 0)2 (red), P (q, 0)3 (blue), P (q, 0)4 (pink)
and P (q, 0)5 (green) corresponding with Table 2.2.

Physiologically, one can conclude from these results, that the balance of biological pro-

cesses acting on mitochondria during aging is very robust and that, if the processes

are still functioning well, this balance is able to establish robust qualities levels among

mitochondria in every cell independent from its prior state.

2.3.3 Parameter Setting

The presented model includes several free parameters. Due to simplifications in the

model, as for example, the combination of the integrity of the mitochondrial DNA and

the supply with metabolites to an artificial quality parameter q, the free parameters

introduced in the mathematical definitions of the biological processes are of artificial
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nature as well. Thus, it is not possible to measure the values of these free parame-

ters directly by experiments. Correspondingly, to date experimental publications do

not quantitatively determine neither frequencies nor power of mitochondrial processes

relatively to each other regarding specific cell types. As, in the model, the quantitative

progression of quality parameters, such as q(t) and P (0, t) over time depends on process

probabilities ρi,0 and lifetimes τi, it is, so far, not possible to apply an absolute time

scale to the model. Therefore, all presented simulations deal with artifical time units

(tu).

Due to the lack of experimental input on the quantitative change of biological processes

acting on mitochondria during aging, it is intricate to estimate process probabilities ρi,0

and lifetimes τi relatively to each other. Corresponding with Table 2.3, in Figure 2.4

different settings of free parameters are compared regarding their impact on the aver-

age quality q(t) and the fraction of inactive states P (0, t). For all biological processes

i, simulations with three different values of corresponding parameters ρi,0 and τi were

performed.

Simulations (Figure 2.4) reveal, that different parameter sets lead to similar qualitative

outcomes. The average quality of mitochondria declines during over time, while the

number of inactive mitochondria grows. However, different values for ρi,0 and τi modify

the slope of the investigated quality parameters.

parameter value 1 value 2 value 3

ρ0,FFm 0.05 0.025 0.1

τFFm 50000 tu 25000 tu 100000 tu

ρ0,FFp 0.05 0.025 0.1

τFFp 50000 tu 25000 tu 100000 tu

ρ0,mb 0.01 0.005 0.02

τmb 50000 tu 25000 tu 100000 tu

ρ0,rep 0.01 0.005 0.02

τrep 50000 tu 25000 tu 100000 tu

ρ0,ec 0.01 0.005 0.02

τec 50000 tu 25000 tu 100000 tu

ρ0,ed 0.01 0.005 0.02

τed 50000 tu 25000 tu 100000 tu

Table 2.3: Different values of free parameters for process probabilities

Raising the starting probability of recycling from ρi,0 = 0.005 to ρi,0 = 0.02 leads to

higher mitochondrial qualities and lower fraction of inactive states. Contrarily, an in-

crease of the corresponding lifetime τmb from 50000 tu to 100000 tu delays the growth of

biogenetic activity during aging and hence prevents its stabilizing effect of mitochondrial

qualities. A very short lifetime of the process of τmb = 25000 tu induces a surprising

increase of mitochondrial qualities at the end of the simulations. This rather unphysio-

logical behavior is explained in section 4.3.4.
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Figure 2.4: Simulations with different process parameters in the quality model

a) b)

c) d)

e)

g) h)

i)

modifications in networking

modifications in recycling

modifications in energy consumption

modifications in repair

modifications in oxidative stress

j)

f)

The average quality q(t) and the fraction of inactive states P (0, t) over time for
different values of free process parameters in networking (a,b), recycling (d,c), energy
consumption (e,f), repair (g,h) and oxidative stress (i,j). Variations in the starting
probability are depicted in red color, modifications in lifetimes are indicated by green
color. The black graph in each plot represents a simulation with parameters given in
Table 2.1.
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Modifications of lifetimes τFF and starting probabilities ρFF of the networking process

have only a marginal impact on average qualities of mitochondria. However, a shorten-

ing of the lifetime to τmb = 25000 tu leads to an increase of the fraction of inactive states

to over P (0, t) = 0.5. This reflects an accelerated disturbance of the equal distribution

of qualities among the mitochondrial network by decelerated fission and fusion.

Modifications in lifetimes and starting probabilities of mitochondrial repair and energy

consumption lead to intuitive results. A temporal stabilization of the repair mechanism

by an increase of τrep induces higher average qualities and less inactive mitochondria.

Moreover, higher starting probabilities ρrep,0 of the repairing process and thereby a delay

of the loss of repair functionality in mitochondria leads to higher values of q(t) and lower

values of P (0, t). In contrast, extended impairments of mitochondria due to increased

energy production represented by high starting probabilities ρ0,EC and low lifetimes τEC

decrease mitochondrial qualities and increase the fraction of inactive mitochondria.

Alterations in the starting probability ρ0,ED and the lifetime ρ0,ED of the process of ex-

ternal oxidative stress and other damage lead only to a hardly recognizable quantitative

change in both, the average quality q(t) and the fraction of inactive mitochondria P (0, t).

This behavior reveals, that in the model, external damage has a less significant effect on

mitochondrial qualities than the other quality wasting process of energy production.

Although so far it is not possible to perform quantitative comparison between experi-

mental investigations and simulations of different starting probabilities ρi and liftimes

τi, the model helps to understand the effects of a qualitative change of the frequencies

of all included processes. Thus, for example, the model might be utilized to investigate

the effect of actives, that influence distinct biological processes, on the overall quality

state of the mitochondrial network.

In following simulations the parameter values of processes are set as presented in Table

2.1. The starting probability of networking ρ0,FFm has a higher value than the other

processes as it was found that mitochondria fuse and divide frequently in the range of

minutes. [18] The values of the three other free parameters FF1, FF2 and frd were

adopted from the model of Figge et al. [17] and set as in Table 2.1. In further inves-

tigations of the model, particularly the harmed fraction of mitochondria by external

oxidative stress frd should be altered.

2.3.4 Duration of simulations

As depicted in Figure 2.5 there is, with the parameter setting given in Table 2.1, a max-

imum duration of simulations with 11 quality states (Q=11). The simulation in Figure

2.5 reveals, that after about 223500 tu both parameters, the average quality q(t) and

the fraction of inactive states P (0, t), begin to oscillate with high amplitudes and high
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frequencies for a short period of time. Subsequently, the model does not deliver real

numbers any longer for both parameters. Instead, the Java code prints out the message

NaN (Not a Number). The reason for that behavior are the growth laws, that model

the change of the recycling mechanism and the quality decay due to energy consump-

tion during aging. The probability ρmb(t) of removing mitochondria by mitophagy and

replacing them by healthy mitochondria during biogenesis and the probability of dam-

age due to oxidative stress grow exponentially over time. Consequently, at a distinct

point in time (depending on the setting of the free parameters in Table 2.1), the cor-

responding terms in the mathematical definitions of both processes exceed the actually

existing probability fraction of a quality state q that shall be altered. As a result, the

probability mass is not maintained according to the probability norm (2.2). Hence, the

differential equation (2.3) can not be solved in the following time steps. This behavior

occurs after over 220 % of the usual time scale of the simulation, so that it does not

affect the qualitative outcomes of the model.

Figure 2.5: Simulations in the quality model over 300000 tu

a) b)

The average quality q(t) and the fraction of inactive states P (0, t) over 300000 tu in an
unmodified aging simulation (blue) and in aging without growth laws for recycling and
energy consumption (red).

However, in future versions of the model one might be interested in the evaluation of

longer time scales. Then, in order to prevent this mathematical dysfunction of the

model, instead of an exponential growth law, the change of the recycling probability

ρmb(t) and the damage due to energy consumption ρed(t) could be modeled by a logistic

function:

ρmb/ec(t) = ρ0,mb/ec ·
S

1 + exp(−k(t− t0))
(2.26)
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Parameters k and t0 determine the degree of change of ρ0,mb/ec(t) and by that substitute

the lifetime τec/mb. With a logistic growth law, the recycling probability at first grows

exponentially until, after a deflection point, it approaches a saturation value S asymp-

totically.

Another physiologically anomaly observed in simulations longer than 150000 tu, is the

significant growth of the average quality q(t) after reaching a minimum. While a slight

increase of q(t) starting at about 100000 tu is explained by a higher number of inac-

tive mitochondria that are recycled, the significant quality gain observed at the end

of quite long simulations representing very old cells is not biologically plausible. This

behavior was also observed in Figure 2.4c when the lifetime of the recycling process was

shortenend to 50000 tu. These characteristics are the result of the quantitative coupling

of biogenesis and mitophagy in the model in order to sustain the probability mass in

equation (2.2). In the model, the probability of biogenesis increases with mitophagy, so

that even in very old cells all inactive mitochondria are replaced with fresh ones. Hence,

mitochondrial qualities in average increase in old cells due to the great amount of in-

active mitochondria. According to experiments, the mitochondrial mass grows during

aging [36], so that actually harmed mitochondria aggregate in the cytoplasm of a cell.

In order to include this mechanism in the model, biogenesis has to be decoupled from

mitophagy. As a result, the probability mass would not be fixed to a value of 1, but

would increase. Hence, rather than applying probabilities to each quality state q, the

model could function with absolute values representing numbers of mitochondria instead

of probability fractions.

2.3.5 Quality Resolution

The maximum quality Q determines the number of discrete quality states in the model.

Hence, the higher the value of Q is, the more quality states q can be established by

mitochondria and the higher is the quality resolution. In order to test the model’s

scalability of the number of quality states, simulations going from Q = 1 to Q = 14 and

numbers of quality states from 2 to 15 (including the quality state q = 0), respectively,

were performed. Again, as example parameters the average quality q(t) and the fraction

of inactive mitochondria P (0, t) were investigated. Values for free parameters were taken

from Table 2.1. The results of all simulations are presented in Figure 2.6.

For comparison, both, q(t) and P (0, t) are normed to the maximum value of the corre-

sponding simulation.

For all simulations with Q being between 1 and 13 the average quality q(t) decreases

exponentially during aging. The degree of the decline grows with Q except for Q = 13,

where the exponential decay is less pronounced than in simulations from Q = 1 to
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Figure 2.6: Simulations in the quality model for different numbers of quality states

a) b)

The average quality q(t) and the fraction of inactive states P (0, t) over 100000 tu for
simulations going from Q = 1 (bright red) to Q = 14 (dark red). For better
comparison, q(t) is normalized to 1 in every simulation.

Q = 12. In simulations from Q = 1 to Q = 13 the fraction of inactive states P (0, t)

monotonously increases with time. In the simulation with Q = 14 and 15 quality states,

respectively, the model experiences a turnover. The average quality q(t) falls to a mini-

mum at about 25000 tu, from which it increases again to approach the maximum quality

in an asymptotic manner after an inflection point. Additionally, the fraction of inactive

states P (0, t) increases for a short period at the beginning of the simulation, reaching a

maximum to decline in an exponential manner.

This behavior is not in line with the simulations with lower values than Q = 14 and

seems rather unphysiological as during aging mitochondrial qualities decrease and the

number of inactive mitochondria grows resulting in a fragmentation of the mitochondrial

network. Thus, the model in its present form is not able to perform biological plausible

simulations with mitochondrial quality state numbers higher than 14.

By raising the number of quality states the impact of both, mitochondrial quality de-

cay due to energy consumption and mitochondrial quality regain by repair mechanisms,

decreases. The reason for this is, that the influence of these processes on mitochondrial

qualities is fixed to absolute values and therefore does not raise or fall relatively to the

maximum quality Q. Moreover, the recycling mechanism becomes more powerful as the

quality gained ∆q = Q − q by replacing harmed mitochondria of q = 0 with healthy

mitochondria of q = Q increases with growing maximum qualities. To solve this prob-

lem the model could be modified by designing energy consumption, oxidative stress and

mitochondrial repair as processes that depend on the maximum quality of Q. Conse-

quently, their influence on mitochondrial qualities would not alter with the number of

states, but would be stable relatively to Q.
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In the following simulations, for better comparison with the model of Figge et al. the

maximum quality is set to Q = 10.

2.4 Results

After validating the design of the model, various simulations have been performed in

order to investigate mitochondrial qualities during the aging of the cell. The free pa-

rameters in the model were set to the values in Table 2.1. The results of all simulations

are presented and discussed in detail in the following publication in PLoS ONE. [37]

Being in line with recently published experiments in vitro [38, 39], simulations illustrate

decreasing mitochondrial qualities during the aging of the cell, accompanied by a grow-

ing fraction of inactive, isolated mitochondria leading to a fragmented mitochondrial

network in old cells.

Investigating the interplay of both kinds of fusion processes, merging of the outer and

of the inner mitochondrial membrane, respectively, simulations reveal that fusion pro-

cesses exchanging only metabolites prevent the quality gain generated by fusing the

inner membrane. Hence, if both processes act parallel on mitochondria, mitochondrial

qualites are kept at a medium level. However, metabolic fusion in combination with

fusion involving the mitochondrial matrix significantly increases the number of inactive

mitochondria while maintaining the overall quality level of the mitochondrial network.

As mitophagy and biogenesis rely on inactive mitochondria in order to keep their recy-

cling process running, the generation of mitochondria of the lowest quality state q = 0

by the collaboration of both kinds of networking, metabolic and proteinaceous, is a very

powerful mechanism.

As a consequence the combination of both processes, networking and recycling, leads

to a drastic increase of mitochondrial qualities to the maximum value if other processes

such as the quality decreasing oxidative stress and energy consumption are neglected.

Thus, simulations disclose that mitochondrial networking induces recycling by the gen-

eration of metabolically inactive mitochondria. This strategy was proposed in recent

experimental publications [40] and is confirmed in the framework of the model.

Simulations with a stabilized ability of mitochondria to repair themselves during aging

reveal a lower quality level and a smaller fraction of inactive states among mitochondria

in old cells compared to unmodified aging simulations. The explanation for this seem-

ingly paradoxical behavior lies in the thwarting of the recycling process: In old cells,

mitochondrial repair works very efficient if it is stabilized. It prevents numerous mito-

chondria with low quality levels from becoming inactive. As a result, a high amount of

harmed mitochondria aggregates without being removed from the cell by mitophagy and

being replaced with fresh, high quality mitochondria by biogenesis. Hence, the declining
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ability of mitochondria to repair themselves might be a quality saving mechanism during

aging.

Several strategies were tested that could help cells establishing high quality levels within

the mitochondrial network. For that purpose, two processes controlled by the cell, net-

working and recycling, were modified by increasing starting probabilities ρi and by

stabilizing the processes temporally by increasing lifetimes τi. Simulations reveal for

modifications in recycling parameters, that an increase of the starting probability ρ0,mb

is drastically quality increasing while a temporal stabilization leads to dramatically de-

clining quality states over time. Regarding mitochondrial networking, mitochondrial

qualities benefit from parallel modifications in both parameters, meaning an increase of

its starting probability ρ0,ff and a stabilization of the process during cell aging. As a

result, the most efficient concept of mitochondria to maintain their qualities over time

is a combination of the best single strategies concerning networking and recycling: An

increase of both starting probabilities ρ0,mb and ρ0,ff and a temporal stabilization of the

networking mechanism.

2.5 Discussion

Several of the qualitative outcomes of the mitochondrial quality model are either directly

validated by experiments, as, e.g. the morphological behavior of mitochondria during

aging, or are experimentally indirectly supported as the efficient induction of mitochon-

drial recycling by mitochondrial networking. Aging simulations of the model reveal a

mitochondrial network fragmentation with growing number of isolated mitochondrial

clusters over time. These results agree very well with the experiments [38, 39] and can

now be explained by the increasing fission activity in the mitochondrial network due to

the growing amount of reactive oxygen species during aging generated by mitochondria

themselves and by other cell organelles. Other results, such as the quality saving effect

of decreasing mitochondrial repair during aging are not yet experimentally investigated.

In this case, the model suggests future experiments on mitochondria.

So far, the results of all simulations are of qualitative value. For a quantitative com-

parison between computational simulations and experimental measurements precise ex-

perimental determination of the values of the free parameters included in the model is

required. Many parameters such as the starting probabilities ρ0,i and the lifetimes τi

are of artificial nature. Hence, they can only be measured indirectly. To date, there is

a lack of experimental data to exactly determine these parameters.

Since the rates of mitochondrial dynamics vary among different cell types, experiments

have to establish distinct parameter sets for cells types of interest, as, e.g., for epidermal
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keratinocytes examined in chapter 4. As a first step, measurements of the frequencies of

different biological processes could help, to determine the lifetimes τi of all involved pro-

cesses relatively to each other, in order to integrate an absolute time scale to the model.

This would qualify the model for further quantitative investigation of the mitochondrial

network in the epidermis during skin aging.

Moreover, the mitochondrial quality q is an artificial parameter, which has no direct

counterpart in reality. For quantitative analysis, this parameter has either to be trans-

lated to a measurable dimension as the mitochondrial membrane potential or it has to

be split up into several subparameters as, e.g., the integrity of the mitochondrial DNA,

the amount of metabolites and enzymes available during oxidative phosphorylation or

the health of protein complexes in the mitochondrial matrix.

Furthermore, the exact procedures of some biological processes included in the model are

experimentally still unclear. Although it is experimentally confirmed that mitochondria

share metabolites, mtDNA sequences, and protein complexes during outer and inner

mitochondrial membrane fusion, the quantitative extend of this exchange was not yet

determined. Additionally, the assumption that every quality is lost by oxidative stress

and regained by mitochondrial repair with the same probability depending on the pro-

cess, is a simplification due to the lack of experimental insights.

So far, the model does not simulate an absolute amount of mitochondria, but each qual-

ity state is represented by the probability of one mitochondrion establishing it. Due

to the conservation norm (2.2) the probability mass has to remain at a stable value of

N = 1 for all points in time. However, in reality the number of mitochondria changes

over time and increases during cell aging. [36] In order to take into account the effect of

an altering mitochondrial mass on mitochondrial qualities, the model could be detached

from the probabilistic approach and calculate absolute numbers of mitochondria for each

quality state. The coupling between biogenesis and mitophagy, which is necessary to

maintain the conservation norm, but which is physiologically not valid, could be decom-

posed. Biogenesis would not have to increase in the same manner as mitophagy, but

could, in line with several experiments [41], decrease over time. Furthermore, some ex-

periments point into the direction, that mitophagic processes decrease during the aging

of the cell. [42]

In the current version of the model, the overall change of mitochondrial qualities over

time is given by the superposition of the single biophysical definitions of all biological

processes, as there are networking, recycling, energy consumption, external damage and

mitochondrial repair. This ansatz suggests that there is no direct coupling between some

of the processes acting on mitochondria. In reality, there might be interconnections, for

example, between the process of energy production and the repair mechanism, mito-

chondrial recycling and mitochondrial networking, since these processes consume energy

in order to perform their tasks. However, so far, there is no experimental evidence
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about any quality-dependent interaction among mitochondrial processes. To include

corresponding coupling terms in future, further experimental input is necessary.
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Abstract
Mitochondria are essential for the energy production of eukaryotic cells. During aging

mitochondria run through various processes which change their quality in terms of activity,

health and metabolic supply. In recent years, many of these processes such as fission

and fusion of mitochondria, mitophagy, mitochondrial biogenesis and energy consumption

have been subject of research. Based on numerous experimental insights, it was possible

to qualify mitochondrial behaviour in computational simulations. Here, we present a new

biophysical model based on the approach of Figge et al. in 2012. We introduce exponen-

tial decay and growth laws for each mitochondrial process to derive its time-dependent

probability during the aging of cells. All mitochondrial processes of the original model are

mathematically and biophysically redefined and additional processes are implemented:

Mitochondrial fission and fusion is separated into a metabolic outer-membrane part and a

protein-related inner-membrane part, a quality-dependent threshold for mitophagy and

mitochondrial biogenesis is introduced and processes for activity-dependent internal oxi-

dative stress as well as mitochondrial repair mechanisms are newly included. Our findings

reveal a decrease of mitochondrial quality and a fragmentation of the mitochondrial net-

work during aging. Additionally, the model discloses a quality increasing mechanism due

to the interplay of the mitophagy and biogenesis cycle and the fission and fusion cycle of

mitochondria. It is revealed that decreased mitochondrial repair can be a quality saving

process in aged cells. Furthermore, the model finds strategies to sustain the quality of the

mitochondrial network in cells with high production rates of reactive oxygen species due to

large energy demands. Hence, the model adds new insights to biophysical mechanisms

of mitochondrial aging and provides novel understandings of the interdependency of mito-

chondrial processes.
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Introduction
A detailed comprehension of the functioning of mitochondria is of great concern in miscella-
neous scientific disciplines and plays an important role in aging. [2], [3]

The main task of mitochondria is to provide a cell with energy in form of adenosintripho-
sphate (ATP). In the cytoplasm of the cell glycolysis decomposes glucose in order to gain pyru-
vate molecules. These molecules are transported into mitochondria where they enter the Krebs
cycle [4]. There, the pyruvate reduces NAD+ molecules to the coenzyme NADH. The NADH
molecules arrive at the respiration chain where their energy is released gradually by carrying its
reducing electrons to lower potentials. The resulting free energy is employed to establish a pro-
ton motive force along the inner membrane of the mitochondrium in order to finally transform
adenosindisphosphate (ADP) to ATP.

The efficiency of these processes strongly depends on the quality of mitochondria. Their
activity can be tracked by the polarization of their mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP).
[5] In order to sustain a high membrane potential, Krebs cycle and respiration chain have to be
supplied with a sufficient amount of metabolites such as NAD+, ADP or pyruvate. Addition-
ally, the number of defects within the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) should be kept at a low
level so that newly generated protein complexes involved in the respiration chain or enzymes
involved in the Krebs cycle are of high quality. [6, 7]

During the aging of cells mitochondria suffer from self-generated internal reactive oxygen
species (ROS) and external oxidative stress produced by other organelles, eventually leading to
the death of cells.[8] In order to retain their reliability in energy production mitochondria
behave as a very dynamic network that utilizes numerous processes to remain in a state of high
quality. [9] Fission and fusion help mitochondria to compensate for rare metabolites, defect
mtDNA sequences or damaged protein complexes. [10], [11] Irreversibly damaged mitochon-
dria are excluded from the network by fission processes and afterwards removed and regener-
ated by a permanent cycle of mitochondrial autophagy (mitophagy) [12] and mitochondrial
biogenesis. [13] Repair mechanisms similar to repair procedures of nuclear DNA defects help
to maintain the integrity of the mtDNA. [14]

In recent years various experiments provided a better understanding of the processes
within the mitochondrial network. [15] Based on this knowledge several in silicomodels
have been developed which are considered to generally simulate mitochondrial dynamics.
[16, 17] An established model to describe the mitochondrial development during the aging
of cells was introduced by Figge et al. in 2012. [1] In this contribution, the probabilistic
change of discrete mitochondrial quality states was described by one differential equation
which integrated several dynamic mitochondrial processes. Biophysical simulations revealed
a decreasing mitochondrial quality and an increasing fragmentation of the mitochondrial
network with time. These findings are in good agreement with experimental results in vitro.
[18, 19] Furthermore, the simulations predicted a deceleration of fission and fusion cycles
as a quality saving mechanism in the presence of infectious molecular damage among
mitochondria.

Here, we present a new mitochondrial quality model based on the approach of Figge et al. in
2012. We introduce a universal biophysical decay and growth law that defines a time-depen-
dent probability for every mitochondrial process. Furthermore, we adjust and append the
mathematical definitions of all mitochondrial processes in the existing model to explicitly
adapt them to latest findings in experimental research on mitochondrial networking, recycling,
repair and energy consumption [20], [21], [22], [23]. We present and discuss simulations of
the mitochondrial quality model.
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Models
Mitochondrial quality depends on the supply with metabolites, the energetic activity and the
health of mtDNA and mitochondrial protein complexes. In this model these variables are rep-
resented by a single parameter q that defines the state of quality of a mitochondrium. The qual-
ity q is a discrete integer of a value between 0 and Q, with Q being the maximal quality. A
mitochondrium exhibits each quality state with a time-dependent probability P(q, t). For every
point in time the sum of the probabilities of all quality states is normalized to 1:

Nprob ¼
XQ
q¼0

Pðq; tÞ ¼ 1 ð1Þ

This system can be described as a homogeneous Markovian model where mitochondrial
processes i represent the transitions between discrete quality states q of a Markov chain. Then,
the time-dependence of the probability P of quality states can be derived by a Master equation
[24]:

dP
dt

¼ RðtÞP; ð2Þ

where R(t) is the time-dependent transition matrix with its elements representing all possible
transitions between quality states by mitochondrial processes. Due to the conservation norm
Eq (1) the probability P in total is not altered. Solving the one-dimensional Master equation
the change of the probability of a single state q can be described with:

@

@t
Pðq; tÞ ¼

X
q6¼q0

ðRq0qPðq0; tÞ � Rqq0Pðq; tÞÞ ð3Þ

Here, Rq0 q and Rqq0 are transition rates of R that represent the impact of different mitochon-
drial processes. The rate Rq0 q represents the probability q gains by transitions from states q0 to
q, while rate Rqq0 depicts the loss of probability from q to other states q0.

Neglecting possible coupling terms between arbitrary mitochondrial processes i and j, @Pðq;tÞ
@t

and its corresponding rates Rij of R can be split up into a sum of several terms, each depicting
the change in probabilities of q by a single mitochondrial process:

@

@t
Pðq; tÞ ¼ @

@t
PFFðq; tÞ þ

@

@t
PMBðq; tÞ þ

@

@t
PREPðq; tÞ þ

@

@t
PECðq; tÞ þ

@

@t
PEDðq; tÞ ð4Þ

The single terms represent mitochondrial quality changing processes which were observed
and described in experimental publications in recent years: mitophagy and biogenesis
@
@t
PMBðq; tÞ, fission and fusion @

@t
PFFðq; tÞ, mitochondrial repair @

@t
PREPðq; tÞ, energy consump-

tion @
@t
PECðq; tÞ and external mitochondrial damage @

@t
PEDðq; tÞ (Fig 1).

During aging the number of enzymes, proteins and metabolites alters. As the impact of bio-
logical processes depends on the number of corresponding particles or rather molecules
involved, the time-dependence of a process i can be described by homogeneous differential
equation of first order. In biology this approach is chosen, e.g. to derive the effect of a drug
over time [25]. The differential equation reads:

Ai ¼ � dNi

dt
; ð5Þ

where Ai = λNi denotes the activity of the process and Ni the number of particles involved in
the process. This decay law or growth law, depending on the sign, can be solved with an
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exponential function:

riðtÞ ¼ r0;i � exp � t
ti

� �
; ð6Þ

with ρi(t) = c�Ni(t), ρ0, i = c�N0, i, τi = 1/λ and c being a constant for normalization. This ansatz
leads to an decoupling of the mathematical definition fi of a process and its time-dependent
probability ρi(t):

@

@t
Piðq; tÞ ¼ riðtÞ � f ðPiðq; tÞ; q; q0; :::Þ: ð7Þ

Hence, ρ0, i are independent factors that balance the processes relatively to each other, while
τi determines the slope of their time-evolutions. The decoupling is true for the processes of
mitochondrial fission and fusion, mitophagy and biogenesis and external oxidative stress (see
corresponding sections). For the mitochondrial repair mechanism and the process of energy
consumption it is coupled to the mathematical definition of the process i itself:

@

@t
Piðq; tÞ ¼ f ðriðtÞ; Piðq; tÞ; q; q0; :::Þ: ð8Þ

Fig 1. Quality changing processes of the mitochondrial quality model. a) Metabolic fission and fusion process leads to two mitochondria of the same
quality. b) Fusion of inner matrix components raises the lower mitochondrium to the quality level of the partner. Fission leads to an inactive mitochondrium
while the partner maintains its quality. c) Mitophagy removes inactive mitochondria, biogenesis generates mitochondria of the highest quality. d)
Mitochondrial repair renews the quality of mitochondria. e) Energy consumption lowers the quality of highly active mitochondria. f) External damage randomly
decreases quality of mitochondria.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146973.g001
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In the following the parameters ρ0, i and τi represent the starting probability and the lifetime
of the process i, respectively. The sign of τi depends on either the increase or the decrease of i
with the aging of cells.

Fission and Fusion
The dynamics in a network strongly depend on the mobility of its components. Mitochondria
are very motile in the cytoplasm of cells. They are not only transported to different locations
[26] but also fuse and divide among each other. [15, 27] These fusion and fission processes
exhibit two different patterns. On the one hand there are very quick connections between mito-
chondria in which only the outer mitochondrial membrane is connected. These so called “kiss
and run” patterns are associated with the exchange of rare metabolites among mitochondria.
On the other hand more time consuming states of fusion of mitochondria have been found to
not only include the outer membrane but also the inner membrane and mitochondrial matrix
components. [20] In these fusion states mitochondria are considered to share and compensate
for defect protein complexes or DNA sequences which are crucial for the production of ATP.
[28] Subsequent fission events lead to one mitochondrium with a still polarized MMP and one
mitochondrium with a depolarized MMP. [21]

Considering the two different types of connections among mitochondria we decided to sep-
arate the biophysical definition for fission and fusion processes in the model into two parts:
metabolic fission and fusion @

@t
PFFm

ðq; tÞ and a proteinaceous fission and fusion @
@t
PFFp

ðq; tÞ,
leading to

@

@t
PFFðq; tÞ ¼

@

@t
PFFm

ðq; tÞ þ g � @
@t

PFFp
ðq; tÞ; ð9Þ

where γ denotes a constant to balance both kinds of fission and fusion relatively to each other.
Metabolic fission and fusion. To biophysically define the metabolic fission and fusion

process (Fig 1a) within our model we make the following assumptions according to literature
or biophysical considerations.

1. When two mitochondria with different qualities exchange metabolites no quality can be
gained or lost in total: The amount of metabolites remains the same. Thus, for a metabolic
fission and fusion event, we suggest a conservation law: q1 þ q2 ! q01 þ q02, with qi being
the incoming qualities and q0i the outcoming qualities.

2. For entropic reasons the mixing of metabolites in mitochondria leads to two mitochondria
of the same quality: q01 ¼ q02

3. The larger the discrepancy between the qualities of two mitochondria the more valuable is
the exchange of metabolites. Hence, the probability of the process raises with Δq = kq1−q2k.
Inactive Mitochondria (q = 0) are not involved in any fission and fusion exchange of
metabolites.

The fission and fusion process of metabolites in the model reads then as follows:

@

@t
PFFm

ðq; tÞ ¼ rFFm
ðtÞ�

XQ
q1 ;q2>0

Pðq1; tÞPðq2; tÞRFFm
ðk q1 � q2 k; tÞ �

dðq1þq2Þ;ðq01þq0
2
Þdq0

1
;q0
2
ðdq;q0

1
þ dq;q0

2
� dq;q1 � dq;q2Þ

ð10Þ

Here and in the following equations δi, j refers to Kronecker’s delta. The two conditions out-
side the brackets take into account assumption 1 and 2. The positive and negative terms inside
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the brackets represent the gain and loss of probability of quality state q. Assumption 3 is repre-
sented by RFFm(kq1−q2k, t). This rate is modeled by Hill’s equation, which describes the bio-
chemical process of the binding of a ligand to a macromolecule [29]:

RFFm
ðk q1 � q2 k; tÞ ¼

k q1 � q2kFF1

FF2
FF1þ k q1 � q2kFF1

ð11Þ

FF1 and FF2 are the hill coefficients. They are free parameters that cannot be determined by
literature. Later on, we assign them the same values as Figge et al. in their model. The factor
ρFFm(t) represents the time-dependent probability of the process. As the proper balance of fis-
sion and fusion is disturbed during the aging of cells [30], the probability of the process
decreases with time:

rFFm
ðtÞ ¼ r0;FFm

� exp � t
tFFm

 !
ð12Þ

Fission and fusion of proteins. Concerning the fission and fusion of mitochondrial inner
matrix components (Fig 1b) we assume according to literature and biophysical considerations
the following:

1. As fusion events involving inner matrix components last longer than the exchange of
metabolites fission and fusion are seperated into two independent terms

2. When two mitochondria with different qualities share protein complexes after a fusion
event both mitochondria have the same capacities to produce energy via oxidative phos-
phorylation. Hence, the mitochondrium with the lower quality gains the level of quality of
the other mitochondrium: q1+q2 ! 2�q1. Thus, sharing of matrix components is a quality
gaining process.

3. The larger the discrepancy between the qualities of two mitochondria the more valuable is
the compensation for defect proteins. Hence, similar to the metabolic exchange the proba-
bility of a fusion process raises with Δq = kq1−q2k. Again, inactive mitochondria (q = 0) are
not involved in any fusion event.

4. As experimentally observed, after a fission event one mitochondrium keeps the polarization
of its MMP while the MMP of the other mitochondrium gets depolarized. [21] In the
model, the quality of one mitochondrium remains stable, while the other mitochondrium
looses its quality in total: 2�q1 ! q1+02

5. The probability of a fission process increases with lower quality states.

The equation reads as:

@

@t
PFFp

ðq; tÞ ¼ rFup
ðtÞ �

XQ
q1;q2>0

Pðq1; tÞPðq2; tÞRFup
ðk q1 � q2 k; tÞ � dq1 ;q01dq01 ;q02ðdq;q02 � dq;q2Þ

þrFip
ðtÞ �

XQ
q1 ;q2>0

Pðq1; tÞPðq2; tÞRFip
ðk Q� q2 k; tÞ � dq1 ;q2dq1 ;q

0
1
dq0

2
;0ðdq;0 � dq;q2Þ

ð13Þ

The first term represents the fusion of inner matrix components and the second term the
correspondend fission process. The Kronecker deltas before the brackets refer to the conditions
2 and 3 for fusion and 4 and 5 for fission, respectively. The rates for fusion RFup(kq1−q2k, t) and
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fission RFip(kQ−q1k, t) are:

RFup
ðk q1 � q2 k; tÞ ¼

k q1 � q2kFF1
FF2

FF1þ k q1 � q2kFF1
ð14Þ

and

RFip
ðk q1 � q2 k; tÞ ¼

k Q� q1kFF1

FF2
FF1þ k Q� q1kFF1

ð15Þ

Similarly to metabolic fission and fusion, the frequency of networking processes ρFup(t)
decreases and the number of fission events ρFip(t) increases with the aging of the cell, represent-
ing perturbations of networking among mitochondria:

rFup
ðtÞ ¼ r0;FFp

� exp � t
tFFp

 !
ð16Þ

rFip
ðtÞ ¼ r0;FFp

� exp þ t
tFFp

 !
ð17Þ

Mitophagy and Biogenesis
Mitophagy and mitochondrial biogenesis represent the mitochondrial recycling mechanism of
the cell (Fig 1c). Mitochondria that are heavily damaged in terms of their mtDNA or inner and
outer mitochondrial membrane components become inactive and establish a depolarized
MMP, before they are removed by mitophagy. [31] The removed mitochondrial mass is substi-
tuted by new mitochondrial material generated by mitochondrial biogenesis. [32]

Biophysically we define the following rules for mitophagy and biogenesis:

1. To keep the total probability mass at a value of 1 it is required that mitophagy and mito-
chondrial biogenesis are coupled processes. The equal amount of probability that is sub-
tracted by mitophagy is added by mitochondrial biogenesis:

�PQ
q¼0

@
@t PMitophagyðq; tÞ ¼

PQ
q¼0

@
@t PBiogenesisðq; tÞ

2. As mitophagy removes heavily damaged mitochondria with a depolarized MMP from the
system we introduce a threshold: Only the probability of the inactive state (q = 0) is reduced
by mitophagy.

3. Mitochondrial biogenesis generates only mitochondria with the highest possible quality Q.

Following these assumptions the probabilistic change by mitophagy and mitochondrial bio-
genesis is modeled as:

@

@t
Pmbðq; tÞ ¼ rmbðtÞ � ð�dq;0Pðq; tÞ þ dq;QPð0; tÞÞ ð18Þ

According to literature mitophagy increases during the aging of cells. [33] Correspondingly,
the probability of the processes ρmb(t) raises with time:

rmbðtÞ ¼ r0;mb � exp
t
tmb

� �
ð19Þ
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Repair
For a long time it was not clear whether mitochondria exhibit any strategies to fix damages
within their own DNA. Although mitochondria possess a reduced ability to fix DNA damage
compared to the nucleus [22], they still have mechanisms to repair defects of the mtDNA,
many of them being similar to repair procedures of nuclear DNA. [14] These mechanisms help
mitochondria to regain the high production grades of enzymes involved in the Krebs cycle and
the integrity of respiration proteins. Due to this background we add a repair process to the
model (Fig 1d). The repair algorithm increases the state of quality of mitochondria, thus repre-
senting an improvement of the quality of the mtDNA and the production of mitochondrial
protein complexes. Despite the evidence that mitochondria utilize repair mechanisms, so far
little is known about the selection criteria and the frequency of repair. Therefore, we have to
make the following assumption according to biophysical considerations for modeling a repair
process:

1. Repair is a stochastic process: Every missing quality is repaired with the same probability.
Pursuing this idea with a binomial approach leads to a higher probability of an increase of
quality of low quality states.

With a binomial approach, the repair process is biophysically defined as:

@

@t
Prepðq; tÞ ¼

Xq0<q

q0¼0

Q� q0

q� q0

� �
rrepðtÞq�q0 ð1� rrepðtÞÞQ�q � Pðq0; tÞ

�
Xq00<q

q00>q

Q� q
q00 � q

� �
rrepðtÞq

00�qð1� rrepðtÞÞQ�q00 � Pðq; tÞ
ð20Þ

The positive term on the right side of the equation refers to all mitochondria with low quali-
ties q0 which are repaired to quality state q. The negative term takes into account the repair of q
to higher qualities q00. As the quality of repair can not be conserved during the aging of cells,
the probability of repairing a single quality ρrep(t) decreases with time.

rrepðtÞ ¼ r0;rep � exp � t
trep

 !
ð21Þ

Energy consumption
Mitochondria produce ATP via oxidative phosphorylation including the respiration chain. The
protein complexes of the respiration chain are located at the inner mitochondrial membrane
and are responsible for releasing the energy of NADHmolecules in order to establish the pro-
ton motive force to transform ADP to ATP. During this process reactive oxygen species (ROS)
are generated which harm intramitochondrial structures including the mtDNA. As highly
active mitochondria run through the process of oxidative phosphorylation more frequently
they suffer more from oxidative stress generated by the electron transport chain than less active
mitochondria. [34] We translate this fact to an activity dependent quality decay. Higher mito-
chondrial quality states which represent more active mitochondria possess a higher probability
of loosing quality due to self-generated oxidative stress. With the premise that every mitochon-
drial quality is lost with the same probability, the probability of quality decay during energy
consumption can be modeled with a binomial distribution similar to the repair mechanism
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(Fig 1e). The quality decay term for energy consumption reads:

@

@t
Pecðq; tÞ ¼

XQ
q0>q

q0

q0 � q

� �
recðtÞq

0�qð1� recðtÞÞq � Pðq0; tÞ

�
Xq00<q

q00¼0

q
q� q00

� �
recðtÞq�q00 ð1� recðtÞÞq

00 � Pðq; tÞ
ð22Þ

The positive part of the equation refers to a gain of probability of quality q by the decrease
of the probabilities of higher quality states q0 due to internal oxidative stress. Equivalently in
the second term quality state q looses probability to lower quality states q00. As quality decay by
internal ROS damage increases with age due to an increasing amount of mutations in the
mtDNA [34], the probability of loosing a specific quality ρec(t) increases with time:

recðtÞ ¼ r0;ec � exp
t
tec

� �
ð23Þ

External Damage
Mitochondria do not only damage themselves by oxidative stress, but their mtDNA is also
damaged by externally produced ROS from endoplasmatic reticulum, peroxisomes and other
organelles in the cell. [35] Moreover, the quality of protein complexes and enzymes involved in
the Krebs cycle and the respiration chain is decreased by other externalities leading to the loss
of mitochondrial functionalities. These processes affect mitochondria basically in a random
manner which is not dependent on the state of metabolic activity of the involved mitochondria.
Therefore, we introduce this kind of damage as a quality decreasing process which randomly
decreases the quality states of mitochondria to randomly lower levels (Fig 1f).

@

@t
Pedðq; tÞ ¼ redðtÞ �

XQ
q0¼qþ1

Pðq0; tÞRedðq0 ! q; tÞ � Pðq; tÞ
Xq�1

q00¼0

Redðq ! q00; tÞ ð24Þ

Here, Red (q0 ! q, t) represents the gain term whereas Red(q! q00, t) represents the loss
term of the quality state q. In order to assure the randomness of the process the algorithm

picks random pairs of quality states q and q0 (and q00, respectively) which exchange a distinct
fraction of their probability mass:

Pðq0; tÞ ¼ Pðq0; tÞð1� frdÞ ð25Þ
and

Pðq; tÞ ¼ Pðq; tÞ þ Pðq0; tÞfrd ð26Þ

with q0 > q and frd being the lost fraction of q0 and ρed(t) being the probability of the process.
As the production of oxidative stress by other organelles and the impact of external pathogens
increase during the aging of the cell, we increase the external damage with time:

redðtÞ ¼ r0;ed � exp
t
ted

� �
ð27Þ
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Results
In the following section we present simulations based on the new model on mitochondrial
quality states. The differential equation Eq (4) for P(q, t) is numerically solved using Euler’s
method for minimal time steps of Δt = 1 tu (tu = time units). Every simulation runs over
100000 tu. At each time step the integrity of the simulation is evaluated by calculating the prob-
ability conservation norm. Nprob has to establish a stable value of 1 to at least the twelfth
decimal.

In the original model by Figge et al. the time-dependent change of 11 quality states qi 2 {0,
10} with Q = 10 was investigated. We choose the same number of states for our simulations.
The qualitative results are robust for quality state numbers between 5 (Q = 4) and 15 (Q = 14).
A higher number of states impairs the balance of mitochondrial processes.

The qualitative results of the simulations do not depend on the distribution of probabilities
which is fed to the algorithm at the beginning of the simulation. The simulations presented
here start with a uniform distribution assigning the same probability to each quality state

(qi ¼ 0; 0909 ).
For every point in time t we investigate three parameters:

1. average quality: qðtÞ ¼
PQ

q¼0
q�Pðq;tÞ

Qþ1

2. deviation of quality: sqðtÞ ¼
PQ

q¼0 k q� qðtÞ k �Pðq; tÞ
3. fraction of inactive states: P(0, t)

The model exhibits free parameters which cannot be taken from literature but which have
to be estimated. The starting probabilities represent the intrinsic frequency of a specific pro-
cess, the lifetimes the degree of change of the process during the aging of the cell. These param-
eters are suitable to descriptively evaluate the consequence of relative changes of mitochondrial
processes. In Table 1 we present the values for free parameters in the following simulations. As

Table 1. Values of free parameters in simulations.

parameter value

γ 1

ρ0, FFm
0.05

τFFm
50000 tu

ρ0, FFp
0.05

τFFp
50000 tu

FF1 2

FF2 3

ρ0, mb 0.01

τmb 50000 tu

ρ0, rep 0.01

τrep 50000 tu

ρ0, ec 0.01

τec 50000 tu

ρ0, ed 0.01

τed 50000 tu

frd 0.03

The values were estimated relatively to each other based on literature (see text).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146973.t001
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mitochondrial fission and fusion is a very dynamic process it occurs more frequently than the
other processes such as the mitochondrial turnover.[31][36][37][38] Thus, its starting proba-
bilities ρ0, FFm, p

are set to values five times higher than the starting probabilities of the other
processes. This is in line with the parameter setting in the publication of Figge et al. in 2012.
Overall, the parameter values that are taken from the original model are: ρ0, FFm, ρ0, FFp, FF1,
FF2, frd. There is evidence in literature whether the modeled mitochondrial processes rise or fall
during the aging of cells as cited in the previous section. However, the frequency of these pro-
cesses relatively to each other can hardly be determined. In the following we assume that all
processes but fission and fusion have the same starting probability to avoid overestimation of a
single process according to Laplace’s principle of indifference. This approach concerns all val-
ues for the lifetimes τi and the starting probabilities ρ0, mb, ρ0, rep, ρ0, ec, ρ0, ed. Experiments in
vitro could help to establish distinct parameter sets for different cell types in order to exactly
quantify mitochondrial behavior. The normalization of all lifetimes τ0 by the lifetime τi of a
particularly suitable process would integrate time scalability in the model. Nevertheless, even
without experimental determination of the parameter values the simulations remain qualita-
tively stable as long as the values are not increased or decreased drastically relatively to each
other. Even a doubling of starting probabilities and lifetimes does not change the qualitative
outcomes in this model (see S1 Fig for examples).

Single processes
In Fig 2a and 2c the exclusive impacts of the single processes of Eqs 9, 18, 20, 22 and 24 on
average quality qðtÞ, the deviation of quality σq(t) and the fraction of inactive states P(0, t) are
depicted. In terms of qðtÞmitochondrial repair is the only quality increasing mechanism while
external oxidative stress and energy consumption lead to a decrease of the average quality. Fis-
sion and fusion and mitophagy and biogenesis approximately conserve the start value of qðtÞ.
The fraction of inactive states vanishes in the presence of only either mitochondrial repair or
mitophagy and biogenesis and grows to 1 if either energy consumption and external oxidative
stress act exclusively on mitochondria. The fission and fusion process leads to a stable fraction
of 0.445 of inactive mitochondria. For logical reasons, σq(t) falls to 0 in the presence of repair,
energy consumption or external oxidative stress. Fission and Fusion increases the deviation of
quality to about 4.940 while mitophagy and biogenesis keep the value at 2.644 after 30000 tu.

Fission and fusion
In the mitochondrial quality model presented in this paper the process of fission and fusion is
separated into a metabolic and a protein part. In Fig 2d–2f the severed influence of both pro-
cesses on the quality of mitochondria is presented. The metabolic part changes neither the
average quality qðtÞ nor the number of inactive mitochondria P(0, t) but decreases the devia-
tion of quality σq(t) to about 0.905. Fission and fusion involving mitochondrial proteins
increases all three parameters. The average quality qðtÞ is raised to 7.441, the number of inac-
tive states P(0, t) to 0.256 and the deviation of quality σq(t) to 3.808 after 30000 tu.

Interplay of recycling and networking
In the following mitophagy and biogenesis is refered to as ‘recycling’ and to fission and fusion
as ‘networking’. Fig 2a depicts that mitochondrial networking on the one hand and mitochon-
drial recycling on the other hand are quality conserving processes. In Fig 2g–2i the interplay of
both processes in absence of other processes is depicted. A coupling of recycling and network-
ing leads to a drastic increase of the average quality qðtÞ to 10, and a decrease of both, σq(t) and
P(0, t) to 0 after 30000 tu.
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Mitochondria during cell aging
Fig 3a–3c depicts the time-dependence of mitochondrial qualities if all processes act parallel
on mitochondria. This simulation represents the evolvement of the mitochondrial network
during the aging of cells. For comparison a non-aging cell with stable, time-independenct
processes is depicted. To simulate stability in time the lifetimes of all processes were set to τi
= 500000000. During aging the average quality qðtÞ falls to a value of about 2.813 at 6900 tu.
Then, qðtÞ slightly increases again to about 2.869 at 100000 tu. The number of inactive states
P(0, t) increases monotonously to fraction of 0.334 at 100000 tu. After a short period of fluc-
tuation the deviation of quality σq(t) starts at about 1450 tu to increase monotonously to

Fig 2. a–c: impact of mitochondrial repair (black), energy consumption (red), external damage (blue), fission and fusion (turquoise) and mitophagy and
biogenesis (violett) on the average quality, the deviation of quality and the fraction of inactive states of mitochondria. d–f: impact of metabolic fission and
fusion (light turquoise) and proteinaceous fission and fusion (dark turquoise) on average quality, deviation of quality and the inactive fraction compared to the
fission and fusion process in total (turquoise). g–h: influence of interplay of networking and recycling (yellow) compared to fission and fusion (turquoise) and
mitophagy and biogenesis (violett) on average quality, deviation of quality and inactive fraction.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146973.g002
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2.611 at 100000 tu. The non-aging process leads to stable values over time for all parameters:
qðtÞ ¼ 5:850, σq(t) = 2.134 and P(0, t) = 0, 095.

Stable repair
We compare the physiologically decreasing repair mechanism with a theoretically stable repair.
In order to simulate a stable repair mechanism the lifetime τ0, rep is set to 500000000 tu. A com-
parison of these two simulations (Fig 3d–3f) reveals that only until about 70000 tu a stable
repair mechanism is superior to decreasing mitochondrial repair in terms of the average quality
qðtÞ. From that point in time on a decreasing repair mechanism leads to a higher average

Fig 3. a–c: Comparison of impact of a aging (red) and non-aging (green) of mitochondrial processes on average quality, deviation of quality and fraction of
inactive mitochondria with values for free parameters given in Table 1. d–f: Comparison of an aging process with physiologically decreasing repair (red) and
an aging process with physiologically stable repair (black) concerning average quality, deviation of quality and fraction of inactive states. g–i: Alteration of
parameters in energy consumption (increase of ρ0, ec in dark brown, temporal stabilization in light brown) and external damage (increase of ρ0, ed in dark blue,
temporal stabilization in light blue) concerning average quality, deviation of quality and fraction of inactive states compared to aging (red).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146973.g003
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quality than stable mitochondrial repair. The fraction of inactive states P(0, t) and the deviation
of quality σq(t) is lower for stable mitochondrial repair at all points in time.

Change of ROS production and metabolic activity
In these simulations we investigate the behavior of mitochondrial quality if the conditions of
external ROS production and metabolic activity of mitochondria alter. For that purpose, the
starting probabilities of the energy consumption is increased to ρ0, ec = 0.05, while ρ0, ed and frd
are set to 0.1 and 0.3, respectively. Furthermore, we simulate a stabilization of both processes
over time by setting the lifetimes τec and τed to 500000000 tu. Simulations show that an increase
of production of oxidative stress as well as a higher metabolic activity (3g-i) leads to a faster
loss of quality of mitochondria over time. The increased fluctuation of the dark blue plot is the
result of the increased randomization of the production of ROS by externalities. Stabilizing the
energy consumption process helps the network to sustain its integrity and even increase it in
aged cells. Stabilizing the external damage has no effect on mitochondrial qualities.

High energy demanding cells
Here, we present different strategies cells with high energy demands could apply to sustain
their mitochondrial quality. High energy demanding cells (hec) establish an increased oxidative
phosphorylation in order to cope with their high demands for ATP. This mechanism leads to a
higher production of reactive oxygen species in mitochondria.

Therefore, we raise the starting probability ρ0, ec to 0.05, representing an increased mito-
chondrial damage induced by internal oxidative stress. The black graphs in Fig 4a–4i indicate
the time-dependence of the three quality parameters in high energy demanding cells. The aver-
age quality qðtÞ rapidly decreases with time and asymptotically approaches a value of about
1.650, the deviation of quality σq(t) increases during the aging of the cell to about 1.800 and the
inactive fraction P(0, t) grows to 0.650 after 100000 tu. We simulated several possible alter-
ations of the networking and recycling processes in order to compensate for the loss of quality.
The starting probabilities ρ0, mb and/or ρ0, FFm, p

of were raised by five times and/or the temporal
change was prohibited by increasing the lifetimes τmb and/or τFFmathrmm, p

to 500000000 tu. In the
plots of Fig 4 these changes are indicated by green arrows (increase of starting probabilities)
and a red arrows (increase of lifetimes).

In Fig 4a–4c alterations of the parameters of the networking process in high energy demand-
ing cells are presented. The single increase of the starting probability and the single temporal
stabilization of the process leads only to marginal changes in the three quality parameters. The
single raise of the starting probability induces only a slight increase of the average quality and a
bigger increase of the deviation of quality at the beginning of the simulations. A change of both,
ρ0, FFm, p

and τFFm, p
leads to bigger increases of qðtÞ and σq(t) at the beginning of the simulation

which decline over time and a slight decrease of the inactive fraction of mitochondria P(0, t)
compared to an unmodified high energy demanding cell.

Fig 4d–4f depicts modifications of the parameters of the recycling process in high energy
demanding cells. An increase of the starting probability raises drastically the average quality
and the deviation of quality. Additionally, the inactive fraction of mitochondria decreases.
These changes are stable in time. A temporal stabilization of the recycling process results in a
very low average quality and an increase of P(0, t) to about 0.9 after 100000 tu. A combination
of the alterations in both parameters leads to a increase of qðtÞ at the beginning of the simula-
tion which then drastically falls to lower values. In the same drastic manner the inactive frac-
tion P(0, t) climbs to about 0.7 at 100000 tu.
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In Fig 4g–4i simulations with alterations of parameters in both processes are presented.
Increases of starting probabilities of both networking and recycling lead to an increase of the
average quality as well as the deviation of quality. Moreover, the inactive fraction of mitochon-
dria is lower than in a unmodified high energy demanding cell. For simulations with a change
of starting probabilities and lifetimes in both processes, networking and recycling, simulations
show a high increase in average quality and few inactive mitochondria at the beginning of the
simulations. However, the average quality decreases with time while the inactive fraction
increase. This decrease of quality is attenuated in simulations with no temporal stabilization of
the recycling process but only changes of ρ0, FFm, p

, ρ0, mb and τFFm, p
. In these simulations the

Fig 4. a–c: Development of mitochondrial average quality, deviation of mitochondrial quality and fraction of inactive mitochondria during the aging of a cell
with high energy demand (ρ0, ec = 0.05, black). The turquoise graphs represent modifications in fission and fusion parameters in high energy demanding
cells. (green arrow: ρ0, FFm, p = 0.5, red arrow: τFF = 500000000). d–f: The violet graphs represent modifications in mitophagy and biogenesis parameters in
high energy demanding cells. (green arrow: ρ0, mb = 0.05, red arrow: τmb = 500000000). g–i: The blue graphs depict simulations with modifications in both,
mitochondrial networking and mitochondrial recycling with same parameter alterations as above.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0146973.g004
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average quality establishes the highest values and the inactive fraction the lowest values during
all points in time compared to all other simulations. The deviation of quality developes a mod-
erate level compared to other modifications.

Discussion
During the aging of cells mitochondria run through various mitochondrial dynamics. In recent
years simulations based on biophysical models of mitochondrial network structures have been
performed in order to detect underlying mechanisms behind perfunctory mitochondrial pro-
cesses. In the new mitochondrial model presented in this publication, five distinct mitochon-
drial processes were taken into account: A recycling mechanism consisting of mitochondrial
biogenesis and mitophagy, mitochondrial networking represented by fission and fusion pro-
cesses involving proteins and metabolites, internal oxidative stress depending on the degree of
the metabolic activity of a mitochondrium as well as stochastic external oxidative stress. Addi-
tionally, a repairing process was introduced which represents the regain of mtDNA integrity.
The original model of Figge et al. included a mitochondrial process called infectious molecular
damage which was designed to take into account the spreading of mtDNA mutations during
fission and fusion processes. However, there is no evidence in literature that impairing mtDNA
mutations are propagated by mitochondrial networking. Although it was observed that after a
fission process one daughter mitochondrium establishes a depolarized MMP, this is not con-
nected to the spreading of intramitochondrial damage but to the induction of mitophagy and
the corresponding mitochondrial recycling mechanism. [31]

We investigated three mitochondrial quality parameters: The average quality qðtÞ represents
the well-being of the mitochondrial network in total. The deviation of quality σq(t) gives a
degree of how equally the overall quality is distributed among mitochondria. The higher σq(t),
the more the qualities in the mitochondrial network are polarized. The third parameter P(0, t)
represents the fraction of inactive mitochondria. Mitochondria in this state are not involved in
any networking processes of fission and fusion of neither metabolites nor proteins. These mito-
chondria lie isolated in the cell and wait for either the repair mechanism to restore their integ-
rity or the mitophagy to remove them. Hence, the fraction of inactive mitochondria represents
the degree of fragmentation of the mitochondrial network.

Several free parameters such as lifetimes and starting probabilities of mitochondrial pro-
cesses have to be chosen in advance of the simulations. The values for these parameters can
hardly be determined by literature as many publications handle with different cell types which
differentiate regarding the velocity of their internal processes. Furthermore, many of these
parameters cannot be measured directly. Thus, the free values of the simulations were esti-
mated relatively to each other. Considering this, the model is fertile for qualitative analysis but
is of limited use for exact quantifications.

Additionally, it has to be taken into account that there is no evidence regarding a coupling
of mitophagy and biogenesis concerning the total mitochondrial mass. In this model the cou-
pling of both processes is necessary in order to maintain the overall probability at a constant
value of 1. Actually, contrary to the increasing mitochondrial autophagy there are indications
that aging might degenerate the cell’s ability to perform mitochondrial biogenesis. [30] In
order to perform more exact quantifications of the mitochondrial mass in future, one has to
suspend the probabilistic approach from the model and substitute it with absolute values.

Influence of single processes
At first, we investigated the single impact of the individual processes which are defined in the
mitochondrial quality model. For most of them their influence on mitochondrial qualities is
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rather intuitive. The repair mechanism increases the average mitochondrial quality to the max-
imum value of 10, implying that all mitochondria establish the highest quality state. For logical
reasons the fraction of inactive states and the deviation of quality fall correspondingly to 0.
Hence, the repair mechanism leads to a mitochondrial network with a maximum of intercon-
nections and mitochondria of high quality without exception. In contrast, internal oxidative
stress due to energy consumption by mitochondria and random external oxidative stress gener-
ated by other organelles in the cell lead to an average quality of 0. The decrease of the average
quality happens to be faster for internalities than for externalities stress implying that mito-
chondria are more damaged by themselves than by other cell organelles. Intuitively, both pro-
cesses increase the fraction of inactive states to 1 and decrease the deviation of quality to 0.
Hence, both, internal and external oxidative stress lead to a fully fragmented mitochondrial
network consisting only of inactive mitochondria.

Interplay of mitophagy and recycling
Mitophagy and biogenesis are on their own only slightly quality increasing processes in terms
of the average quality. After removing all inactive mitochondria from the mitochondrial net-
work mitophagy is not able to remove other mitochondria so that biogenesis can not generate
mitochondria with high qualities. In other words: The recycling process stagnates if there are
no inactive mitochondria with quality state 0 present in the mitochondrial network. In order to
keep the mitochondrial recycling process running mitochondrial fission and fusion generates a
significant amount of inactive mitochondria. Investigating networking separately for metabo-
lites and proteins we observe different impacts on mitochondrial quality. Metabolic fission and
fusion changes neither the average quality nor the fraction of inactive states but decreases the
deviation of quality. This process helps to spread metabolites throughout the cell and increases
the corresponding entropy. Fission and fusion of proteins increases moderately the average
quality, the deviation of quality and the fraction of inactive states. The interplay of both kinds
of fission and fusion prevents the quality increase of proteinaceous networking but only main-
tains the overall quality level of the starting distribution due to the generation of more inactive
mitochondria (0.48 (total) vs 0.28 (proteins) vs 0.09 (metabolites). This effect helps to strongly
induce the recycling mechanism of mitophagy and biogenesis without loosing overall quality
in the mitochondrial network. Although neither recycling nor networking are on their own
quality increasing processes, together they increase the overall mitochondrial quality to the
maximum value of 10. Accordingly, the fraction of inactive mitochondria and the deviation of
quality fall to 0. This interplay of networking and recycling is proposed in literature. It was
observed experimentally that after a fission event there is a high probability that one daughter
mitochondrion establishes a depolarized membrane potential accompanied by decreased levels
of the fusion protein OPA1 while the other daughter mitochondrion remains metabolically
active. As preautophagic mitochondria reduce their membrane potential and OPA1 levels,
these results suggest that fission events induce recycling processes.[31]. Our simulations sup-
port these findings and reveal a connection between two single processes which are not directly
connected within the definitions of the mitochondrial quality model.

Mitochondrial quality during aging
Over time all mitochondrial processes together lead to a decrease of the average mitochondrial
quality and an increase of both, fragmentation and deviation of quality of the mitochondrial
network. An age-related fragmentation of the mitochondrial network was observed in vitro
recently. It was shown that in muscle cells of nematode C. elegans mitochondrial morphologies
fragment with increasing age in terms of smaller mitochondrial volumes.[18] Additionally,
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investigations of cultured skin fibroblasts revealed less elongated mitochondria in cells of old
volunteers than of young volunteers. [19] Hence, these experimental results validate the pre-
sented model.

The simulations indicate that the fragmentation is connected to an increasing number of in-
active mitochondria which can not all be recycled by mitophagy and biogenesis. The increasing
number of inactive mitochondria also explains the observed perturbations of fission and fusion
cycles during aging in various experiments. The original model by Figge et al. suggests that
decreased networking among mitochondria prevents the spread of infectious mitochondrial
damage. However, so far there is no experimental evidence that mitochondria can infect each
other by fusion processes. Instead, fission and fusion induces the recycling mechanism by
generating inactive mitochondria. As the number of inactive mitochondria grow during aging
due to internal and external oxidative stress the networking mechanism becomes obsolete
regarding this point. Therefore decelerated networking prevents the generation of inactive
mitochondria which are not necessary to induce mitochondrial recycling in aged cells due to
the excessive supply of inactive mitochondria by damaging processes of internal and external
oxidative stress. Interestingly, in aged cells the average quality of mitochondria exhibits asymp-
totic behavior and remains stable at an average quality of about 3 with even a slight increase to
higher qualities. As the fraction of inactive mitochondrial states increases monotonously dur-
ing aging of cells mitochondrial fragmentation does not necessarily correlate to a decrease of
the well-being of the mitochondrial network. Hence, fragmentation might be a quality saving
process at some point.

The benefit of decreasing mitochondrial repair
The slight but unexpected increase of mitochondrial qualities in aged cells can paradoxically be
explained with the decrease of mitochondrial repair during aging. A comparison of the aging
process with simulations of stable mitochondrial repair reveals that a non-decreasing repair
mechanism is only quality saving until a certain point in time. Afterwards the actual aging pro-
cess is even superior to stable repair. This paradoxical result is explained by a comparison of
the fraction of inactive mitochondria in both simulations. The number of inactive mitochon-
dria is constantly lower for the stable repair process even after having a lower average quality
than the actual aging simulation. This indicates that the repair mechanism saves mitochondria
from becoming inactive so that they cannot be removed by mitophagic processes and recycled
by mitochondrial biogenesis. Thus, in an aged cell a stable repair mechanism thwarts mito-
chondrial recycling compared to a decreased repair mechanism. This context explains the
slight increase of the average mitochondrial quality at the end of the aging simulation. The
decreased repair mechanism fails in preventing mitochondria from becoming inactive. Thus,
there is a higher probability for mitochondrial recycling to replace the inactive mitochondria
with high quality mitochondria that increases the overall quality the mitochondrial network.

Mitochondrial qualities in stressed cells
Environmental circumstances such as high UV radiation or pathogens occasionally require
cells to perform high metabolic activities and stimulate the production of reactive oxygen spe-
cies. These circumstances are simulated by increasing probabilities of external damage and
energy consumption. Simulations show that stress leads to degradation of mitochondrial
qualities as well as a higher number of isolated mitochondria revealing growing mitochondrial
fission states. These results are validated by experimental observations on human lung adeno-
carcinoma cells. Under the condition of oxidative stress induced by high-fluence low-power
laser radiation these cells display a fragmented structure of the mitochondrial network.[39]
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Consequently, a stabilization of the production of reactive oxygen species by electron trans-
port chain helps mitochondria to sustain a high quality level and to prevent a high number
isolated mitochondria and a fragmented mitochondrial network, respectively. Under this con-
dition we even observe an increase of mitochondrial qualities in aged cells. The reason for this
unphysiological behavior might be that in the model so far a coupling of recycling and oxida-
tive stress is not included. It is questionable if the frequency of mitophagy is still increasing in
aged cells if oxidative stress is kept at a low level. Therefore, a future expansion of the differen-
tial equation in the model should implement a coupling term between recycling and oxidative
stress in order to take into account the corresponding feedback.

Sustaining mitochondrial quality in high energy demanding cells
Many active cell types in human tissue of liver, heart or brain require an elevated supply with
ATP in order to maintain their functioning. We simulated those cells with high energy demands
by increasing their probability of producing internal oxidative stress. Consequently, mitochon-
dria in energy demanding cells harm their own integrity more than cells with a common energy
metabolism. This leads to a low quality within the mitochondrial network accompanied by a
high fraction of inactive mitochondria that increases during the aging of the cell. As many cells
such as hepatocytes or neurons [40], [41] rely on a constant and high-quality supply with
energy, mitochondria in these cells have to develop strategies to handle the loss of quality due to
their internal oxidative stress. Two processes which appear to be at least partially controlled by
mitochondria to sustain their quality are their networking and their recycling. Hence, we modi-
fied the free parameters of these processes to identify mechanisms that establish a healthy qual-
ity level in mitochondria of energy demanding cells.

Simulations show that isolated single changes in neither starting probability nor the tempo-
ral attenuation of networking lead to a distinct increase in the average quality among mito-
chondria. A combination of an alteration of both parameters results in a moderate increase of
average qualities and a corresponding decrease of inactive mitochondria at the beginning of
the simulation. This improvement in qualities falls during the aging of cells. Nevertheless it
appears to be a valid strategy for mitochondria in energy demanding cells, to increase their
probability for fission and fusion and to a stabilize a high level of networking during the aging
of the cell in order to keep a high level of quality within the mitochondrial network at least at
the beginning of its lifetime. However, this mechanism is accompanied by an increased devia-
tion of quality among mitochondria. This observation suggests that the mechanism helps to
generate high quality states of mitochondria at specific locations of high energy demands
within the cell but it does not support maintaining a high quality level within the whole mito-
chondrial network. While a temporal stabilization of the recycling process leads to a drastic
decrease of average qualities, an increase of the starting probability for recycling results in a sig-
nificant increase of the qualities of mitochondria. The improvement is stable during the aging
of the cell.

Adding this increase of the probability for recycling to the combined changes in parameters
of networking, mitochondria establish an even higher average quality with less deviation in
quality and a low fraction of inactive mitochondria. Compared to this strategy, other modifica-
tions on networking and recycling are either not significantly quality increasing or have restric-
tions in terms of their time dependence. Attenuating the temporal change in both processes,
networking and recycling as well as an increase in the starting probabilities of both processes
increases qualities of mitochondria the beginning of the lifetime of the cell, but this improve-
ment cannot be maintained during aging. Hence, attenuating the decrease of networking pro-
cesses in addition to a higher starting probabilities of networking and recycling appears to be
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the best strategy in order to keep a high, widely spread quality level among mitochondria in
energy demanding cells.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we introduced a novel mitochondrial quality model based on the approach of
Figge et al in 2012. In the model we transfer the latest findings of experimental research on
mitochondrial processes during the aging of cells into explicitly defined biophysical processes.
Additionally, we introduce a universal decay and growth law for each mitochondrial process
which describes its time-dependence during the aging of cells. Simulations are in coherence
with experimental investigations of the mitochondrial network and support current hypotheses
about the interplay of distinct mitochondrial processes, revealing new mechanisms that influ-
ence mitochondrial qualities during the aging of cells. Our model proposes a fragmentation of
the mitochondrial network during aging, suggests a quality increasing coupling of mitochon-
drial recycling and networking and displays a quality saving mechanism by the decrease of
mitochondrial repair functionalities in aged cells. Furthermore, simulations propose that tem-
poral stabilization of networking accompanied by an increase of probabilities in recycling and
fission and fusion is a significant quality saving strategy in cells with high energy demands.
Overall, the revealed findings give new insights in mitochondrial processes during aging, pro-
viding suggestions for further experimental investigations in future.

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. a–c: Interplay of networking and recycling with modified parameters in networking
(turquoise, ρ0, FFm, p

= 0.1, τFFm, p
= 100000) tu and recycling (violet, ρ0, mb = 0.02, τmb = 100000)

tu. Apart from slight differences at the beginning of each simulation the parameter modifica-
tions do not change the qualitative outcome presented in Fig 2d–2f. d–f: Temporal stabilized
repair mechanism (dark grey) with modified parameters (ρ0, rep = 0.02) compared with an
unmodified aging process. The point in time at which natural aging is superior to a stabilized
repair mechanism is delayed in this simulation to about 100000 tu but the qualitative outcome
in Fig 3d–3f is confirmed.
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Chapter 3

Mitochondrial Morphology Model

In chapter 2, the change of mitochondrial qualities during the aging of the cell was sim-

ulated in a biophysical model based on the model of Figge et al. [17]. In this chapter,

a novel approach is presented, that correlates mitochondrial morphologies with mito-

chondrial qualities. A computational model was designed, that considers mitochondria

as quality-dependent units that undergo biological processes and move within an virtual

cell.

3.1 Model

In extremely stressful environments, as, e.g. during electromagnetic radiation, the mito-

chondrial network dissipates and establishes highly fragmented fission states [43]. Visu-

alizations with electron microscopy reveal, that mitochondrial clusters appear as small

bean-like structures. [44] Ramified mitochondrial networks are formed by the merging of

many of these small mitochondrial filaments by an interaction of their membranes. [45]

Hence, it is reasonable to assume, that highly interconnected mitochondrial networks

consist of many small mitochondrial clusters. In the following presentation of the model,

these small bean-like structures are called smallest mitochondrial units (SMUs).

Mitochondria move within the cytoplasm of a cell in order to supply energy demanding

cell functions and organelles with ATP and to share metabolites and healthy DNA among

each other. This behavior was observed within large neurons and is called mitochondrial

trafficking. [7] Experimental studies disclose a co-localization of mitochondria and cy-

toskeletal tubulin fibers. [46] Hence, it is assumed that mitochondria are transported via

the tubulin network in the cytoplasm of a cell. [47] Microscopic investigations reveal that

the dynamic network of microtubules is largely ramified and covers large spaces within

50
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the cellular body. [48] For that reason, to a large extend the movement of mitochondrial

clusters can supposed to be free.

Figure 3.1: Scheme of the morphological model
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a) Smallest mitochondrial units (SMUs) (green) moving in arbitrary directions (black
arrows) within the cytoplasm (white) of the virtual cell. b) Inelastic collisions of SMUs
result in larger mitochondrial clusters. c) Change of quality parameters for health and
metabolites during a fusion state. The health of the mitochondrial DNA of
mitochondria with lower values is raised to the level of their fusion partner. In
contrast, metabolites are distributed equally among fusion partners. d) SMUs are
attracted by energy demanding ATP consumers (blue).

As a consequence of the described morphological insights on mitochondria, SMUs in the

model are designed as units that move freely within the cytoplasm of a two-dimensional

virtual cell. This cell is modeled as a circle with a concentric nucleus in the center

(Figure 3.1a). Since in reality the cytoplasm in the cell is a viscid fluid [49], the motion

of SMUs through the cell’s architecture is thwarted. The equation of motion of a single

SMU then reads as:

d2~r

dt2
= −Dd~r

dt
(3.1)
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with ~r being the position of the SMU in lateral dimensions (~r={x,y}) and D being the

damping constant of the cytoplasmic medium.

Various proteins and other molecules are attached to cellular and nuclear membranes.

[50] Therefore, they do not possess smooth but rough surfaces. For this reason, at

the borders of the cell and the nucleus the angle of reflection of SMUs is not equal to

the angle of incidence. Instead, SMUs are reflected in random directions and loose an

arbitrary amount of energy due to deformation forces upon reflection.

When SMUs or clusters of SMUs meet each other during their way throughout the

cytoplasm in the model, they perform an inelastic collision. This mechanism reflects the

fusion processes of mitochondrial clusters in reality. [51] During an inelastic collision,

the momentum of participating SMUs is conserved (Figure 3.1b):

~v12 =
~v1N1 + ~v2N2

N1 +N2
(3.2)

Here, ~v1 and ~v2 are the velocities of the mitochondrial clusters 1 and 2 prior the collision,

while ~v12 is the velocity of the resulting cluster. Parameters N1 and N2 are the numbers

of SMUs in the colliding clusters.

3.1.1 Qualities

In order to correlate mitochondrial morphologies and mitochondrial qualities, each SMU

in the model is equipped with a quality q with a discrete value going from 0 to 20. Con-

trary to the quality model presented in chapter 2, q is separated into two subparameters

qh ∈ {0, 10} and qm ∈ {0, 10}:

q = qh + qm (3.3)

Here, qh is a health parameter, which represents the integrity of the mitochondrial DNA

of the corresponding SMU. A SMU with qh = 10 represents a mitochondrion with com-

pletely healthy DNA, while an SMU with a irreversibly harmed DNA has a value of

qh = 0. Irreversibly harmed mitochondria are detached from the mitochondrial clusters

they belong to by fission processes. [52] In the model, SMUs with a health of qh = 0

perform a fission process and detach from their cluster with a velocity vfission in a ran-

dom direction. During this process, the total momentum of involved SMUs is conserved.

Subsequently, the detached SMU moves isolated in the cytoplasm.

Recent experiments disclosed, that mitochondria share their DNA upon fusion processes

in order to compensate for each others failures. [10] In the model, if SMUs perform an
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inelastic collision to aggregate to a larger cluster, the health parameter qh of all involved

SMUs is raised to the value of the SMU with the most intact DNA. Hence, sharing parts

of DNA in fusion states is a quality raising process in the model. This reflects the fact,

that during the fused state all SMUs are able to use each others healthy DNA sequences,

in order to produce enzymes and proteins. (Figure 3.1c)

Parameter qm represents the metabolic supply of a SMU. In addition to the mitochon-

drial DNA, mitochondria can share metabolites and solvable substances by merging their

outer membrane. [9] While a SMU saturated with metabolites has a value of qm = 10,

a SMU totally lacking of metabolites establishes qm = 0. If two SMUs meet each other

and fuse, it is assumed in the model, that they share their free metabolites in an en-

tropic manner. As a result, after the fusion process all involved SMUs have the same

metabolic quality qm. If their total amount of qm is not divisible by the number of SMUs,

the metabolites are distributed as equal as possible.

3.1.1.1 Quality changing processes

Similar to the quality model, the discrete values of both subparameters qh and qm form

Markov chains. [53] The probabilities for the alterations between the states’ values in

1 time unit (tu) are defined by the biological processes that act on mitochondria. The

processes included in the model are described in the following:

• Oxidative stress: Over time, mitochondrial DNA and metabolic molecules are

harmed by oxidative stress produced by themselves, by other cell organelles [21]

and by UV radiation. [29] Hence, in the model this process decreases both quality

parameters qh and qm by a value of 1 with the probability ρROS.

• Quality regain: Mitochondria exhibit several processes that repair the integrity

of their DNA. [20] Furthermore, they can reproduce and import enzymes and

matrix proteins wasted during the production of ATP. [31] In the model, this

mechanism is taken into account by increasing quality parameters by 1 with the

probability ρrep.

• Recycling: Isolated mitochondria, that are metabolically inactive are removed

from the cell by mitophagic processes and replaced by mitochondrial biogenesis.

[40] In the model, SMUs that have performed a fission process are removed from

the virtual cell by a mitophagic probability ρmito. In a second step, SMUs can

be replaced with a maximum quality of q = 20 with a biogenetic probability ρbio.

Thus, in contrast to the quality model (chapter 2), the mitochondrial mass is not

constant over time.
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3.1.2 Adenosin triphsophate consumers

So far, SMUs in the model form their morphology depending on their own quality.

However, the purpose of mitochondrial clusters is to supply the cell with energy as ATP

molecules. [5] Therefore, there has to be a coupling between the morphology of the

mitochondrial network and the energy demanding cell functions. Experiments revealed,

that different localizations in the cell have varying demands for ATP. [54] It is assumed

that mitochondrial morphologies are formed by the demands for ATP in the cell. [55] In

order to integrate the coupling between cell functions and the mitochondrial network in

the model, SMU-attracting Mie potentials are added to the virtual cell, that represent

ATP consuming cell sites (Figure 3.1d). These potentials VC are defined as:

VC =
Cn
|~r|n
− Cm
|~r|m

with Cn ≥ Cm and n ≥ m (3.4)

The negative term on the right-hand side in equation 3.4 represents the attraction of

the Mie potential with attraction parameter Cm, while the positive term is repulsive

with repulsion parameter Cn and prevents SMUs from falling into the center of the ATP

consumer. This approach relies on the Lennard-Jones potential, which describes the

interaction of uncharged and chemically unbound molecules and atoms. [56] In order

to establish a long range attraction and a short range repulsion, the exponents in the

denominator are set to n =3 and m =2, respectively. The demand for ATP of cell

functions varies over time and ATP levels in cells tend to oscillate. [57] Therefore, the

attraction parameter Cm is modeled as an oscillator:

Cm = Cm0 sin(ft) + Cm0 (3.5)

with Cm0 being half the maximum amplitude of the oscillator and f being the frequency

of the energetic oscillation. With the spatial derivation of the Mie potential (3.4) leading

to the acceleration, the equation of motion of a single SMU at ~r in the presence of i

ATP consumers at postions ~ri then reads as:

d2~r

dt2
=
∑
i

(
−n Cni

|~ri − ~r|ni+1
+m

Cmi

|~ri − ~r|mi+1

)
~ri − ~r
|~ri − ~r|

−Dd~r
dt

(3.6)

3.1.3 Aging

As described in chapter 2, the frequency of biological processes alter over time. This

effect is called aging. In order to include an aging mechanism, process probabilities in
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the morphology model change their values over time similar to the quality model. Again,

the change of biological processes j is described by decay and growth laws:

ρj = ρj0exp(± t
τ

) (3.7)

Here, τ represents the lifetime of the processes and ρj0 the corresponding starting proba-

bilities. The sign of the exponent depends on the aging behavior of the process. Probabil-

ities for mitophagy [42] and mitochondrial DNA repair [32] shrink during aging (negative

sign), while both, mitochondrial DNA and production of metabolites get increasingly

impaired during aging, so that the corresponding probability for oxidative stress grows

(positive sign). [30]

3.2 Validation and results

The morphological model was computationally realized by implementing its mathemat-

ical definitions in the programming language Java [33] under usage of the packages

java.util.* [34], java.io.* [35] and java.swing.*. [58] All programming scripts are at-

tached to Appendix B. The differential equation (3.6) was numerically solved using

Euler’s method with minimum time steps of h = 1 as in the numerical solution of the

differential equation in the quality model (chapter 2). This solution assigns x and y

coordinates to the center of each SMU. In following visualizations, the coordinates of

the SMUs represent their position in the cytoplasm of the virtual cell. The total quality

q of a SMU is given by its color coding going gradually from red (q=0) to green (q=20).

In order to examine the characteristics of the model, several quantitative parameters are

investigated. As morphological parameters, the total number of all SMUs N per cell, the

average distance of all SMUs to the center of the cell d in pixels (pxl), the average size of

mitochondrial clusters n in the number of SMUs they consist of and the average velocity

v in pixels per time units pxl
tu are investigated. Furthermore, as quality parameters the

average health qh of all SMUs and spreading of the metabolites given by the standard

deviation of the metabolites parameter ∆qm among all SMUs are tracked.

The morphological model consists of various free parameters. In Table 3.1 the values

of these parameters are defined for all following simulations, if they are not otherwise

specified in the text.

Parameters rSMU, rcell and rnucleus represent the radii for the SMUs, cell and the nucleus,

while dfusion gives the distance (d=
√

(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2) at which two SMUs 1 and

2 recognize each other and perform a fusion process. The velocities vfission and vbiogen

represent the speed of SMUs after performing a fission process and after being generated
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by biogenesis, respectively. The process probabilities for oxidative stress, quality regain

by mitochondrial repair, mitophagy and biogenesis are given by ρROS, ρrep, ρmito and

ρbio. Parameter τ represents the lifetime of all growth and decay laws.

The values of these parameters are discussed in the following sections.

parameter value

Nstart 150

rcell 250 pxl

rnucleus 75 pxl

rSMU 6 pxl

dfusion 14 pxl

vfission 2 pxl
tu

vbiogen 2 pxl
tu

ρROS 0.01

ρrep 0.001

ρmito 0.01

ρbio 0.01

τ 5000 tu

Table 3.1: Free parameters in the morphological model

3.2.1 Starting conditions

Prior to the start of every simulation, to each SMU a random location in the cytoplasm

of the virtual cell and a random velocity between 0pxl
tu and 8pxl

tu is assigned. In Figure

3.2 investigated parameters are shown over 10000 tu for five different starting distribu-

tions with the values for all free parameters as given in Table 3.1. Simulations were

performed without considering impacts of the cell on mitochondrial morphologies by

ATP consumers and cytoplasmic damping.

Neglecting fluctuations due to the randomness of mitochondrial processes acting on mito-

chondria, the mitochondrial network establishes a stationary state in all five simulations

with the same values for all investigated parameters (average ± standard deviation):

N = 139.01 ± 0.28, v = 0.284 ± 0.00 pxl
tu , d = 180.64 ± 1.74 pxl, n = 9.07 ± 0.34 SMUs,

qh = 8.63 ± 0.05 and ∆qm = 3.42 ± 0.01. Hence, the outcomes of the model are not

dependent from the starting distributions, that are fed into the algorithm.

3.2.2 Morphological parameters

The morphological appearance of the mitochondrial network in the model can be mod-

ified by altering the radii rSMU of the SMUs relatively to the cells dimension and by
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Figure 3.2: Simulations of morphology model with standard parameter set
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Simulation of mitochondrial network with standard parameter set (Table 3.1) at a)
t=0 tu, b) t=5000 tu and c) t=10000 tu. SMUs are depicted in green to red colors
according to their quality. The cytoplasm has a beige color, the nucleus is brown.
Below, fluctuations of investigated parameters for five simulation samples: d) number
of SMUs N representing the mitochondrial mass, e) average number of partners of
SMUs n representing the mitochondrial cluster size, f) average distance d of SMUs to
the center of the cell representing the position of mitochondria in the cytoplasm, g)
average velocity v of SMUs representing mitochondrial motility, h) the average health
parameter qh representing the integrity of the mitochondrial DNA and i) the deviation
of the metabolites parameter ∆qm representing the distribution of metabolites among
mitochondria.

changing the number of SMUs Nstart. In the following, consequences of these modifi-

cations are presented. Simulations were performed without considering morphological

changes due to by ATP consumers and cytoplasmic damping.
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3.2.2.1 Number of Smallest Mitochondrial Units

Simulations with Nstart = 50, Nstart = 100, Nstart = 150 and Nstart = 200 as the starting

numbers of SMUs were performed. The rest of the free parameters were set according to

Table 3.1. Averages of five simulations for each starting number are presented in Figure

3.3 and Table 3.2.

Nstart 50 100 150 200

N (SMUs) 46.3 ± 0.2 92.5 ± 0.3 139.0 ± 0.3 185.0 ± 0.4

n (SMUs) 3.64 ± 0.18 6.37 ± 0.16 9.07 ± 0.34 11.64 ± 0.39

v (pxl
tu ) 0.44 ± 0.01 0.34 ± 0.00 0.28 ± 0.00 0.25 ± 0.00

d (pxl) 183.2 ± 2.3 182.5 ± 2.7 180.6 ± 1.7 178.9 ± 2.5

qh 7.37 ± 0.06 8.21 ± 0.05 8.63 ± 0.05 8.91 ± 0.03

∆qm 3.43 ± 0.03 3.43 ± 0.02 3.42 ± 0.01 3.42 ± 0.02

Table 3.2: Parameter values for different Nstart

The investigations reveal, that raising the starting number of SMUs increases the aver-

age cluster size. A higher density of SMUs in the cytoplasm increases the probability of

two SMUs meeting each other. Parallel the average velocity v of SMUs decreases with

growing starting numbers. This behavior is directly connected to increased cluster sizes

n. The velocity vector of every SMU points in an arbitrary direction. Consequently, if

all SMUs in the cell accumulated to a single cluster, the absolute value of the momentum

of this large cluster would tend towards zero. Hence, larger clusters of SMUs lead to

lower velocities.

These motion dynamics in the model might be related to the behavior of real mitochon-

dria. Apart from being transferred to ATP dependent cell functions, mitochondria move

in order to accumulate to efficient network structures. Hence, in mitochondrial networks

with many interconnections an extensive mitochondrial motion is not necessary. Bio-

logical experiments have to be performed to validate this notion and to correlate the

results with the outcomes of the model.

Additionally, higher starting numbers Nstart lead to a higher average health qh among

SMUs. The explanation for an increasing mitochondrial health with Nstart are larger

average cluster sizes n. The larger the clusters, the more healthy SMUs can share their

intact DNA with harmed SMUs. This observation is in agreement with biological ex-

periments showing that mitochondria establish a more interconnected network during

phases of high energy demand, as e.g. in moderately stressed cells. [59]

The average distance of the SMUs to the center of the cell d and the metabolic variation

in the system ∆qm are independent from the numbers of SMUs in the simulations. Both

parameters establish in average the same levels for all Nstart.
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Figure 3.3: Simulations of morphology model with different starting numbers of SMUs

e) f) g)

h) i) j)

a) b)

c) d)

Nstart = 50 Nstart = 100

Nstart = 150 Nstart = 200

Simulation of mitochondrial network at t=5000 tu for a) Nstart = 50 (black), b)
Nstart = 100 (red), c) Nstart = 150 (blue) and d) Nstart = 200 (green). Fluctuations
over 10000 tu for e) mitochondrial mass N , f) cluster size n, g) mitochondrial position
d, h) mitochondrial motility v, i) health of the mitochondrial DNA qh and j)
distribution of metabolites ∆qm.
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In reality, the number of mitochondria depends on the cell type and ranges between 80

and 700 units. [6] In order to keep the duration of the simulation at a acceptable level,

in following the number of SMUs N is set to 150. In order to simulate mitochondrial

behavior in different cell types this number can be varied in future investigations.

3.2.2.2 Size of Smallest Mitochondrial Units

In the following, the radius rSMU and the fusing distance dfusion are altered. The param-

eter dfusion determines, that two SMUs perform inelastic collisions if they are within a

reach of two pixels. This small additional distance to the sum of the radii of two SMUs

represents the outreach of corresponding enzymes, which catalyse the fusion process. [8]

Simulations with rSMU=2 (dfusion = 6), 4 (10), 6 (14), 8 (18) and 10 (22) were performed.

For the results five simulations were averaged. The averages and standard deviations of

all parameters for different rSMU and dfusion are presented in Table (3.3) and Figure 3.4.

rSMU (dfusion) 2 (6) 4 (10) 6 (14) 8 (18) 10 (22)

N (SMUs) 138.7 ± 0.2 138.5 ± 0.2 138.6 ± 0.4 138.7 ± 0.3 138.7 ± 0.2

n (SMUs) 4.47 ± 0.14 6.55 ± 0.38 9.12 ± 0.27 11.71 ± 0.44 16.01 ± 0.44

v (pxl
tu ) 0.44 ± 0.01 0.36 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.00 0.26 ± 0.00 0.24 ± 0.00

d (pxl) 186.2 ± 1.0 183.7 ± 1.7 179.3 ± 2.2 176.8 ± 1.7 174.9 ± 1.8

qh 7.60 ± 0.03 8.16 ± 0.05 8.62 ± 0.06 8.92 ± 0.04 9.22 ± 0.03

∆qm 2.67 ± 0.01 2.45 ± 0.03 2.27 ± 0.02 2.07 ± 0.02 1.87 ± 0.04

Table 3.3: Parameter values for different rSMU and dfusion

An increased size of SMUs raises the probability of mitochondria to meet each other

during their way through the cytoplasm and to perform fusion processes. As a conse-

quence, with growing rSMU and dfusion, respectively, increased average cluster sizes n

are observed. Similar to higher starting numbers Nstart growing cluster sizes lead to

lower average velocities v and a higher average mitochondrial health qh. Furtheremore,

metabolites are more equally distributed among SMUs and the average distance of SMUs

d to the center of the cell slightly decreases with growing sizes of SMUs.

In the following simulations, morphological parameters of SMUs are set to rSMU=6 pxl

and dfusion = 14 pxl. According to various measurements mitochondria have a diameter

of 0.5µm to 3µm. [60, 61] Hence, with this value for rSMU one pixel in the simulations

translates to about 0.1µm in reality. Consequently, in the model mitochondria have a

diameter of 2×6 pxl×0.1 µm
pxl =1.2µm. As a result, a virtual cell with a radius of 250 pxls

represents a large cell in the stratum granulosum of skin with a diameter of 50µm. The

average size of a keratinocyte in the stratum granulosum is about 25µm to 35µm.[62]
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Figure 3.4: Simulations of morphology model with different sizes of SMUs
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Simulation of mitochondrial network at t=5000 tu for a) rSMU=2 (dfusion=6) (black),
b) rSMU=6 (dfusion=14) (red), c) rSMU=10 (dfusion=22) (blue). Fluctuations over
10000 tu for d) mitochondrial mass N , e) cluster size n, f) mitochondrial position d, g)
mitochondrial motility v, h) health of the mitochondrial DNA qh and i) distribution of
metabolites ∆qm.

3.2.2.3 Velocity of Smallest Mitochondrial Units

After performing a fission process and after being produced by biogenesis, new veloc-

ities vfission and vbiogen are assigned to involved SMUs. Simulations with vfission=2 pxl
tu ,

6 pxl
tu , 10 pxl

tu and vbiogen=2 pxl
tu , 6 pxl

tu , 10 pxl
tu were performed. Results of an average of five

simulations for each velocity are presented in Table 3.4 and depicted in Figure 3.5.

Simulations reveal, that an increase of both, vfission and vbiogen, leads to growing dy-

namics in the system represented by increased average velocities v. These dynamics

result in larger cluster sizes of SMUs n and consequently in a higher average health qh

and a better distribution of metabolites with decreasing values for ∆qm. Furthermore,

the average distance of SMUs to the center d slightly decreases. The total amount of
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SMUs N is not influenced by a change in vfission and vbiogen. In order to avoid an over-

valuation of the impact of biogenetic and fission movements on the overall structure of

the mitochondrial network, both velocities are set to low values of vfission = 2 pxl
tu and

vbiogen = 2 pxl
tu .

vfission / vbiogen 2 pxl
tu / 2 pxl

tu 6 pxl
tu / 6 pxl

tu 10 pxl
tu / 10 pxl

tu

N (SMUs) 138.6 ± 0.4 138.8 ± 0.3 138.6 ± 0.3

n (SMUs) 9.13 ± 0.27 14.74 ± 0.91 17.94 ± 0.59

v (pxl
tu ) 0.31 ± 0.00 0.54 ± 0.01 0.70 ± 0.01

d (pxl) 179.3 ± 2.2 177.0 ± 2.1 174.3 ± 1.0

qh 8.62 ± 0.06 9.13 ± 0.06 9.31 ± 0.05

∆qm 2.27 ± 0.02 2.01 ± 0.01 1.93 ± 0.02

Table 3.4: Parameter values for different velocities vfission and vbiogen of Smallest
Mitochondrial Units

Figure 3.5: Simulations with different values for vfission and vbiogen

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Simulation of mitochondrial network for vfission=2 / vbiogen=2 (black), vfission=6 /
vbiogen=6 (red) and vfission=10 / vbiogen=10 (blue). Fluctuations over 10000 tu for a)
mitochondrial mass N , b) cluster size n, c) mitochondrial position d, d) mitochondrial
motility v, e) health of the mitochondrial DNA qh and f) distribution of metabolites
∆qm.

3.2.3 Quality parameters

In the model, the process probabilities ρROS, ρrep, ρmito and ρbio are considered as quality

parameters, that alter the qualities qh and qm of the SMUs. The values of the prob-

abilities are varied in different simulations presented in Table 3.5. The average of five
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simulations for each parameter value is depicted in Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9.

Increasing the probability for mitophagic processes ρmito leads to a more efficient re-

movement of harmed, isolated mitochondria. As a consequence, mitochondrial clusters

establish larger cluster sizes n with decreased velocities v. Furthermore, mitochondrial

health qh grows to higher values and spreading of metabolites represented by lower values

for ∆qm is increased. Efficient mitophagy also slightly reduces the number of SMUs N

as less irreversibly harmed mitochondria move within the cytoplasm. Similar effects are

observed if the probability for biogenesis ρmito is increased. A strong biogenetic activity

maintains the integrity of the mitochondrial network and leads to large clusters n, high

mitochondrial health qh and a equal distribution of metabolites ∆qm. Accordingly, low

values of ρbio result in drastically decreased mitochondrial numbers N .

Growing probabilities for mitochondrial repair processes ρrepair actively fights quality

losses by oxidative stress. Consequently, a lower amount of isolated irreversibly im-

paired mitochondria accumulates in the cell. Instead, SMUs aggregate to larger cluster

sizes n with an increased average health qh and a more equal distribution of metabolites

∆qm. Contrary, under growing oxidative stress the integrity of both qualities, mitochon-

drial health qh and the spreading of metabolites ∆qm is impaired. Hence, the number

of inactive mitochondria and following fission events is increased. Consequently, cluster

sizes n shrink to lower values. More mitochondria are removed by mitophagy, so that

the number of SMUs N decreases.

In order to quantitatively investigate and compare the influence of modifications in mi-

tophagy, biogenesis, repair and oxidative stress, simulations with small step sizes and

more-dimensional variations of ρmito, ρbio, ρrep and ρROS should be performed.

setting N (SMUs) n (SMUs) v (pxl
tu

) d (pxl) qh ∆qm

standard 138.9 ± 0.2 9.02 ± 0.33 0.30 ± 0.01 178.6 ± 2.0 8.60 ± 0.05 2.27 ± 0.01

ρmito=0.001 143.9 ± 0.3 6.65 ± 0.17 0.45 ± 0.01 180.9 ± 3.3 7.64 ± 0.07 2.79 ± 0.02

ρmito=0.1 137.7 ± 0.4 9.41 ± 0.21 0.27 ± 0.01 178.9 ± 0.9 8.73 ± 0.04 2.02 ± 0.02

ρbio=0.001 82.8 ± 1.3 5.46 ± 0.30 0.37 ± 0.01 182.5 ± 1.8 7.91 ± 0.11 2.50 ± 0.04

ρbio=0.1 148.9 ± 0.0 9.63 ± 0.23 0.30 ± 0.01 179.4 ± 0.4 8.71 ± 0.05 2.22 ± 0.01

ρrep=0.0001 137.8 ± 0.5 8.54 ± 0.34 0.32 ± 0.01 179.3 ± 1.3 8.54 ± 0.04 2.31 ± 0.03

ρrep=0.01 147.7 ± 0.2 19.35 ± 1.56 0.15 ± 0.01 174.7 ± 1.8 9.48 ± 0.04 1.37 ± 0.04

ρROS=0.005 143.5 ± 1.9 12.50 ± 1.75 0.23 ± 0.04 179.4 ± 2.9 9.01 ± 0.19 1.95 ± 0.14

ρROS=0.02 129.7 ± 0.4 5.44 ± 0.16 0.46 ± 0.00 181.1 ± 1.2 7.91 ± 0.05 2.67 ± 0.02

Table 3.5: Parameter values for different probabilities ρmito, ρbio, ρrep and ρROS
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Figure 3.6: Simulations of morphology model with different values for ρmito

a) b) c)
mitophagy

f)d) e)

Simulation of mitochondrial network for ρmito=0.001, the standard parameter setting
in Table (3.1) (red) and ρmito=0.1 (blue) over 10000 tu for a) mitochondrial mass N , b)
cluster size n, c) mitochondrial position d, d) mitochondrial motility v, e) health of the
mitochondrial DNA qh and f) distribution of metabolites ∆qm.

Figure 3.7: Simulations of morphology model with different values for ρbiogen

a) b) c)
biogenesis

f)d) e)

Simulation of mitochondrial network for ρbiogen=0.001, the standard parameter setting
in Table (3.1) (red) and ρbiogen=0.1 (blue) over 10000 tu for a) mitochondrial mass N ,
b) cluster size n, c) mitochondrial position d, d) mitochondrial motility v, e) health of
the mitochondrial DNA qh and f) distribution of metabolites ∆qm.
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Figure 3.8: Simulations of morphology model with different values for ρrep

a) b) c)
repair

f)d) e)

Simulation of mitochondrial network for ρrep=0.0001, the standard parameter setting
in Table (3.1) (red) and ρrep=0.01 (blue) over 10000 tu for a) mitochondrial mass N , b)
cluster size n, c) mitochondrial position d, d) mitochondrial motility v, e) health of the
mitochondrial DNA qh and f) distribution of metabolites ∆qm.

Figure 3.9: Simulations of morphology model with different values for ρROS

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

oxidative stress

Simulation of mitochondrial network for ρROS=0.005, standard parameter setting in
Table (3.1) (red) and ρROS=0.02 (blue) over 10000 tu for a) mitochondrial mass N , b)
cluster size n, c) mitochondrial position d, d) mitochondrial motility v, e) health of the
mitochondrial DNA qh and f) distribution of metabolites ∆qm.
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3.2.4 Adenosin triphosphate consumers

In order to investigate the coupling between the mitochondrial network and the energy

demands of a cell, one ATP consumer is placed in the cytoplasm with a distance of

162 pxl to the center of the cell. Damping of the motion of SMUs by friction processes

in the cytoplasm was implemented with the damping constant D = 0.01.

According to formula (3.4), the behavior of ATP consumers can be modified in two

dimensions. Varying the frequency f alters the rate an ATP consumer changes its

demand for energy. Modifying the amplitude Cm results in either an increase or a

decrease of the power of attraction of the ATP consumer. Thus, it represents the grade

of urgency for a supply with ATP molecules by mitochondria. In the following, the

influence of variations in both, f and Cm, on mitochondrial morphologies and quality

parameters is explored.

3.2.4.1 Oscillation frequency

Simulations were performed with three different oscillation frequencies: f =0.001 1
tu ,

f =0.003 1
tu and f =0.005 1

tu . Amplitudes for attraction and repulsion were set to

Cm =1 and Cn =10, respectively. With this setting, the repulsion and attraction cancel

each other out (VC=0) at a distance of 10 pxl to the center of the consumer. For all

parameters, the results of five simulations were averaged (Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12).

Apart from the mitochondrial mass N , morphological and quality parameters couple to

all angular frequencies of the oscillations of ATP consumers. There is a small offset of a

few time units between oscillations of parameters and the oscillations of consumers for

all oscillation frequencies. This delay is considered to be adjustment time for SMUs to

the landscape of the Mie potential, e.g. the energetic demand of the ATP consumer. In

future experiments it could be of interest to quantify this delay in order to determine

the inertia of the mitochondrial system.

Mitochondrial structures alter between the extremes of a free unbound system and the

demanding restriction of the energetic architecture created by the ATP consumer. Dur-

ing phases of high energy demand, SMUs localize in the area of the ATP consumer. This

results in an decreased average distance d̄ to the center of the cell, an aggregation to

larger cluster sizes n̄ and a decrease of average velocities v̄. Furthermore, the average

mitochondrial health qh grows and metabolites are distributed more equally with falling

values for ∆qm.
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Figure 3.10: Simulations with an Adenosin triphosphate consumer with f =0.001 1
tu

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

f = 0.001 tu -1oscillation frequency:

g)

j)

h)

k)

i)

l)

Simulation of mitochondrial network with ATP consumer with oscillation frequency
f =0.001 1

tu . In black the energetic attraction of the consumer over 10000 tu is
visualized. For the sake of clarity in all plots the oscillation of the ATP consumer
between 0 and 2 is scaled to the amplitude of the corresponding parameter. In red the
fluctuations for a) mitochondrial mass N , b) cluster size n, c) mitochondrial position d,
d) mitochondrial motility v, e) health of the mitochondrial DNA qh and f) distribution
of metabolites ∆qm are depicted. In g-l) the corresponding Fourier transformation of
all parameters are indicated.
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Figure 3.11: Simulations with an Adenosin triphosphate consumer with f =0.003 1
tu
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f = 0.003 tu-1oscillation frequency:
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Simulation of mitochondrial network with ATP consumer with oscillation frequency
f =0.003 1

tu at a) 0 tu, b) 1856 tu and c) 2790 tu. In black the energetic attraction of
the consumer over 10000 tu is visualized. For the sake of clarity in all plots the
oscillation of the ATP consumer between 0 and 2 is scaled to the amplitude of the
corresponding parameter. In red the fluctuations for d) mitochondrial mass N , e)
cluster size n, f) mitochondrial position d, g) mitochondrial motility v, h) health of the
mitochondrial DNA qh and i) distribution of metabolites ∆qm are depicted. In j-o) the
corresponding Fourier transformation of all parameters are indicated.
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Figure 3.12: Simulations with an Adenosin triphosphate consumer with f =0.005 1
tu

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

f = 0.005 tu-1oscillation frequency:

j)

g) i)

l)k)

h)

Simulation of mitochondrial network with ATP consumer with oscillation frequency
f =0.005 1

tu . In black the energetic attraction of the consumer over 10000 tu is
visualized. For the sake of clarity in all plots the oscillation of the ATP consumer
between 0 and 2 is scaled to the amplitude of the corresponding parameter. In red the
fluctuations for a) mitochondrial mass N , b) cluster size n, c) mitochondrial position d,
d) mitochondrial motility v, e) health of the mitochondrial DNA qh and f) distribution
of metabolites ∆qm are depicted. In g-l) the corresponding Fourier transformation of
all parameters are indicated.
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3.2.4.2 Oscillation amplitude

Simulations were performed with a fixed oscillation frequency of f =0.003 1
tu and three

different attraction amplitudes: Cm =0.5, Cm =1 and Cm =2. For all parameters, the

results of five simulations were averaged (Table 3.6, Figure 3.13).

Cm 0.5 1 2

N (SMUs) 138.5 ± 1.7 138.9 ± 1.7 138.8 ± 1.7

n (SMUs) 9.74 ± 4.55 11.60 ± 5.88 14.52 ± 7.32

v (pxl
tu ) 0.18 ± 0.11 0.19 ± 0.11 0.23 ± 0.12

d (pxl) 157.6 ± 8.3 155.0 ± 9.8 153.2 ± 10.0

qh 8.24 ± 0.43 8.37 ± 0.47 8.56 ± 0.52

∆qm 2.45 ± 0.17 2.43 ± 0.18 2.36 ± 0.17

Table 3.6: Parameter oscillations for different attraction Cm

Figure 3.13: Simulations with an Adenosin triphosphate consumer with f =0.003 1
tu

and different Cm

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

Simulation of mitochondrial network with ATP consumer with oscillation frequency
f =0.003 1

tu and attraction amplitude Cm =0.5 (red), Cm =1 (blue) and Cm =2
(green). In black the energetic attraction of the consumer over 10000 tu is visualized.
For the sake of clarity in all plots the oscillation of the ATP consumer between 0 and 2
is scaled to the amplitude of the corresponding parameter. The fluctuations for a)
mitochondrial mass N , b) cluster size n, c) mitochondrial position d, d) mitochondrial
motility v, e) health of the mitochondrial DNA qh and f) distribution of metabolites
∆qm are depicted.

With growing attraction parameters Cm of the ATP consumer, SMUs are increasingly

accelerated by the Mie potential and establish higher maximum velocities going from

0.18pxl
tu for Cm=0.5 to 0.23pxl

tu for Cm=2. This acceleration of mitochondrial dynamics

leads to increased cluster sizes in phases of high energy demands growing from about

9.7 SMUs per cluster (Cm=0.5) to about 14.5 SMUs per cluster (Cm=2). Parallel, the
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distance of SMUs to the center of the cell falls with growing Cm, as the accumulation

of SMUs around the ATP consumer increases. Consequently, parallel to growing cluster

sizes the mitochondrial health grows from qh = 8.24 to qh = 8.56. Additionally, the

average deviation of metabolites falls from ∆qm = 2.45 to ∆qm = 2.36.

3.2.4.3 Number of Adenosin triphosphate consumers

In order to create a more complex energetic architecture, three ATP consumers are

added to the virtual cell. All consumers have a equidistant position to each other of

281 pxl and a distance of 162 pxl to the nucleus. The repulsion and attraction parameters

for all consumers i are Cni =10 and Cmi =1. The oscillation frequency differed among

the consumers with: f1 = 0.001 1
tu , f2 = 0.003 1

tu and f3 = 0.005 1
tu . For analysis of

all parameters five simulations were averaged and compared with simulations free of

consumers. (Figure 3.14)

For all points in time the average distance to the center of the cell in this energetic

architecture is lower (d =139.03±0.81 pxl) than in consumer free simulations

(d =180.64±1.74 pxl) and than the distance of ATP consumers of 162 pxl. Apart from

fission and biogenetic procedures, movement of SMUs appears basically between ATP

consumers. Since Mie potentials force SMUs to move along the shortest possible path

between ATP consumers, which would lead through the center of the cell, mitochondria

aggregate around the nucleus. In experiments, accumulation of mitochondrial clusters

around the nucleus was observed in stressed cells. [63]

Furthermore, the attraction of ATP consumers leads to the accumulation of SMUs to

large mitochondrial clusters with n=15 SMUs to n=20 SMUs in average. Only at two

points in time at about 3500 tu and 6000 tu, the average cluster size falls to the level of

a consumer free simulation with about n=9. There, all consumers demand a minimum

amount of energy, so that SMUs act as a quasi free system. However, this does not

result in an increased average distance to the nucleus d. The reason for this seemingly

paradoxical behavior is, that the nucleus partially blocks the free movement of SMUs.

As a result, some SMUs stay close to an ATP consumer instead of moving unbound

within the cytoplasm. By this mechanism, the nucleus secures the future supply of the

energy demands of an ATP consumer.

Due to improved compensation for failures in mitochondrial DNA, the aggregation to

bigger clusters leads to an increased mitochondrial health compared to consumer free

simulations. (qh,consumers=8.90±0.02 / qh,free=8.63±0.05). Moreover, velocities shrink

to lower values (vconsumers=0.22±0.00 / vfree = 0.31±0.00) as SMUs are most of the time

localized at a specific consumer.
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Figure 3.14: Simulations with three Adenosin triphosphate consumers as energetic
architecture
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Simulation of mitochondrial network with three ATP consumers at a) 568 tu, b)
2416 tu and c) 3659 tu. In black the energetic attraction of the consumers over 10000 tu
is visualized. For the sake of clarity in all plots the oscillation of the ATP consumers
between 0 and 2 is scaled to the amplitude of the corresponding parameter. In blue the
fluctuations of parameters within the energetic environment, in red without the
energetic environment (”free” SMUs) are depicted for d) mitochondrial mass N , e)
cluster size n, f) mitochondrial position d, g) mitochondrial motility v, h) health of the
mitochondrial DNA qh and i) distribution of metabolites ∆qm are depicted.

A Fourier analysis (Figure 3.15) of all investigated parameters reveals, that the oscilla-

tion frequencies f1, f2 and f3 of all three consumers couple to both, the morphological

parameters (n, d and v) and the quality parameters (qh, ∆qm). Additionally, oscillations

for multiples and superpositions of the ATP consumer frequencies are found. This be-

havior reveals, that the system of SMUs, e.g. the mitochondrial network, responds to the

overall energetic environment of the cell, adapting to various global states of the ATP

consuming system. Collectively, mitochondrial structures alter between the extremes of

a free and unbound system and the restrictions of an energy demanding architecture in

the cell.
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Figure 3.15: Fourier analysis of simulations with energetic architecture
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In a-f) the Fourier transformation of all investigated parameters of the energetic
architecture are depicted. The oscillation frequencies of the three ATP consumers are
asterisked.

3.2.4.4 Aging

In order to implement an aging process in the model, process probabilities are altered

in decay laws (mitophagy, mitochondrial repair) and growth laws (ROS) according to

equation (3.7). Here, the starting probabilities ρi0 are given by the general process

probabilities of each biological process in Table 3.1. The lifetime of all processes is set to

τ=5000 tu. More advanced versions of the model with additional experimental insights

on biological processes could include specific lifetimes for all processes. An average of

five aging simulations for all investigated parameters in the presence of the energetic

architecture with three ATP consumers as presented in the last section is depicted in

Figure 3.16.

Simulations disclose shrinking mitochondrial cluster sizes n and falling mitochondrial

health qh over time due to increased oxidative stress and decreased mitochondrial repair

abilities. Since metabolites are distributed less equally in smaller mitochondrial clusters

the deviation of the corresponding quality parameter ∆qm increases. The total number

of mitochondria N slightly decreases. Moreover, due to growing numbers of irreversibly

harmed, isolated SMUs, the average velocity of SMUs v and their distance to the center

d increases.

These results lead to the observation of an impaired and fragmented mitochondrial
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network in old cells. This conclusion is in line with the results of the quality model in

chapter 2.

Figure 3.16: Simulations with aging procedure and energetic architecture
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Aging simulation of mitochondrial network with three ATP consumers at a) 271 tu, b)
5065 tu and c) 10000 tu. In black the overall energetic oscillation in the cell over
10000 tu is visualized. In blue the fluctuations of parameters within the energetic
environment during aging, in red without the energetic environment and without aging
(”free” SMUs) are depicted for d) mitochondrial mass N , e) cluster size n, f)
mitochondrial position d, g) mitochondrial motility v, h) health of the mitochondrial
DNA qh and i) distribution of metabolites ∆qm.

3.3 Discussion

The presented model is able to correlate mitochondrial morphologies with mitochon-

drial qualities and simulates the interaction between the mitochondrial network and

the energy demands of the cell. Simulations reveal a coupling of both, morphological
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and quality parameters with the oscillations of the energetic archicture of the cell repre-

sented by ATP consumers. During phases of high energy demands mitochondria localize

in specific cell areas and accumulate to larger clusters, which improves the compensation

for failures in mitochondrial DNA sequences and the distribution of metabolites. Fur-

thermore, in order to shorten paths between energy consuming cell sites, mitochondria

condensate around the nucleus. This finding agrees with investigations on stressed cells,

where mitochondria also aggregate around the nucleus. [63]

During aging procedures of biological processes, the morphological model reveals an on-

going fragmentation of mitochondrial clusters and falling mitochondrial qualities. This

result is in line with the outcomes of the quality model presented in chapter 2. Addi-

tionally, a similar behavior was observed in in-vitro experiments. [38, 39]

Moreover, during aging an increased number of mitochondria performing fission pro-

cesses increases the number of fresh mitochondria generated by mitochondrial biogen-

esis. As a consequence of enhanced recycling activity, average mitochondrial velocities

rise during maturing of the cells in the model. In reality, this mechanism might help

mitochondria to aggregate to larger clusters in order to compensate for falling qualities

and the fragmentation process caused by aging. However, due to a lack of measurement

methods so far there is no experimental data available on the motility of mitochondria.

Future experiments should determine the impact of an alteration of mitochondrial ve-

locities on the overall network.

Due to the lack of biological insights some assumptions and definitions of parameter

values in the model have to be rather intuitive or simplistic than experimentally deter-

mined (see Table 3.1). Results of the model can only qualitatively be compared with

experiments but not quantitatively. Similar to the model presented in chapter 2, to

date it is not possible to determine the real time scales of the involved biological pro-

cesses. Instead, their frequency can only be estimated relatively to each other. [17, 37]

Additionally, both quality parameters, e.g. the health of mitochondrial DNA and the

amount of metabolites present in a mitochondrion, can not be measured directly. There-

fore, they can only be compared indirectly with experiments by measuringing, e.g. the

mitochondrial membrane potential.

The virtual cell in the model has a two-dimensional design, although in reality all cells

exist in three dimensions. Thus, the model applies basically to cells that are quasi two-

dimensional systems, as e.g. keratinocytes in the stratum granulosum of the epidermis

in human skin. [3] In order to use the model to reconstruct the mitochondrial network

in more voluminous cells, as e.g. fibroblasts or myocytes, a third dimension has to be

included.

Representing mitochondria, the SMUs in the model move freely within the cytoplasm

of the virtual cell. This assumption is only an approximation of the quasi-free motion

of mitochondria in reality. Experiments show, that mitochondria are supposed to move
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along the widely branched tubulin fibers. [47] In order to include this limited movement

capacity, the model has to define fixed paths on which SMUs are allowed to run.

So far, mitochondrial clusters and SMUs in the model always perform a fusion process,

if they meet within the cytoplasm, except for SMUs that are irreversibly damaged and

have health of qh = 0. Experimentally it is not clear, if two meeting mitochondrial

clusters always fuse. A fusion probability based on the qualities of involved SMUs could

be included. A similar mechanism is already introduced in the quality model in chapter

2.

Furthermore, in the current version of the model, SMUs share metabolites as equal as

possible and compensate for each others DNA failures at a maximum level. Although

these basic mechanisms are experimentally proven, to date it remains unclear to which

extend mitochondria compensate for each others failures and share metabolites when

they merge their inner and outer membranes.

Moreover, it is possible, that, contrary to the current design of the model, in reality

fresh mitochondria generated by biogenesis do not carry any metabolites and are useless

for ATP production until they either have produced enzymes on their own and proteins

or have been supplied by other mitochondria following a fusion process.

So far, in the model the maximum number of SMUs is limited by the starting number

Nstart and the model does not include an aging procedure for biogenesis. Experiments

point to increased biogenetic activities and a growing mitochondrial mass in aged cells.

[36, 64]. This mechanism could be integrated in the model in future.

The ATP consumers are modeled by Mie potentials, that influence the morphological

behavior of SMUs. However, the generation of ATP at energy demanding cell sites also

consumes metabolites in mitochondria and harms the mitochondrial health, e.g. by

oxidative stress produced during processes of the electron transport chain. [65] Hence,

it is reasonable to assume, that the qualities of SMUs are coupled to the proximity to

ATP consumers. In a more advanced version of the model, the interaction of mitochon-

drial qualities and ATP consumers could be integrated by either decreasing the existing

quality parameters qh and qm or by introducing a third quality parameter qatp, that

represents the amount of ATP carried by a SMU. It would be possible to couple this

third quality parameter qatp to the grade of integrity of the two existing ones. With

this mechanism, a quality-dependent interaction of SMUs and ATP consumers would

also take into account a saturation value of ATP for each consumer. Then, the ATP

consumer would stop attracting additional SMUs, if the saturation of the consumer is

accomplished by the sourrounding SMUs. With these modifications, the energetic cel-

lular architecture could be reconstructed individually for different cell types, such as

keratinocytes and fibroblasts. ATP consumers would not only represent general cell

functions but could model specific ATP consuming organelles, as e.g. the endoplasmatic

reticulum and the Golgi aparatus. [66, 67]
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Dependent on the outcomes of more complex versions of the model one might find that

the mitochondrial network behaves as a canonical ensemble. The heat bath of the ther-

modynamic equilibrium would be represented by the cell’s environment inducing varying

energy demands. Then, the state of the mitochondrial network could be described by a

small number of state variables. The velocity of mitochondria could represent a varying

temperature and the constant volume would be defined by the shape of the cell. How-

ever, in a canonical ensemble, the number of smallest mitochondrial units should be kept

at a constant value. Since the mitochondrial mass grows during aging [36], comparison

of different mitochondrial networks with canonical states could only be used within a

single age group.



Chapter 4

Mitochondrial Network in vivo

The multiphoton microscope Dermaninspect (in-vivo intravital tomograph) developed by

Beiersdorf AG (Hamburg, Germany) [68] in collaboration with Jenlab (Jena, Germany)

[69] was utilized to perform two in-vivo studies on volunteers in order to investigate the

mitochondrial network during epidermal differentiation and skin aging. The fundamental

concepts of the experimental setup and the tools of analysis of the investigations are

presented in the following chapter.

4.1 Materials and Methods

4.1.1 Non-linear Excitation

Light has two natures. Maxwell’s equations (4.1 - 4.4) [70]

∇ ~E =
ρ

ε0
(4.1)

∇ ~B = 0 (4.2)

∇× ~E = −∂B
∂t

(4.3)

∇× ~B = µ0( ~J + ε
∂E

∂t
) (4.4)

78
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with ~E and ~B being the electric field and magnetic field, ρ and ~J being the electric charge

density and the electric current density, and with the permeability in the vacuum µ0 = 4π
c

and the permittivity in the vacuum µ0 = 1
4πc being universal constants depending on

the speed of light c = 299792458 m
s , lead in the absence of electrical charge ρ = 0 and

electrical current ~J = 0 to the classical wave equations (4.5-4.6)

∇2 ~E =
1

c2

∂2E

∂t2
(4.5)

∇2 ~B =
1

c2

∂2B

∂t2
(4.6)

As a result, light is considered as an electromagnetic wave. The parameter λ = c
f

(f=frequency) is defined as the wavelength of electromagnetic radiation. The spectrum

between λ = 380 nm (ultraviolett (UV) radiation) and λ = 780 nm (infrared (IR) radia-

tion) is considered to be visible light.

As light is transported, emitted and absorbed in quantum packages called photons, it

can also be esteemed as a particle. [71] The energy E and the momentum ~p of a photon

are given by

E = ~ω =
hc

λ
(4.7)

~p = ~~k (4.8)

where h = 6.626 · 10−34 m2kg
s and ~ = h

2π are Planck’s constant and the reduced form

of Planck’s constant, respectively. The parameter ω = 2πf represents the angular

frequency of the photon, while ~k denotes its wave vector with the absolute value |k| = 2π
λ .

[72]

Quantum systems as, e.g., an atom or a molecule can emit photons spontaneously if they

are stimulated to establish an excited state. In excited atoms and molecules, electrons

have previously absorbed energy by an interaction with their environment, so that they

are pushed out of the orbit of their ground state to higher energy levels. Electrons can

release their surplus of energy by emitting a photon and subsequently fall back to their

ground state. This process is called spontaneous emission. The emitted light is named

fluorescence. The energy of the emitted photon Eemit with angular frequency ωemit is

given by the difference between the energy levels E1, E0 and Enon−rad, with E1 being

the excited energy state, E0 being the ground state and Enon−rad being non-radiative

losses:
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Eemit = E1 − E0 − Enon−rad = ~ωemit (4.9)

Atoms or molecules which emit photons upon excitation are called fluorophores. Sources

of electromagnetic radiation as, e.g., lasers can be used to stimulate fluorophores to emit

fluorescence. Due to the non-radiative energy losses Enon−rad the energy of the absorbed

photon is always higher

Eemit < Eabs = E1 − E0 (4.10)

and its wavelength correspondingly shorter than of the emitted photon:

λemit > λabs (4.11)

An electron that absorbs the energy of a photon remains in its excited state for an

average lifetime of τ0. Hence, if a great amount of molecules of a distinct fluorophore

is irradiated with a laser light, the number of fluorophores in the excited state N over

time t is given by:

N = N0 · exp(
t

τ0
) (4.12)

with N0 being the number of excited fluorophores at t = 0.

During excitation the transition rate R10 of the fluorophore between ground state E0

and excited state E1 is linearly proportional to the intensity I of the incoming radiation:

R10,1p = σ1p(ωin) · I (4.13)

The cross-section σ1p is dependent on the angular frequency ωin of the absorbed photons

and is given in units of cm2s
photons . [73]

Instead of exciting an electron by one photon from ground state E0 to energy level E1,

the electron can absorb two, three or more photons with an energy of Eabs in total.

[73] In case of a two-photon excitation both photons possess half the energy of the

substituted photon: E2p,abs = Eabs
2 (Figure 4.1).

As a consequence, the wavelength of the absorbed photons is twice as long:

λ2p,abs = λabs · 2 (4.14)
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Figure 4.1: Jablonksi diagram for two-photon excitation
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The thick lines represent the main energy levels E0 and E1, the thin lines are
corresponding rotation and vibration states. a) Linear excitation of an electron from
E0 to E1 by one photon with frequency ωabs. b) Nonlinear excitation from E0 to E1 by
parallel absorption of two photons with frequency ωabs

2 . c) The electron falls from E1

to E0 by emitting a photon with frequency ωemit.

The non-linear excitation process requires both photons to be absorbed simultaneously

by the electron. Hence, there is no intermediate state of the electron between ground-

state E0 and excited state E1, where the fluorophore has absorbed only one of the two

photons. In reality, the photon that is firstly absorbed by the electron has a occupation

time of about 0.21 fs in a virtual state at an excitation wavelength of 800 nm. [74] For

a two-photon-effect, the second photon has to meet the electron in that time interval.

Contrary to absorption of one photon by an electron, for two-photon excitation the tran-

sition rate R10,2p of the fluorophore establishes a quadratic dependence of the intensity

of the incoming radiation [75]:

R10,2p = σ2p(ω
2
in) · I2 (4.15)

Here, the cross-section σ2p for the transition rate R10,2p is given in measures of GM

(Göppert-Mayers), a tribute to the developer of the theory behind two-photon excitation

processes, Maria Göppert-Mayer. 1 GM translates to 10−50 cm4s
photons2

. Correspondingly,

σ2p depends on the quadratic of the angular frequency of the incoming radiation ωin.

4.1.1.1 Multiphoton Microscopy

Fluorescence microscopes such as the confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) use the

emission of light by fluorophores in order to image small structures, as e.g. in biological
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systems. In laser scanning microscopy, monochromatic laser light is focused by a lens to

the sample. The focal spot probes the surface or a layer within in the sample to excite

relevant fluorophores. Their emitted fluorescence propagates back through the lens

and is registered by photo-sensitive detectors, such as photo diodes or photomultiplier

tubes. By analyzing the detector signals, the fluorescing sample structures are visualized.

Imaging different layers in the sample allows to reconstruct it in three dimensions. The

spatial resolution of the image is limited by Abbé’s Law [76]:

d =
λ

2NA
(4.16)

According to (4.16), two points in the sample have to have a distance of d in order to

image them separately through a lens with a numerical aperture NA using light of a

wavelength λ. If self-luminuous structures are investigated as in fluorescence microscopy,

two points can be separated if the maximum of the diffractive airy disk of one fluorescing

point falls in the minimum of the airy disk of the other point. This leads to Rayleigh’s

criterion for the resolution of self-luminous structures [77]:

d =
0.61λ

NA
(4.17)

Practically, this results in a resolution of a few hundred nanometers for images performed

with fluorescence laser scanning microscopy.

A multiphoton microscope is a laser scanning microscope, which excites the fluorescence

in the sample by nonlinear processes. In two-photon excitation microscopy, due to the

quadratic dependence from the intensity of the incoming radiation as given in equation

(4.15), focusing of incident laser light through the lens results in a localized excitation

of the fluorophore. As a result, the fluorescence in a defined spot in the sample can be

imaged with minimized disturbance of stray light of surrounding layers. Therefore, a

multiphoton microscope has a better resolution in x−, y− and z-direction than other

laser scanning microscopes.

By utilizing the two-photon-effect, the exciting photons of a multiphoton microscope

possess half the energy that would be necessary to perform linear excitation. Hence, the

wavelength of the laser light is allowed to be twice as long as in one-photon-excitation

according to formula (4.14). The elastic scattering of light by structures smaller than

the wavelength as in biological samples, shrinks with growing wavelengths according to

Rayleigh’s law [78]:

σR =
2π5

3

d6

λ4

(
n2 − 1

n2 + 2

)2

(4.18)
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with σR being the average cross-section over all scattering angles of the incident light

beam, d representing the diameter of a particle at which the light is scattered, and n

being the refractive index of the medium. As a consequence, light with longer wave-

lengths penetrates deeper into a medium than light with shorter wavelengths. Thus,

multiphoton microscopes can image deeper layers in an investigated biological sample

than laser scanning microscopes using linear excitation.

Experimental investigations presented in this chapter were performed with the Der-

maninspect. This microscope is CE-marked for in vivo investigations on skin.

Photons for the excitation of fluorophores are generated by a Ti:sapphire laser (titanium-

sapphire laser) called MaiTai (SpectraPhysics, Darmstadt, Germany). [79] Via mode-

locking, the MaiTai emits laser pulses with a repetition rate of 80 MHz and a pulse width

under 100 fs in the spectral range between λmin =710 nm and λmax =920 nm. The pho-

ton density in the femtosecond laser pulses is high enough for simultaneous absorption

of two or more photons by fluorophores and therefore can be utilized to perform multi-

photon excitation. For safety reasons, the maximum power of the laser light is limited

to 50 mW.

After passing a polarizer, that is meant to adjust the power input of laser radiaton to

the microscope, the laser pulses fall into an objective with a 40x magnification (Zeiss,

Oberkochen, Germany). [80] The laser light is focused onto the sample in order to

excite fluorophores present in the investigated biological structures. The fluorescence

along with the reflected laser light propagates back through the objective and passes a

beamsplitter that separates the reflected light and the autofluorescence. Then, optical

filters allow to select the wavelength of the autofluorescence that shall be investigated.

The Dermaninspect provides optical filters for four different spectral ranges. For mea-

surements in the epidermis and dermis two filters were used: A 548±150 nm filter for

autofluorescence and a 410±20 nm filter for second harmonic generation. The filtered

fluorescence light finally falls on the detector of a photomultiplier tube (PMT) which

amplifies the signal and sends it to a personal computer.

In order to perform three-dimensional investigations, the laser pulses scan the sample.

For lateral imaging, the laser light is reflected from a fast moving scanning mirror that

guides the laser pulses through the focal layer. The third dimension is visualized by

changing the focal layer in vertical direction via a piezo element the moves the objective

in z-direction.

The Dermainspect is able to image sections of the sample with a resolution of 512µm

x 512µm, 1024µm x 1024µm or 2048µm x 2048µm. Different zoom steps allow to in-

crease the spatial resolution by parallel reducing the captured section. The point spread

function of the microscope leads to a maximum spatial resolution of about 0.4µm in

laterial dimensions and 1.3µm in vertical direction. [81] The setup allows imaging of

dermal layers in depths of about 150µm. Increasing the sampling time from 1 s to a
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Figure 4.2: Scheme of the setup of the Dermainspect
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The power of short laser pulses is regulated by a polarizer. A scan mirror guides the
pulses through the lateral dimensions (x-y) of the focal plane in the sample.
Beforehand pulses are focused by an objective. A piezo element connected to the
objective alters the focal plane in z-direction. A beam splitter separates
autofluorescence from reflected laser light. The autofluorescence is filtered by one of
four optical filters. The signal is emphasized by a photomultiplier tube and eventually
analyzed by software on a personal computer.

maximum of about 24 s during the investigation of the sample maximizes the signal-to-

noise ratio.

A scheme of the setup is depicted in Figure 4.2.

4.1.2 Endogeneous Fluorophores in Skin

The Dermaninspect is used to image the fluorescence of endogeneous fluorophores in skin.

Therefore, no structures in the sample have to be stained. Hence, the investigations are

apart from the laser radiation a non-invasive process. Skin consists of three different

layers: The epidermis, the dermis and the subcutis (Figure 4.3). The Dermainspect is

able to visualize all layers in the epidermis and the upper layers in the dermis in-vivo.
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Figure 4.3: Scheme of the skin

The three main layers of skin are depicted. Beneath the thin epidermis consisting of
keratinocytes lies the dermis build of structural proteins such as collagen and elastin.
The deepest layer is the subcutis. Die scheme was provided by Eucerin, Beiersdorf.

4.1.2.1 Epidermis

The epidermis is the outer layer of the skin and protects it against microorganisms, loss

of water and other external influences as UV radiation as part of the sunlight.

It consists of four sublayers, that represent the differentiation process of keratinocytes. In

the undermost layer, the basal layer (stratum basale), proliferation of new keratinocytes

via division of stem cells occurs. The new cells move to the upper layers stratum

spinosum and stratum granulosum and are transformed to dead corneocytes in the stra-

tum corneum at the end of their differentiation process. During their transition, cells

synthesize several keratin proteins that form bundles of keratin filaments. Furthermore,

membrane-coating granules release lipids into the intercellular spaces. Meanwhile the

shapes of the cells flatten. The last living layer of keratinocytes in the stratum granu-

losum and the dead corneocytes in the stratum corneum are separated by the stratum

lucidum that basically consists of water-resistant lipids and is only visible in palms and

foot soles. [3] The stratum corneum forms a hardly penetrable barrier against the intru-

sion of undesired substances. Corneocytes appear as flattend squames, that are sealed

together by lipids and basically consist of the cytoskeleton made of keratin filaments.
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[82] The process of differentation from the stratum basale to the stratum corneum is

called the epidermal turnover and takes about 40-56 days for one cell layer. [83] The

thickness of the epidermis differs between 55µm to 85 µm. [84]

There are several endogenous fluorophores present in keratinocytes that allow two-

photon imaging of epidermal structures. [85] While keratin is basically observed in

dead corneocytes, melanin is mostly present in basal cells after being transported from

nearby melanocytes via melanosomes. [86] The metabolic activity of keratinocytes can

be observed by the autofluorescence of the coenzymes flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD)

and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH). [87, 88]

NADH is the most present mitochondrial metabolic fluorophore in the epidermis. [89]

It takes part as a coenzyme in the production of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) via gly-

colysis and oxidative phosphorylation.

In the cytoplasm of a cell, glycolysis decomposes glucose molecules ingested by nutri-

tion into smaller pyruvate molecules and generates two ATP molecules. Additionally,

as side products, water, H+-ions and two NADH molecules are produced. Along with

the pyruvate, the NADH molecules are transported to the cell’s mitochondria and enter

the organelles through their membranes by the Malat-Aspartat shuttle or the glycerol

phosphate shuttle. After transforming pyruvate to acetyl-CoA enzymatically during

pyruvate decarboxylation, the energy of acetyl-CoA is released by dissolving the energy

rich bonds between hydrogen and the rest of the molecule. In this context, three NAD+

molecules are reduced to three NADH molecules per acetyl-CoA. These processes take

place in the Krebs cycle within the mitochondrial matrix. Afterwards, the gained en-

ergy is transported via the NADH molecules to the matrix protein complexes of the

respiratory chain at the inner mitochondrial mebrane. There, NADH hands over an

electron to Complex 1 (NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase), so that NADH is oxidated

again to NAD+. The energy of the electron is gradually released by transferring it from

Complex 1 to 2, 3 and 4. The mitochondrion utilizes the released energy to establish a

proton motive force along the inner mitochondrial membrane in order to finally trans-

form adenosine diphosphate (ADP) to ATP. [5]

These energy-related processes involving NADH take place within mitochondria. There-

fore, apart from NADH produced during glycolysis and being transported to the mito-

chondrial membrane, cellular NADH is basically located in mitochondrial bodys. Hence,

one can assume, that the autofluorescence of NADH represents mitochondrial structures.

In order to test this hypothesis, the autofluorescence of NADH was correlated with

the fluorescence of stained mitochondria in cultured keratinocytes. For that purpose,

neonatal human epidermal keratinocytes were purchased from Lonza Group AG (Basel,

Switzerland) [90] and cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Life

Technologies, Carlsbad, USA) [91], supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (PAA

Laboratories, Pasching, Austria) [92], L-glutamine and penicillin/streptomycin (both:
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Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA). For ideal atmospheric culturing conditions the ker-

atinocytes were maintained in a humidifying incubator with a 5% CO2 atmosphere at

37◦C. Mitochondria in the cells were stained with the fluorescence dye Mito-Tracker

Red CMXRos (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA) with wavelengths of excitation and

emission at 579nm and 599nm, respectively.

Morphological signals of both, the autofluorescence of NADH and the stained mito-

chondria were compared using a confocal scanning microscope (Leica TCS SP5, Leica

Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany) [93] with a 63x objective (HCX PL APO lambda

blue 63.0x1.20 WATER UV, Leica). Two lasers excited the autofluorescence of NADH

at an optical wavelength of 405 nm and the fluorescence of the Mito-Tracker at 561 nm.

Photomultiplier tubes detected the emitted signal of NADH in a spectral range going

from 410 nm to 540 nm and of the Mito-Tracker between wavelengths from 570 nm to

650 nm. Bidirectional scans of the samples were performed with an image resolution of

2048 pixels × 2048 pixels at zoom 3.0, zoom 4.4 and at zoom 7.9. The step size of the

focal spot was in every measurement 0.04µm. The optical resolution of the setup is

according to Leica’s software about 163 nm in lateral dimensions.

The fluorescence of the Mito-Tracker discloses a near perfect agreement with the aut-

ofluorescence of NADH (Figure 4.4). Aberrations are caused by an overstaining of

mitochondria with the mitotracker which leads to a merging of separated mitochondrial

structures. Additionally, deviations in the metabolic activity of mitochondria leads to

discrepancies of intensities in autofluorescence of NADH. Overall, measurements with

the confocal scanning microscope confirm the hypothesis, that the autofluorescence of

NADH represents the morphological shape of mitochondrial structures.

Excitation and emission spectra of NADH and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phos-

phate (NADPH) are identical. NADPH is a coenzyme that is involved in the pentose

phosphate pathway which takes place in the cytoplasm of the cell. [5] Thus, NADPH is

not located in mitochondria. Therefore, the overlap of fluorescence spectra of NADPH

with NADH might cause a wrong impression of mitochondrial structures. However, ex-

periments revealed, that the concentration of NADH in the cell is about five times higher

and the quantum yield of NADH is 1.5 times to 2.5 times greater than of NADPH.[94]

Hence, the autofluorescence of NADPH is neglected when analyzing the morphology of

the mitochondrial network by the autofluorescence of NADH.

4.1.2.2 Dermis

The dermis is adjacent to the epidermis. It is several hundred micrometers thick and

hosts capillaries, hair follicles, sweat glands and sebaceous glands. Moreover, it contains

structural proteins such as collagen and elastin, that provide the skin with elasticity
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Figure 4.4: Autofluorescence of Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide and stained mito-
chondria

20µm 20µm

15µm 15µm

7.5µm 7.5µm

a) d)

b)

c)

e)

f)

The autofluorescence of NADH (a-c) in comparison with fluorescence of mitochondria
stained with MitoTracker (d-f) in cultured keratinocytes with zooming levels 3.0 (a,d),
4.4 (b,e) and 7.9 (c,f)

and firmness. Both of these proteins can be imaged using multiphoton microscopy.

While elastic fibers show a characteristic autofluorescence, collagen is imaged by its sec-

ond harmonic generation (SHG) signal due to the periodic structures of the collagen

fibers.[95, 96] As a result, incoming laser radiation with a wavelength of 820 nm gives

a defined emission of 410 nm, that can be detected by separating it from the autofluo-

rescence of elastin using a narrow optical bandpass filter. The emitted spectrum in the

dermis also contains the autofluorescence of advanced glycation endproducts (AGEs).

AGEs are the result of the reaction of dermal proteins with reducing sugars. They are

long-living, very stable structures and disturb the elasticity of the dermis by harming

structural proteins. AGEs emit light in a broad spectral range. Despite several at-

tempts, so far it is not possible to separate their autofluorescence explicitly from other
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fluorophores in skin.[97, 98]

4.1.2.3 Multiphotonic imaging of skin

An image through the epidermis and the upper dermis is shown in Figure 4.5. It was

taken at the inner side of the forearm of a 27 year old volunteer. The measurement was

performed with the Dermainspect at a two-photonic excitation wavelength of 760 nm for

autofluorescence and 820 nm for second harmonic generation.

In the uppermost layer, the stratum corneum, the autofluorescence of keratin depicts

the honeycomb structure of corneocytes. Beneath the stratum lucidum that basically

consists of transparent lipids and does not fluoresce [3], the stratum granulosum is lo-

cated. There, keratinocytes establish a very flat shape. The dark spots in the center of

the cells are the nuclei, while the very bright patterns in the cytoplasm are caused by the

autofluorescence of NADH. These structures represent the morphology of the mitochon-

drial network. In deeper layers cross-sections of the cells shrink, as keratinocytes are

less flat and establish three-dimensional shapes. In the stratum spinosum cell borders of

adjacent cells morphologically adapt to each other so that the overall cell layer appears

as a mosaic-like structure. In the stratum basale keratinocytes have vertical tube-like

shapes. Cross-sections though the cells are so small, that it is not possible to differenti-

ate mitochondrial morphologies from each other. Furthermore, the autofluorescence of

melanin, that covers the top of the basal cells as caps, overlaps with emission spectrum

of NADH (Figure 4.5). [85]

In the dermis, the autofluorescence signal discloses the structure of elastin fibers. Next

to the epidermis, fluorescent elastin appears as vertical elaunin filaments, that are con-

nected to the dermal papillae.[99] In deeper layers, elastin forms broader horizontal

fibers. The signal of second harmonic generation reveals the very dense network of col-

lagen fibers. Single filaments bundle to thicker fibers that form a seemingly anarchic

system. Collagen fibers are held together by fibroblasts, that connect to the filaments

and produce new collagen molecules.[100]

4.1.3 Image Analysis

In the stratum granulosum and the stratum spinosum of skin, multiphoton micrographs

show the morphological state of the mitochondrial network based on the autofluores-

cence of NADH.

In order to analyse the shape and the morphology of mitochondrial clusters in the stra-

tum spinosum and the stratum granulosum, the autofluorescence of NADH has to be
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Figure 4.5: In-vivo stack through epidermal and dermal layers
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A stack of in-vivo images taken in the epidermis and the upper layers of the dermis of
a volunteer. In the epidermis, the stratum corneum (a), the stratum lucidum (b), the
stratum granulosum (c), the stratum spinosum (d) and the tube-like basal cells (e, f)
are imaged. Dermal structures are revealed by autofluorescence of elastin partially in
papillae (h) and then over the whole area of the measurement (j). Parallel
measurements of the SHG-Signal disclose the network of collagen fibers (i,k).
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extracted from the micrographs. Hence, each pixel in the measurements has to be cat-

egorized either as autofluorescence of NADH or as a cytosolic background signal. This

separation can be implemented by performing a binarization procedure.

4.1.3.1 Otsu’s method

The simplest form of binarization is to apply an arbitrary threshold to the image. Each

pixel in the micrograph possesses an individual gray value between 0 and 255 which

relates to the intensity of the autofluorescence at this spatial point in the measurement.

A global binarization threshold categorizes each pixel either as NADH autofluorescence

or as background depending on its gray value. In Figure 4.6 several values for a bina-

rization threshold for the measurements of keratinocytes in the stratum granulosum are

tested. The higher the value, the less pixels are classified as NADH. As an alternative

for choosing the threshold based on subjective impression, N. Otsu suggested a method

for finding an objectively reasonable threshold for binarization.[101] In Otsu’s algorithm,

binarization is performed without any other a priori knowledge about the studied pic-

ture. The algorithm calculates gradually all possible binarizations and selects the one

threshold T as optimal that minimizes Otsu’s variance:

σ2
otsu(T ) = ωwhite(T )σ2

white(T ) + ωblackσblack(T )2 (4.19)

with σ2
white and σ2

black(T ) being the variances among gray values of pixels categorized

as white (NADH fluorescence) and black (background), respectively. Parameters ωwhite

and ωblack are the corresponding weights and represent the probability of a pixel being

black or white depending on the chosen threshold T :

ωwhite/black(T ) =
nblack/white

Ntotal
(4.20)

where nblack/white represents the number of black and white pixels, respectively and

Ntotal represents the total number of pixels in the image. In other words, Otsu’s method

finds the threshold, in which the gray values among pixels in both classifications, signal

and background, are as similar as possible. A global binarization of a keratinocyte with

Otsu’s method is depicted in Figure 4.6d.
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Figure 4.6: Binarization procedure of Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide autofluores-
cence in keratinocytes
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In a measurement (a) the cytoplasm of single keratinocytes (b) is segregated by
manually annotating borders of the cell and the nucleus (c). Binarization procedures
are performed in the annotated cytoplasms. Different values for a global threshold are
compared with the threshold derived by the Otsu method (d). In (e) binarizations
with a global and a local Otsu threshold are compared. The size of the local
neighbourhood is altered by changing nh.
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4.1.3.2 Local threshold

For various reasons keratinocytes in multiphoton micrographs in the epidermis do not

establish a homogeneous intensity over a cell’s cross-section. Metabolic variations within

the cytoplasm cause fluctuations in the intensity of the autofluorescence of NADH. Fur-

thermore, many cells are not perfectly orientated parallel to the focal plane, so that the

autofluorescence in different areas is not excited with the same intensity.

Because a binarization method including a global threshold only does not take into

account local intensity disturbances within the image, it falls short in extracting the

autofluorescence of NADH in multiphotonic micrographs.

To factor intensity fluctuations in the imaged keratinocyte during the binarization pro-

cedure, a local threshold is introduced. This threshold is individual for each pixel in

the image and is derived by minimizing Otsu’s variance among adjacent pixels. Sub-

sequently, a pixel has to exceed both thresholds, the general global and the individual

local threshold, in order to be categorized as autofluorescence of NADH. However, there

is no method, to determine a suitable objective value for the size of the area of the pix-

els’ individual neighbourhood. In Figure 4.6e binarizations with different values for the

numbers of adjacent pixels regarding the calculation of a local threshold are depicted.

The neighbourhood value nh is an integer, that gives the number of consecutive pixels

on an arbitrary edge of the investigated pixel, that are included in deriving the local

Otsu threshold. Binarizations with a neighbourhood value of nh =7 show good results

regarding an extraction of the autoflourescence of NADH. With a spatial resolution of

0.4µm this is in line with the maximum value of a mitochondria structure of about 3µm

(0.4µm × 7 = 2.8µm). [61] Therefore, in all following analysis the neighbourhood value

is set to nh = 7.

4.1.3.3 Analysis procedure

All quantitative analysis was performed with the software SkinTools from Beiersdorf

AG. The Otsu-based algorithm for binarization of multiphoton micrographs was put into

practice in the programming language Java [33] under usage of the packages java.util.*

[34] and java.io.*. [35] Subsequently, the corresponding code was implemented in Skin-

Tools and is attached to this thesis in Appendix C.

In order to perform segregation of autofluorescence from the background in the cyto-

plasm of keratinocytes, before binarization the borders of the cells and the corresponding

nuclei were annotated manually (Figure 4.6c). Afterwards, binarization in the segregated

cytoplasm was performed. For quantitative analysis of the morphology of the autoflu-

orescence of NADH, three simple parameters were investigated per keratinocyte. The

number of mitochondrial clusters per area of cytoplasm n was determined. Furthermore,
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the average cluster size A =
Af

n in pixels was calculated by normalizing the fluorescing

area Af to the number of mitochondrial clusters n. In order to take the mitochondrial

cluster shape into account for analysis, the average circularity C of the clusters was

derived. The circularity of C of a single cluster reads:

C =
U2

4πA
(4.21)

with U representing the circumference of the fluorescing structure given in edges of pixels

and A being the area of the structures in pixels. The circularity has a value of C = 1

for a perfect circle. The higher the value of the circularity C is, the less compact and

more complex is the investigated structure.

4.2 Results

The Dermainspect was utilized to perform two studies in the skin of volunteers. In both

studies the morphology of the mitochondrial network in epidermal keratinocytes was

investigated based on the autofluorescence of NADH. All volunteers provided healthy

skin of either skin type II or skin type III of Fitzpatrick’s phototyping scale. [102] Two

weeks before and during the studies volunteers desisted visits of solariums and inten-

sive sun exposure. Furthermore, treatment of both, medical substances and cosmetics,

was prohibited during the studies. All volunteers were non-smokers. Both studies were

performed in accordance with the recommendations of the current version of the Dec-

laration of Helsinki [103] and the guideline of the International Conference on Harmo-

nization Good Clinical Practice (ICH GCP). [104] Prior the examinations volunteers

were provided with fifteen minutes of acclimation to the measurements under standard

atmospheric conditions with 23◦C ± 1◦C and 43% ± 2% relative humidity level. All

measurements were carried out by trained personnel.

Examinations were performed at the inner side of both forearms of each volunteer. For

optical immersion a drop of water was positioned at the investigated spot of the skin.

Parallel, by using a magnetic adapter, a thin platelet of glass was placed under the

objective with immersion oil between the lens and the glass (Figure 4.7). Following

these preparations, the objective approached the skin until the focus reached epidermal

and dermal layers. All volunteers in both studies were investigated at two areas of each

forearm. Measurements at three different positions in each area were acquired. All mea-

surements had an acquisition time of about 12.5 s and dimensions of 110µm × 110µm

with 512 pixels × 512 pixels per image.
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Figure 4.7: Setup of in-vivo measurements
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glue

glass

A drop of water is placed on the inner side of the forearm. Immersion oil is placed
between the objective and a glass platelet. The three elements are hold together by an
magnetic adapter. Then, the objective approaches the arm until the focus of the laser
reaches epidermal layers. To prevent movements of the investigated spot relatively to
the objective, the skin sticks to the adapter by adhesive tape.

Statistical analysis of morphological parameters was conducted with the software Sta-

tistica by StatSoft (Europe) GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). [105] The unpaired samples

in the aging study were compared by a Mann-Whitney U test, the paired samples in

the differentiation study by a Wilcoxen test. [106] As the p-value for significance the

threshold p =0.05 was chosen.

In the following subsections the basic results of both studies are presented. Further

analysis and discussion are presented in the publication at the end of the chapter.

4.2.1 Aging of Skin

In this study, the morphology of the mitochondrial network in the skin of young and old

volunteers was compared. For that purpose, the autofluorescence of keratinocytes in the

stratum granulosum was imaged. The study consists of measurements in the epidermis

of twelve young (mean ± SD: 23.75 ± 1.67 years) and twelve old (mean ± SD: 72.17 ±
4.15 years) volunteers.

After experimental examinations and binarization, quantitative analysis of mitochon-

drial clusters in keratinocytes was performed based on three morphological parameters:
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The number of mitochondrial clusters n per area of cytoplasm, the average size of mito-

chondrial clusters A and the average circularity C. These parameters were analyzed

for all mitochondrial clusters in the cytoplasm of keratinocytes and for large mito-

chondrial clusters. Large mitochondrial clusters are defined as connected fluorescing

areas that are larger than the average cluster size in measurements of young volunteers

Ayoung = 9.05 pixels. Hence, large clusters consist of ten or more pixels. Before statisti-

cal comparison between both age groups, the results in each area at the forearms were

averaged.

Results for all parameters are presented in Figure 4.8. Analysis disclose that the total

amount of autofluorescence of NADH in keratinocytes of cells is significantly higher in

old volunteers than in young volunteers (p≤0.001). Additionally, micrographs show,

that cross-sections of single keratinocytes in old volunteers cover greater areas than

keratinocytes of young volunteers. [107] Thus, for a relative comparison, the total

amount of autofluorescence has to be normalized to the area of the cytoplasm of the

cell. Then, a comparison do not reveal any significant differences between young and

old skin (p=0.826).

Quantitative analysis of the morphological parameters of all mitochondrial clusters re-

veals, that the mitochondrial network is more fragmented in old skin than in young skin.

There is a significantly higher number n of mitochondrial clusters in keratinocytes of

old volunteers than of young volunteers (p≤0.001). Furthermore, clusters in cells of old

skin establish a significantly lower circularity C (p=0.015) and a significantly smaller

cluster size A (p=0.035). Hence, mitochondrial clusters in cells of old volunteers are

more compact and smaller than in cells of young volunteers.

A quantitative analysis of the morphology of large mitochondrial clusters discloses a

significantly higher number of large mitochondrial clusters nlarge (p=0.039) in old skin.

Additionally, large mitochondrial clusters exhibit higher values for the large cluster size

Alarge (p=0.084) and have a significantly higher circularity C large (p=0.002) in old skin.

Thus, large mitochondrial clusters have a tendency to be more complex in the stratum

granulosum of old skin.

4.2.2 Epidermal Differentiation

This study was performed in order to investigate alterations in the morphology of the

mitochondrial network during the differentiation of keratinocytes in the epidermis. For

that purpose keratinocytes at two different states of the differentiation process have to
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Figure 4.8: Analysis of aging study
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Investigated parameters of the aging study are compared between young and old
volunteers by statistical boxplots. The p-value represents the probability if the two
compared probability distributions derive from the same population. The square in the
box represents the mean value, the horizontal line in the center the median. 25%
percent of the measured values are lower than the bottom of the box, 75% of them are
lower than the top of the box. The antennas (whiskers) are the corresponding limits for
2.5% and 97.5%. Crosses represent the highest and the lowest value in the distribution.
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be imaged. Therefore, examinations in the less differentiated stratum spinosum and in

the more differentiated stratum granulosum have been performed. For the study eight

volunteers of the same age group (mean ± SD: 62 ± 1.31 years) were examined. Again,

after annotation and binarization procedures the three morphological parameters n, A

and C were investigated for all mitochondrial clusters per cell and for large mitochon-

drial clusters.

Results for all parameters are presented in Figure 4.9.

As cross-sections of keratinocytes in the stratum spinosum are smaller than in the stra-

tum granulosum, there is less autofluorescence in total in these cells. However, normaliz-

ing the amount of autofluorescence to the cell’s area discloses a higher density of NADH

related signal in the stratum spinosum than in the stratum granulosum.

Quantitative analysis for all clusters reveals a significantly higher number n of mi-

tochondrial clusters in keratinocytes in the stratum granulosum than in the stratum

spinosum (p≤0.001). Moreover, mitochondrial clusters in the stratum spinosum have

a significantly higher average size A (p≤0.001) and a significantly higher circularity C

(p≤0.001). Hence, mitochondrial clusters in less differentiated keratinocytes in the stra-

tum spinosum establish larger, more complex structures than the more differentiated

cells in the stratum granulosum. Thus, during differentiation of keratinocytes the mito-

chondrial network performs a fragmentation process. Differences between mitochondrial

structures of different epidermal layers are similar to the ones of different age groups.

Investigating the same morphological parameters for large mitochondrial clusters reveals

a significantly greater average size Alarge (p≤0.001) and a significantly higher circular-

ity C large (p≤0.001) in the stratum spinosum. These findings support the notion of a

fragmented mitochondrial network in keratinocytes at the end of their differentiation

process in the stratum granulosum. However, analysis of large mitochondrial clusters

also discloses a significantly higher number of mitochondrial clusters nlarge (p≤0.001) in

the stratum granulosum.

4.3 Discussion

Both in-vivo studies demonstrate, that it is possible to image mitochondrial morphologies

in the upper epidermis of volunteer’s skin based on the autofluorescence of NADH.

Therefore, multiphoton microscopy in combination with the Otsu-based binarization

algorithm is a valid tool to analyze mitochondrial network structures in vivo.
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Figure 4.9: Analysis of differentiation study

a) b)

c) d)

e) f)

g) h)

Investigated parameters of the study on differentiation are compared between stratum
spinosum and stratum granulosum by statistical boxplots. The p-value represents the
probability if two compared probability distributions derive from the same population.
The square in the box represents the mean value, the horizontal in the center line the
median. 25% percent of the measured values are lower than the bottom of the box,
75% of them are lower than the top of the box. The antennas (whiskers) are the
corresponding limits for 2.5% and 97.5%. Crosses represent the highest and the lowest
value in the distribution.
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4.3.1 Mitochondrial fragmentation

The comparison of the mitochondrial network in the stratum granulosum of different age

groups and the investigation of the network during the differentiation of keratinocytes

in the epidermis reveal a fragmentation process. During aging and differentiation, mi-

tochondrial morphologies decompose to a higher number of shrinking, compact clusters.

The observed fragmentation processes in both studies are in line with the outcomes of

the quality model in chapter 2 and the morphological model in chapter 3. Furthermore,

smaller mitochondrial clusters in old cells were also observed in recent in-vitro experi-

ments. [38, 39]

Aging and differentiation share different processes that are possibly responsible for mi-

tochondrial fragmentation:

• During aging, the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in skin increases

due to production by other cell organelles or by mitochondria themselves. [65]

Moreover, continuous UV radiation from the sun produces oxidative stress. [29]

ROS harm mitochondrial structures, as e.g. the mitochondrial DNA and cause

mitochondrial fission states. [22, 52] Various publications reveal, that oxidative

stress also participates in differentiation of keratinocytes and might even be utilized

to catalyze several differentiation procedures. [4]

• Over time, cells lose their ability of removing irreversibly harmed mitochondria

from the cytoplasm by mitophagic processes. [28] As a result, damaged mitochon-

dria, that do not take part in any fission and fusion processes, remain isolated in

the cytoplasm and form a more fragmented mitochondrial network. The involve-

ment of autophagic procedures in differentiation [108] might point in a similar

direction for the fragmentation of the mitochondrial network during the epidermal

turnover.

• Several aging processes as the decrease of mitochondrial protein synthesis due to

damaged mitochondrial DNA sequences [109] lead to a regression of the metabolic

activity of mitochondria. Hence, the mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP)

which represents the activity of ATP production, declines during aging. [110]

Recent experiments revealed, that the reduction of the MMP is also observed dur-

ing the epidermal differentiation of keratinocytes. [111] As metabolically inactive

mitochondria are removed the mitochondrial network [18], the decay of the MMP

could result in mitochondrial fragmentation during both, aging and differentiation.

• Experiments on cultured keratinocytes of young and old donors revealed that the

composition of the energy metabolism alters during aging. An increased lactate
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production in keratinocytes of old donors points to enhanced glycolytic procedures

in aged cells. [112] Accordingly, a study on keratinocytes revealed a respiratory

uncoupling during differentiation procedures. [113] Publications on mitochondrial

morphologies disclose, that increased fermentation and declined oxidative phos-

phorylation in cells lead to a fragmentation of the mitochondrial network. [114]

However, in each of the two studies investigated parameters for large mitochondrial

clusters partially disagree significantly with the impression of a fragmentation of the

mitochondrial network.

Comparing granular keratinocytes during aging reveals significantly more complex (C large)

and greater large clusters (Alarge) in the cells of old skin than of young skin. An ex-

planation for this contradictory observation is provided by the fact, that elongated mi-

tochondria are spared from autophagy. [115] Hence, accumulation of mitochondria to

large clusters in cells of old skin might be a mechanism to save healthy mitochondria

from being removed by mitophagic processes.

According to the analysis, keratinocytes in the stratum granulosum establish a higher

number of large mitochondrial clusters nlarge than keratinocytes in the stratum spinosum.

This contradicts the idea of a fragmented mitochondrial network in more differentiated

cells. However, this paradoxical finding is explained by the enormous sizes of the mito-

chondrial clusters in the stratum spinosum. In this layer the clusters are nearly twice as

large as in the stratum granulosum. Instead of forming various large clusters, mitochon-

dria aggregate to few very large structures. Consequently, the number of large clusters

is not an adequate parameter to compare the widespread networking morphologies in

the stratum spinosum with the more isolated clusters in the stratum granulosum.

4.3.2 Methodical improvements

Although the introduced methods can be considered as a successful approach to analyze

the mitochondrial network in human skin in vivo, there is potential for improvements.

Due to the altering thickness of the epidermis depending on the volunteer, neither the

stratum granulosum nor the stratum spinosum can be imaged in well-defined depths.

In the studies, examiners perform a vertical scan from the stratum corneum down to

the dermis and define the depths of the stratum granulosum and the stratum spinosum

individually for each volunteer. The definitions are made based on the morphological

appearance and the experience of the investigators. For future studies, morphological

parameters for each layer have to be defined as detailed as possible, as e.g. an average

diameter of keratinocytes or an average distance between cell borders.
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Not only mitochondrial NADH appears as autofluorescence in the measurements, but

also some cytosolic NADH and melanin that penetrates in small doses from the stratum

basale to upper epidermal layers. Due to the overlap of excitation and emission spectra,

both of these disruptive factors can not be filtered by only measuring the intensity

of autofluorescence. However, additionally examining fluorescence lifetimes with a high

spatial resolution could assist separating mitochondrial NADH from cytosolic NADH and

melanin. Mitochondrial protein-bound NADH has fluorescence lifetimes of about 2.0 ns,

while lifetimes of free NADH in the cytosol are about 0.3 ns long. [116] Fluorescence

lifetimes of melanin are relatively short with 100 ps. [117] Thus, all three components

can be distinguished by their individual lifetime.

In order to track the morphological structure of the mitochondrial network through the

whole differentiation process, mitochondrial clusters in the stratum basale have to be

investigated. The autofluorescence of NADH could be separated from the fluorescing

melanin caps by measuring fluorescence lifetimes. Another solution is an improvement

of the resolution in z-direction in order to reconstruct a three-dimensional image of the

mitochondrial network in basal cells.

The results of all simulations are presented and discussed in detail in the following

manuscript submitted to PLoS ONE.
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Abstract

Mitochondria form dynamic networks which adapt to the environmental requirements of the

cell. We investigated the aging process of these networks in human skin cells in vivo by mul-

tiphoton microscopy. A study on the age-dependency of the mitochondrial network in young

and old volunteers revealed that keratinocytes in old skin establish a significantly more frag-

mented network with smaller and more compact mitochondrial clusters than keratinocytes

in young skin. Furthermore, we investigated the mitochondrial network during differentiation

processes of keratinocytes within the epidermis of volunteers. We observe a fragmentation

similar to the age-dependent study in almost all parameters. These parallels raise questions

about the dynamics of biophysical network structures during aging processes.

Introduction

Cells in human tissue produce their energy in form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) basically

by oxidative phosphorylation. This process takes place in mitochondria, that form highly

dynamic networks adapting fast to the cells’ environment and their metabolic requirements.

[1] In recent years, numerous experiments have been performed to investigate correlations

between mitochondrial network states and corresponding metabolic processes within cells.

Cancer cells lacking of a glycolytic medium establish fusion states of the mitochondrial net-

work correlating with a change in energy production going from glycolysis to oxidative phos-

phorylation. [2] In contrast, a transfer from respiratory to glycolytic conditions leads to a

fragmentation of the mitochondrial network. [3] During moderate stress mitochondrial net-

works form hyperfusion states which coincide with increased ATP production. [4] On the con-

trary, high stress levels induce to a fragmentation of networks. [5] Mitochondrial fission and

fusion states are considered to be quality saving mechanisms of the cell. Fission states support

repelling of heavily damaged mitochondria from the network, e.g. during autophagy and mito-

phagy. [6, 7] In contrast, fusion states help to compensate for defect protein complexes or rare

metabolites among mitochondria. [8, 9] Recently, a fragmentation of the mitochondrial

network with age was observed in vitro. [10] The interplay of mitochondrial dynamics was

simulated biophysically in a probabilistic quality model which also revealed a significant frag-

mentation of the mitochondrial network during aging. [11]
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In this paper, we present investigations of mitochondrial morphologies during aging and

differentiation of keratinocytes in human skin in vivo. We performed two studies: The first

study explored variations of the mitochondrial network in epidermal keratinocytes of young

and old volunteers. The second study extended the results by investigating the role of the mito-

chondrial network during the epidermal turnover.

Materials and methods

Tissue can be investigated non-invasively in vivo by imaging endogenous fluorophores

using multiphoton microscopy. [12–14] An important metabolic fluorophore in the epider-

mis is nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) [15, 16] which serves as an electron car-

rier from the Krebs cycle to respiratory chain. Thus, NADH is almost exclusively located in

mitochondria. We tested this premise by in vitro investigations using a confocal scanning

microscope (Leica TCS SP5, Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany). Neonatal human

epidermal keratinocytes were purchased from Lonza Group AG (Basel, Switzerland) and

cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (Life Technologies, Carlsbad,

USA), supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (PAA Laboratories, Pasching, Austria),

L-glutamine and penicillin/streptomycin (both: Life Technologies, Carlsbad, USA). During

culturing cells were maintained in a humidifying incubator with a 5% CO2 atmosphere at

37˚C. Mitochondria in the cells were marked with MitoTracker Red CMXRos (Life Tech-

nologies, Carlsbad, USA). We correlated the fluorescence of the dye from 570nm to 650nm

to the autofluorescence of keratinocytes in the NADH emission spectrum from 410 nm to

540 nm (Fig 1). The measurements were performed with a 63x objective (HCX PL APO

lambda blue 63.0x1.20 WATER UV, Leica). Single images of 2048�2048 pixels were gener-

ated with a bidirectional scan either at zoom 3.0 (82μm x 82 μm, step size: 0.04 μm) with

scanning rate of 100Hz or at zoom 7.9 (31.2μm x 31.2μm, step size: 0.04μm) with scanning

rate of 200Hz.

We found a nearly perfect agreement of morphologies of stained mitochondria with the

autofluorescence signal of NADH. Aberrations are possibly caused by an overstaining of the

dye, leading to very high intensities and consequently to agglomerations of mitochondrial

morphologies in the micrograph. Intensity deviations among autofluorescent mitochondrial

structures are assumed to be fluctuations in the metabolic activity. Previous studies indicate

that the concentration of NADH is five times higher [17] and the quantum yield is 1.5 to 2.5

greater than of coenzyme NADPH [18] that is fluorescing in the same spectral range. So,

potential interference of NADH with the coenzyme NADPH can be neglected.

Fig 1. Fluorescence of dyed mitochondria (a) and autofluorescence of NADH (b) in keratinocytes (zoom 3.0).

Fluorescence of dyed mitochondria (c) and autofluorescence of NADH (d) in a single keratinocyte (zoom 7.9).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174469.g001
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Imaging mitochondrial network morphologies in vivo by the autofluorescence of NADH

was performed with a multiphoton microscope (Dermainspect, developed by Jenlab GmbH

(Jena, Germany) in collaboration with Beiersdorf AG (Hamburg, Germany) (S1 Fig). The

device includes a femtosecond laser with a repetition rate of 80MHz and a pulse width of

150fs. Laser pulses excite the autofluorescence of NADH in the epidermis at a wavelength of

750nm. The autofluorescence is separated from the laser light by a 548nm ± 150nm band-pass

filter (HQ 548/305m-2P, Schott AG, Mainz, Germany) and detected by a photomultiplier tube

(PMT). In order to image a single cell layer in the epidermis, the focus of the laser through an

objective (40x magnification, 1.3 numerical aperture) is scanned parallel to the surface of the

skin with an image acquisition time of about 12,5s. During the measurement the z-position is

controlled by a piezo element. To prevent disturbance in the images by the movement of the

volunteer, the objectives adheres to the skin of the volunteers. Each image has the dimensions

of 110μm x 110μm and a resolution of 512pixels x 512pixels. In all measurements the laser

power after the objective was set to 20 mW. For the quantitative analyses of mitochondrial

morphologies we developed an image binarization algorithm that extracted mitochondrial

structures from multiphotonic measurements: Firstly, the cytoplasm of each keratinocyte was

taken from the measurements by manually annotating the cell borders and the corresponding

nuclei in all images. Then, an Otsu-based [19] image algorithm extracted mitochondrial mor-

phologies using binarization (S1 Fig). A pixel in one annotations had to exceed two thresholds

in order to be categorized as NADH-autofluorescence during the binarization process: A

global threshold which factors the gray values of all pixels in the annotation and a local thresh-

old which is defined by the gray value of the surrounding pixels. Both of these thresholds were

calculated via the Otsu-method. The algorithm calculates gradually all possible binarizations

and selects the gray value as the optimal threshold that minimizes the Otsu variance:

soðTÞ ¼ owhiteðTÞs2
whiteðTÞ þ oblackðTÞs2

blackðTÞ ð1Þ

In the Eq (1) T represents the threshold of the gray value for the binarization, σω(T) its Otsu

variance, s2
i ðTÞ the variances of the gray values of black and white pixels and ωi(T) their corre-

sponding weights. After binarization procedures, the algorithm assigns all signal related pixels

to common signal clusters, so that they fulfill the definition of 4-neighbor-connectivity. The

number of pixels per cluster defines its area A, the number of edges which border on black

pixels (the background of the measurement) defines its circumference U and the parameter

C = U2/4πA defines its circularity. A represents the volume of a mitochondrial structure, C
its circularity. Mann-Whitney-Tests were used for statistical analysis (p�0.05:�; p�0.01:��;

p�0.001:���). The analysis was performed with the software “Statistica” by StatSoft (Europe)

GmbH (Hamburg, Germany). All corresponding plots were depicted with the software Origi-

nPro 8 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, USA).

Two clinical in vivo studies were performed. Written informed consent was obtained from

each volunteer in both studies. All volunteers provided skin without pathologies and pos-

sessed skin types II and III of the Fitzpatrick phototyping scale. [20] Prior and during the

studies all volunteers were required to desist from visits of solariums and intensive sun expo-

sure. Treatment of skin in the investigated areas with cosmetic substances and medicals was

prohibited during the studies. Measurements in four areas at the inner side of the forearm

were performed. In each area multiphotonic images were acquired at three positions. The

results of all positions were averaged in each area. The examinations were performed by

trained personnel at standard atmospheric conditions (23˚C ± 1˚C and 43% ± 2% relative

humidity). All volunteers were provided with fifteen minutes of acclimatization prior to the

measurements. The studies were conducted according to the recommendations of the

Fragmentation of the mitochondrial network in skin in vivo
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current version of the Declaration of Helsinki and the Guideline of the International Confer-

ence on Harmonization Good Clinical Practice, (ICH GCP). In addition, this study was

approved and cleared by the institutional ethics review board (Beiersdorf AG, Hamburg,

Germany). Written informed consent was obtained from each volunteer in both studies.

Results

In the first study the mitochondrial morphology in epidermal keratinocytes of twelve young

(mean ± SD: 23.75 ± 1.67 years) and twelve old (72.17 ± 4.15 years) volunteers was analysed by

statistically comparing 48 areas in each age group. We analysed the number, area and circular-

ity of the mitochondrial clusters per keratinocyte in the stratum granulosum in a depth of

about 15 μm. The results of all examined parameters were averaged in each area before statisti-

cal comparison. Mitochondrial clusters in the stratum granulosum of young volunteers are sig-

nificantly larger (p = 0.029) and have a significantly higher circularity (p = 0.014) (Fig 2). In

contrast, the number of mitochondrial clusters normalized to the size of each keratinocyte is

significantly higher (p = 0.006) in old skin (S2 Fig).

In the second study the morphology of the mitochondrial networks in keratinocytes of the

stratum spinosum (depth of about 25 μm) and the stratum granulosum (depth of about 15

μm) were analysed by statistically comparing 32 areas in each layer. For determination of the

layers, a prescan through the epidermis was performed during which the mosaic structure of

the spinolar cells and the larger and rounder granular cells were identified by trained person-

nel. All eight volunteers were of the same age group (62 ± 1.31 years). Again, investigated

parameters were averaged in each area. The average size per mitochondrial cluster is signifi-

cantly larger (p� 0,001) and its circularity significantly higher (p� 0,001) in the stratum spi-

nosum (Fig 3). Contrary, the number of mitochondrial clusters normalized to the cell size

tends to be higher (p� 0,086) in the stratum granulosum (S3 Fig).

Discussion

Our study of the mitochondrial network during aging reveals, that granular epidermal kerati-

nocytes in young skin have less clusters in total than keratinocytes in old skin. Additionally,

clusters in granular keratinocytes of young volunteers are bigger in size and less circular in

shape. These findings reveal a high connectivity among mitochondria in the stratum granulo-

sum in young skin and a fragmented mitochondrial network in the stratum granulosum of old

skin. Granular keratinocytes of young volunteers seem to prefer a fusion state of the mitochon-

drial network which is not maintained during aging.

In our second study we investigated the changes of mitochondrial morphologies during

epidermal differentiation. At the beginning of the epidermal turnover proliferation of kerati-

nocytes occurs in the deepest layer of the epidermis, the stratum basale. During their differen-

tation process keratinocytes migrate to upper layers, i.e. the stratum spinosum and the stratum

granulosum, and finally transform into dead corneocytes in the stratum corneum. [21] For an

analysis of mitochondrial network states during differentiation, we performed examinations in

two layers above the stratum basale: in the stratum spinosum and the stratum granulosum.

The stratum spinosum is the layer next to the stratum basale, so that keratinocytes in the stra-

tum spinosum are less differentiated than in the stratum granulosum which is the last living

epidermal layer before cornification occurs. We observed that the number of mitochondrial

clusters tends to increase during differentiation. Additionally, clusters significantly shrink to

smaller volumes and more compact shapes. These parameters indicate that mitochondrial net-

works in the stratum spinosum establish fused states which fragment during differentiation

processes.

Fragmentation of the mitochondrial network in skin in vivo
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Fig 2. (a) Comparison of mitochondrial networks in young volunteers and old volunteers before and after

binarization. Age-related comparison of size (b) and circularity (c) of mitochondrial clusters in keratinocytes.

The p-value represents the probability if the two compared probability distributions derive from the same

population. The square in the box represents the mean value, the horizontal line in the center the median.

25% percent of the measured values are lower than the bottom of the box, 75% of them are lower than the top

of the box. The antennas (whiskers) are the corresponding limits for 2.5% and 97.5%. Crosses represent the

highest and the lowest value in the distribution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174469.g002
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Fig 3. (a) Comparison of mitochondrial networks in stratum spinosum and stratum granulosum representing

different states during the differentiation process of keratinocytes. Differentiation-related comparison of size

(b) and circularity (c) of mitochondrial clusters in keratinocytes. The p-value represents the probability if the

two compared probability distributions derive from the same population. The square in the box represents the

mean value, the horizontal line in the center the median. 25% percent of the measured values are lower

than the bottom of the box, 75% of them are lower than the top of the box. The antennas (whiskers) are the

corresponding limits for 2.5% and 97.5%. Crosses represent the highest and the lowest value in the distribution.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0174469.g003
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Comparing the results of the two studies the dynamics in mitochondrial network mor-

phologies during differentiation agree well with changes during skin aging in volunteers. In

the following we refer to several processes which play a role in the fragmentation of the mito-

chondrial network.

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced due to long-term solar UV radiation [22] as

well as intrinsic generation by mitochondria and other cell organelles. [23] Oxidative stress

causes long-term damage to intramitochondrial structures [24] and leads to mitochondrial fis-

sion states during aging. [25] Numerous experiments point to the importance of oxidative

stress for differentiation processes of keratinocytes. [26] The exclusion of heavily ROS-dam-

aged mitochondria from the mitochondrial network could thereby lead to a fragmentation of

the network’s morphology during aging and differentiation.

Mitochondrial aging processes lead to a quality decay of mitochondria [27] which correlates

with an age-related decrease of mitochondrial membrane potentials (MMP). [28] The decrease

of the MMP also plays a role during the differentiation of keratinocytes. [21] Experiments

revealed that mitochondria with low MMPs are excluded from the network by autophagic pro-

cesses. [29]

Mitophagic and autophagic processes exclude heavily damaged mitochondria from the net-

work. Mitochondrial autophagy increases during the aging of cells [30], thereby fragmenting

intermitochondrial connections. Autophagic activity is similarly involved in the differentiation

of keratinocytes. [31]

In cultivated keratinocytes an increased glycolytic activity in old volunteers was observed.

[32] This shift from oxidative phosphorylation to glycolysis during aging correlates with a frag-

mentation of the mitochondrial network. Recent publications disclose the change of mito-

chondrial metabolisms during the differentiation process. [33]

There are several alternatives to explain the similarities of mitochondrial morphologies

during aging and differentiation. For instance, keratinocytes could exploit natural aging pro-

cesses to catalyze differentiation procedures which consequently leads to a fragmentation of

the mitochondrial network. Another possible explanation is that mitochondrial morpholo-

gies are independent from differentiation and purely influenced by aging processes during

the epidermal turnover. Further investigations are necessary to clarify the physiological con-

nections between aging and differentiation regarding mitochondrial morphologies in cells.

The influence of aging processes on mitochondrial quality was investigated in computational

quality models. [11, 34] A fragmentation of the mitochondrial network during aging of cells

and a deceleration of fission and fusion cycles as a quality saving process were observed. The

models reveal quality saving mechanisms for mitochondria such as the interplay of mito-

chondrial networking and recycling and the quality saving benefit of a decreased mitochon-

drial repair ability in old cells. Hence, our findings are qualitatively in good agreement with

the model.

Conclusion

In conclusion, we have measured and analyzed the morphology of mitochondrial networks

in human skin in vivo for the first time. We found a significant fragmentation of mitochon-

drial morphologies in granular keratinocytes during aging. Our results are qualitatively in

good agreement with age-dependent investigations in vitro and with simulations of bio-

physical models. Moreover, we observed a fragmentation of the network during the differ-

entiation process of keratinocytes in the epidermis. The parallels of both studies raise

questions about the linkage of aging and differentiation concerning mitochondrial

morphologies.

Fragmentation of the mitochondrial network in skin in vivo
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Supporting information

S1 Fig. (a) setup of multiphoton microscope (b) measurement of autofluorescence of

NADH in stratum granulosum (c) binarization of measured keratinocyte with otsu algo-

rithm.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Comparison of number of mitochondrial clusters in young and old volunteers

normed to the size of keratinocytes.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Comparison of number of mitochondrial clusters in stratum spinosum and stra-

tum granulosum normed to the size of keratinocytes.

(TIF)

S1 Dataset. The .csv-file provides the data of mitochondrial cluster numbers, cluster size

and cluster circularity in all 40 areas that were investigated in the skin of young and old

volunteers and in the stratum spinosum and the stratum granulosum.

(CSV)
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Chapter 5

Summary and Outlook

This thesis deals with different in silico and in vivo methods, that investigate the mor-

phological and qualitative dynamics of the mitochondrial network.

Based on the approach by Figge et. al in 2012 [17] a novel computational model was cre-

ated, that simulates the change of mitochondrial qualities over time. A superposition of

biological processes, such as networking dynamics, recycling procedures, oxidative stress

and repair mechanisms act on mitochondria and alter the probabilities of quality states

q. A change of the frequencies over time of each biological process allows to simulate an

aging process of the mitochondrial network.

Simulations reveal a fragmentation of mitochondrial network structures and growing

amounts of inactive, isolated mitochondria during aging. Additionally, a quality increas-

ing benefit of the coupling of networking dynamics and recycling processes is revealed.

This finding confirms experiments that indicate that mitochondrial fission processes in-

duce mitophagy. [18] Moreover, simulations disclose a novel quality saving mechanism

during aging due to decreasing mitochondrial repair abilities.

In order to correlate mitochondrial qualities with mitochondrial morphologies and to

investigate the interactions between the mitochondrial network and the energy demands

of the cell, a second model was designed. Here, mitochondria move as small units

(Smallest Mitochondrial Units (SMUs)) within a two-dimensional, virtual cell. Inelastic

collisions of mitochondria lead to the aggregation of larger mitochondrial clusters, form-

ing a complex network structure. Growing mitochondrial cluster sizes lead to growing

mitochondrial health, an equal distribution of metabolites and a decrease in average

motilities of mitochondria. This effect can be amplified by an increase of the mito-

chondrial mass in the virtual cell and by growing velocities of fission and biogenetic

procedures.
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The energy demand of the cell is represented by adenosintriphosphate (ATP) consumers

that stand for the various energy consuming organelles and other ATP demanding cell

functions in the cytoplasm. ATP consumers are modeled by oscillating Mie poten-

tials, that attract SMUs and mitochondrial clusters. Simulations show a coupling of

the oscillations of ATP consumers and the morphology and quality parameters of the

mitochondrial network. It is revealed, that mitochondrial structures adapt to the ener-

getic demand within the cell. In phases of high energy demand mitochondrial clusters

aggregate at the locations of ATP consumers and condensate around the nucleus. The

latter was also observed experimentally in stressed cells. [63] Contrary, during low en-

ergy demands of ATP consumers, i.e. a low attraction of Mie potentials, mitochondria

move freely within the cytoplasm of the virtual cell.

In an experimental approach, mitochondrial structures were imaged in vivo in epider-

mal keratinocytes of volunteers using multiphoton microscopy. The autofluorescence of

the coenzyme nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) was excited by femtosecond

laser pulses with high photon densities. Since NADH is basically located within the

mitochondrial matrix, its autofluorescence represents the structure of the mitochondrial

network. A binarization algorithm based on the Otsu method was developed in order

to analyse the NADH autofluorescence in multiphoton micrographs and to examine the

morphology of mitochondrial clusters.

Two studies very performed. The mitochondrial network in keratinocytes in the stratum

granulosum was compared between a young and an old age group. Furthermore, the

change of mitochondrial morphologies during the differentiation process of keratinocytes

within the epidermal turnover was investigated. For that, the mitochondrial network

was imaged in two different epidermal layers, the less differentiated stratum spinosum

and the more differentiated stratum granulosum. Experiments reveal mitochondrial

fragmentation in both studies, during aging and during differentiation, respectively.

Simulations and experiments in this thesis open up diverse options for further investi-

gations on the mitochondrial network. For an in-depth validation of the computational

models, Monte-Carlo simulations should be performed in order to test a broader range

of input parameters. Additionally, possible couplings of free parameters in the model

should be revealed by a parallel, multidimensional variation of their values. As a next

step, corresponding in-vitro experiments should be performed. For that purpose, the

fluorescence of mitochondrial network structures and the measurement of mitochondrial

membrane potentials should be correlated with morphology and quality parameters.

This would help to verify quality saving mechanisms and morphological behavior re-

vealed in the presented computational models. Hence, the models are tools to suggest

experiments in order to understand the overall behavior of mitochondrial networks.
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Moreover, the time scales of the various biological processes included in both models

should be measured in experiments. Thus, the models would not only be of qualitative,

but also of quantitative use. They could provide quantitative time-related predictions

of mitochondrial behavior and could be directly compared with experiments.

In the morphology model, the velocity of mitochondria and mitochondrial clusters is

tracked. To date, their are no methods presented to measure mitochondrial motility

in biological experiments. Including mitochondrial velocities in investigations on mito-

chondrial networks would add a new dimension to the analysis of mitochondrial network

morphologies and would help to compare the morphology model with biological experi-

ments.

Overall, computational models and in-vivo experiments disclose a fragmentation pro-

cess of mitochondrial networks over time as observed in recent publications on in-vitro

experiments. [38, 39] Simulations explain increased fission processes due to a growing

amount of harmed mitochondria with oxidative stress, causing mitochondrial fragmenta-

tion. This phenomenon is accelerated by the loosing ability of the cell to remove harmed,

isolated mitochondria by mitophagic processes. Coupling of networking and recycling

processes, mitochondrial clustering and decreasing mitochondrial repair abilities support

a preservation of the integrity of the mitochondrial network.

Future investigations of biophysical experiments and enhanced computational models

will provide further insights on the complex dynamics of mitochondrial networks.
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Appendix Quality Model

FileData.java

import java.io.*;

import java.util .*;

public class FileData {

public static void main(String [] args) throws IOException {

// Festlegung von Parametern

String file_import = "verteilung.asc"; // Eingelesene Verteilung

String file_export = "Ergebnis.asc"; // Simulationsergebnis

int state_resolution = 11; // Aufloesung der Messung

int time_resolution = 10;

int end_of_time = 100000;

// Aufrufen der Simulationsdaten

EditFile measure = new EditFile ();

double states_in_time [][] = measure.EditMatrix(file_import ,

state_resolution , time_resolution , end_of_time );

// Export der Simulationsdaten

int i,j;

WriteFile data = new WriteFile(file_export , true);

data.open ();

for(j=0;j<end_of_time/time_resolution;j++){

for(i=0; i<state_resolution +2; i++){

double wert = states_in_time[i][j];

String value = Double.toString(wert);

data.writeToFile(value + "; ");

}

data.writeToFile ("%n");

}

data.close ();

System.out.println (" Simsalabim .\ nAusgabedateien geschrieben .");

}

}
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ReadFile.java

import java.io.*;

import java.util .*;

public class ReadFile {

private String path;

public ReadFile(String file_path) {

path = file_path;

}

int readNumbers () throws IOException {

FileReader file_to_read = new FileReader(path);

BufferedReader bf = new BufferedReader(file_to_read );

Scanner preScan = new Scanner(bf);

double anumber;

int numberOfDoubles = 0;

while (( anumber = preScan.nextDouble () )!= 1){

numberOfDoubles ++;

}

bf.close ();

return numberOfDoubles;

}

public double [] OpenFile(int resolution) throws IOException {

FileReader fr = new FileReader(path);

BufferedReader nReader = new BufferedReader(fr);

Scanner scan = new Scanner(nReader );

int stop = resolution*resolution;

double [] data = new double[resolution ];

int i;

for (i=0; i < resolution; i++) {

data[i] = scan.nextDouble ();

}

nReader.close ();

return data;

}

}
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WriteFile.java

import java.io.*;

public class WriteFile {

private String path;

private boolean append_to_file = false;

public WriteFile(String file_path) {

path = file_path;

}

public WriteFile(String file_path , boolean append_value ){

path = file_path;

append_to_file = append_value;

}

PrintWriter print_line;

FileWriter write;

public void open() throws IOException {

write = new FileWriter(path , append_to_file );

print_line = new PrintWriter(write);

}

public void close() throws IOException {

print_line.close ();

write.close ();

}

public void writeToFile(String number) throws IOException{

print_line.printf(number );

}

}
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EditFile.java

import java.io.*;

public class EditFile {

public EditFile () {

}

public double [][] EditMatrix(String file_path , int state_resolution ,

int time_resolution , int end_of_time) throws IOException {

//Lese Zustand

ReadFile messung = new ReadFile(file_path );

double [] matrix = messung.OpenFile(state_resolution );

// Erstelle Zustandsmatrix

int i,j,k,l,m,q,q0 ,t;

double [] edit_matrix = new double[state_resolution +1];

for(i=0; i<state_resolution; i++){

edit_matrix[i] = matrix[i];

}

edit_matrix[state_resolution ]=0;

//----------Parameter und Variablen fuer Zeitschleife ------------

// Allgemeines

double zeitschritt = 1;

double euler = 2.718281828459045;

double average_quality = 0;

double standard_deviation_quality =0;

int array_counter = 0;

double [][] daten_array =

new double[state_resolution +2][ end_of_time/time_resolution ];

//==============================================================

// Mitophagy und Biogenese

double p_mp = 0.01;

double tau_mp = 50000;

double mp_threshold = 0.5;

// double p_dec_bio =0.1;

// double tau_dec_bio =35000;

//==============================================================

// Reparatur

double p_rep = 0.01;

double tau_rep = 50000;

//==============================================================

// Erstelle Quality Decay

double p_qd = 0.01;

double tau_qd = 50000;

//==============================================================

// Fission und Fusion
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double fis_fus_1 = 3;

double fis_fus_2 = 2;

double p_ff_met = 0.05;

double p_fus_pro = 0.05;

double p_fis_pro = 0.05;

double tau_ff_met = 50000;

double tau_fus_pro = 50000;

double tau_fis_pro = 50000;

//==============================================================

//ROS

double p_moc_dam = 0.005;

double tau_moc_dam = 50000;

double moc_dam = 0.3;

//==============================================================

//====================Z E I T S C H L E I F E=====================

for(t=0; t<end_of_time; t++){

/*for(i=0;i<state_resolution;i++){

System.out.print(" Wahrscheinlichkeit fuer Zustand "+i+

": "+ edit_matrix[i]+"\n");

}*/

double p_sum = 0;

for(i=0; i<state_resolution; i++){

p_sum = p_sum + edit_matrix[i];

}

System.out.print(" Wahrscheinlichkeitsumme: "+p_sum +"\n");

//M I T O P H A G Y % B I O G E N E S E

double [] mitophagy_biogenesis_rate = new double[state_resolution ];

// double dec_bio = p_dec_bio*Math.pow(euler ,(t/tau_dec_bio ));

//int decay_biogenesis= (int) Math.round(dec_bio );

// System.out.print(" Verlust Biogenesequalitaet: "+ decay_biogenesis +"\n");

for(q0=0;q0 <state_resolution;q0++){

if(q0<mp_threshold ){

double delta_mitbio = Math.pow(p_mp*Math.pow(euler ,(t/tau_mp ))

,(q0+1))* edit_matrix[q0];

// System.out.print (" Aenderung MitBio: "+ delta_mitbio +"\n");

mitophagy_biogenesis_rate[q0]=- delta_mitbio;

mitophagy_biogenesis_rate[state_resolution -1]=

mitophagy_biogenesis_rate

[state_resolution -1]+ delta_mitbio;

}

}

//============================================================

//R O S S C H A D E N

int[] random_matrix = new int[state_resolution ];

int inter_value , random_value_int , random_value_int2;
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double p_random_damages , random_value_double , damage;

double moc_dam_rate = p_moc_dam*Math.pow(euler ,(t/tau_moc_dam ));

// Berechne Molekularschaden

p_random_damages = zeitschritt*moc_dam_rate;

for(i=0; i<state_resolution; i++){

random_matrix[i]=i;

}

for(i=1; i<state_resolution; i++){

inter_value = random_matrix[i];

random_value_int = (int) (Math.random ()* state_resolution );

random_matrix[i] = random_matrix[random_value_int ];

random_matrix[random_value_int] = inter_value;

}

for(j=0; j<state_resolution; j++){

i=random_matrix[j];

random_value_double = (double) (Math.random ()*1.0);

if(random_value_double < p_random_damages ){

random_value_int2 = (int) (Math.random ()*(i-1));

damage = (double) (Math.random ()* moc_dam )* edit_matrix[i];

edit_matrix[i]= edit_matrix[i]-damage;

edit_matrix[random_value_int2 ]=

edit_matrix[random_value_int2 ]+ damage;

}

}

//============================================================

//F I S S I O N & F U S I O N A L L G E M E I N

double [][] fis_fus_met = new double[state_resolution ][ state_resolution ];

double [][] fus_prot = new double[state_resolution ][ state_resolution ];

double [][] fis_prot = new double[state_resolution ][ state_resolution ];

double list_ff_q_pos =0;

double list_ff_q_neg =0;

double [] fis_fus_matrix_met = new double[state_resolution ];

for(i=0;i<state_resolution;i++){

for(j=0;j<state_resolution;j++){

fis_fus_met[i][j]= p_ff_met*Math.pow(euler ,(-t/tau_ff_met ))

*(Math.pow(Math.abs((i-j)), fis_fus_1 )/( Math.pow(fis_fus_2 ,fis_fus_1 )+

Math.pow(Math.abs((i-j)),fis_fus_1 )));

}

}

for(i=0;i<state_resolution;i++){

for(j=0;j<state_resolution;j++){

fus_prot[i][j]= p_fus_pro*Math.pow(euler ,(-t/tau_fus_pro ))

*(Math.pow(Math.abs((i-j)), fis_fus_1 )/( Math.pow(fis_fus_2 ,fis_fus_1 )+

Math.pow(Math.abs((i-j)),fis_fus_1 )));

}

}

for(i=0;i<state_resolution;i++){

for(j=0;j<state_resolution;j++){
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fis_prot[i][j]= p_fis_pro*Math.pow(euler ,(t/tau_fis_pro ))

*(Math.pow(Math.abs(( state_resolution -1-i)),fis_fus_1 )/

(Math.pow(fis_fus_2 ,fis_fus_1 )+Math.pow(Math.abs(( state_resolution -1-i)),fis_fus_1 )));

}

}

//============================================================

//F I S S I O N & F U S I O N M E T A B O L I T E

for(q0=0;q0 <state_resolution;q0++){

for(i=0; i<state_resolution; i++){

for(j=0; j<state_resolution; j++){

for(k=0; k<state_resolution; k++){

for(l=0; l<state_resolution; l++){

//if((i+j)%2==0){

if((i+j) == (k+l) && i<j && k==l

&& i>mp_threshold && k>mp_threshold ){

if((i==q0 || j==q0)){

list_ff_q_neg = list_ff_q_neg +

fis_fus_met[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

if(i==q0 && j==q0){

list_ff_q_neg = list_ff_q_neg +

fis_fus_met[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

}

}

if((k==q0 || l==q0)){

list_ff_q_pos = list_ff_q_pos +

fis_fus_met[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

if(k==q0 && l==q0){

list_ff_q_pos = list_ff_q_pos +

fis_fus_met[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

}

}

}

//}

/*if((i+j)%2==1){

if((i+j) == (k+l) && i<j && (k==l+1 || k+1==l) &&

i>mp_threshold && k>mp_threshold ){

if((i==q0 || j==q0)){

list_ff_q_neg = list_ff_q_neg +

fis_fus_met[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

if(i==q0 && j==q0){

list_ff_q_neg = list_ff_q_neg +

fis_fus_met[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

}

}

if((k==q0 || l==q0)){

list_ff_q_pos = list_ff_q_pos +

fis_fus_met[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

if(k==q0 && l==q0){

list_ff_q_pos = list_ff_q_pos +

fis_fus_met[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

}

}

}

}*/
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}

}

}

}

fis_fus_matrix_met[q0] = -list_ff_q_neg+list_ff_q_pos;

list_ff_q_neg = 0;

list_ff_q_pos = 0;

}

//============================================================

//F U S I O N P R O T E I N E

double list_fusprot_q_pos =0;

double list_fusprot_q_neg =0;

double list_fisprot_q_pos =0;

double list_fisprot_q_neg =0;

double [] fus_matrix_prot = new double[state_resolution ];

double [] fis_matrix_prot = new double[state_resolution ];

/*for(q0=0;q0<state_resolution;q0++){

for(i=0; i<state_resolution; i++){

for(j=0; j<state_resolution; j++){

for(k=0; k<state_resolution; k++){

for(l=0; l<state_resolution; l++){

if(i>mp_threshold && i<j && j==l && k==l){

if((i==q0 || j==q0)){

list_fusprot_q_neg = list_fusprot_q_neg +

fus_prot[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

}

if((k==q0 && l==q0)){

list_fusprot_q_pos = list_fusprot_q_pos +

2* fus_prot[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

}

}

}

}

}

}

fus_matrix_prot[q0] = -list_fusprot_q_neg+list_fusprot_q_pos;

list_fusprot_q_neg = 0;

list_fusprot_q_pos = 0;

}*/

//============================================================

//F I S S I O N P R O T E I N E

for(q0=0;q0 <state_resolution;q0++){

for(i=0; i<state_resolution; i++){

for(j=0; j<state_resolution; j++){

for(k=0; k<state_resolution; k++){

for(l=0; l<state_resolution; l++){

if(i==j && i>mp_threshold && j==l && k<mp_threshold ){

if((i==q0 && j==q0)){

list_fisprot_q_neg = list_fisprot_q_neg +

2* fis_prot[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];
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}

if((k==q0 || l==q0)){

list_fisprot_q_pos = list_fisprot_q_pos +

fis_prot[i][j]* edit_matrix[i]* edit_matrix[j];

}

}

}

}

}

}

fis_matrix_prot[q0] = -list_fisprot_q_neg+list_fisprot_q_pos;

list_fisprot_q_neg = 0;

list_fisprot_q_pos = 0;

}

//============================================================

// Q U A L I T Y D E C A Y

double [] quality_decay_rate = new double[state_resolution ];

for(q0=0; q0<state_resolution; q0++){

double qd_prob_sum =0;

for(k=(q0+1); k<( state_resolution ); k++){

double bin_coeff1;

int faculty_n1 = 1;

int faculty_k1 = 1;

int faculty_nk1 = 1;

for(j=1;j<=(k);j++){

faculty_n1=faculty_n1*j;

}

for(j=1;j<=(k-q0);j++){

faculty_k1=faculty_k1*j;

}

for(j=1;j<=(q0);j++){

faculty_nk1=faculty_nk1*j;

}

bin_coeff1 =( faculty_n1 )/( faculty_k1*faculty_nk1 );

qd_prob_sum = qd_prob_sum+bin_coeff1*

Math.pow(p_qd*Math.pow(euler ,(t/tau_qd )),(k-q0))*

Math.pow((1-p_qd*Math.pow(euler ,(t/tau_qd ))),q0)* edit_matrix[k];

}

for(i=0; i<q0; i++){

double bin_coeff2;

int faculty_n2 = 1;

int faculty_k2 = 1;

int faculty_nk2 = 1;

for(j=1;j<=q0;j++){

faculty_n2=faculty_n2*j;

}

for(j=1;j<=(q0-i);j++){
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faculty_k2=faculty_k2*j;

}

for(j=1;j<=i;j++){

faculty_nk2=faculty_nk2*j;

}

bin_coeff2 =( faculty_n2 )/( faculty_k2*faculty_nk2 );

qd_prob_sum = qd_prob_sum -bin_coeff2*Math.pow(p_qd*

Math.pow(euler ,(t/tau_qd )),(q0 -i))* Math.pow((1-p_qd*

Math.pow(euler ,(t/tau_qd ))),(i))* edit_matrix[q0];

}

quality_decay_rate[q0]= qd_prob_sum;

}

//============================================================

//R E P A R A T U R

double [] repair_rate = new double[state_resolution ];

for(q0=0; q0<state_resolution; q0++){

double rep_prob_sum =0;

// Verlorene Wahrscheinlichkeitsmasse fuer Qualitaetszustand q0

for(k=(q0+1); k<( state_resolution ); k++){

double bin_coeff1_rep;

int faculty_n1_rep = 1;

int faculty_k1_rep = 1;

int faculty_nk1_rep = 1;

for(j=1;j<=( state_resolution -1-q0);j++){

faculty_n1_rep=faculty_n1_rep*j;

}

for(j=1;j<=(k-q0);j++){

faculty_k1_rep=faculty_k1_rep*j;

}

for(j=1;j<=( state_resolution -1-k);j++){

faculty_nk1_rep=faculty_nk1_rep*j;

}

bin_coeff1_rep =( faculty_n1_rep )/( faculty_k1_rep*faculty_nk1_rep );

rep_prob_sum = rep_prob_sum -bin_coeff1_rep*

Math.pow(p_rep*Math.pow(euler ,(-t/tau_rep )),(k-q0))*

Math.pow((1-p_rep*Math.pow(euler ,(-t/tau_rep ))),( state_resolution -1-k))*

edit_matrix[q0];

}

// Gewonne Wahrscheinlichkeitsmasse fuer Qualitaetszustand q0

for(i=0; i<q0; i++){

double bin_coeff2_rep;

int faculty_n2_rep = 1;

int faculty_k2_rep = 1;

int faculty_nk2_rep = 1;

for(j=1;j<=( state_resolution -1-i);j++){
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faculty_n2_rep=faculty_n2_rep*j;

}

for(j=1;j<=(q0-i);j++){

faculty_k2_rep=faculty_k2_rep*j;

}

for(j=1;j<=( state_resolution -1-q0);j++){

faculty_nk2_rep=faculty_nk2_rep*j;

}

bin_coeff2_rep =( faculty_n2_rep )/( faculty_k2_rep*faculty_nk2_rep );

rep_prob_sum = rep_prob_sum+bin_coeff2_rep*

Math.pow(p_rep*Math.pow(euler ,(-t/tau_rep )),(q0-i))*

Math.pow((1-p_rep*Math.pow(euler ,(-t/tau_rep ))),( state_resolution -1-q0))*

edit_matrix[i];

}

repair_rate[q0]= rep_prob_sum;

}

//============================================================

// W A H R S C H E I N L I C H K E I T E N

for(q=0; q<state_resolution; q++){

// System.out.print (" ZUSTAND: "+q+"\n");

edit_matrix[q] = edit_matrix[q]+

zeitschritt *(

mitophagy_biogenesis_rate[q]+

quality_decay_rate[q]+

fis_fus_matrix_met[q]+

fus_matrix_prot[q]+ fis_matrix_prot[q]+

repair_rate[q]);

}

array_counter = array_counter + 1;

if(array_counter == time_resolution ){

for(m=1;m<state_resolution +1;m++){

daten_array[m][t/time_resolution ]= edit_matrix[m-1];

average_quality = average_quality + (m-1)*( edit_matrix[m-1]);

}

for(i=0;i<state_resolution;i++){

standard_deviation_quality=standard_deviation_quality+

Math.sqrt(Math.pow((i-average_quality ),2))* daten_array[i+1][t/time_resolution ];

}

daten_array [0][t/time_resolution ]= average_quality;

daten_array[state_resolution +1][t/time_resolution ]=

standard_deviation_quality;

standard_deviation_quality =0;

average_quality =0;

array_counter = 0;

}

}
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return daten_array;

}

}
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Appendix Morphological model

FileData.java

import javax.swing .*;

import java.awt.*;

import java.io.*;

public class MitoMorph extends JFrame{

// GLOBALE VARIABLEN

public int time; // Laufvariable Zeit

public int max_time =100000; // Simulationsdauer

public int mito_number =150; // Menge Mitochondrien

double [][] mito_data = new double[max_time +2][17]; // Datensicherung

public double sum_mass , distance_center , distance_center_fct ,

average_velocity , average_health_real , average_health ,

average_metabolics , deviation_metabolics , deviation_metabolics_real ,

mitochondria_fct , average_health_real_fct , average_health_fct ,

average_metabolics_fct , deviation_metabolics_fct , deviation_metabolics_fct_real ,

average_partners , sum_partners , average_partners_fct ,

sum_partners_fct; // gesicherte Parameter

public int mspf =1; // Verzoegerung zwischen zwei Zeitschritten

public int cell_rad =250; // Zellradius

public int nuc_rad =75; // Kernradius

public int edge =50; //Rand

public double consumer_1_x = 300;

public double consumer_1_y = 138;

public double consumer_2_x = 441;

public double consumer_2_y = 381;

public double consumer_3_x = 159;

public double consumer_3_y = 381;

public double consumer_rad = 50;

// ERZEUGE MITOCHONDRIEN AUS DEVELOPMITO

DevelopMito locs = new DevelopMito ();

public double [][][] mito_locs = locs.MitoStart(mito_number ,

cell_rad , nuc_rad , edge);

128
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// HAUPTPROGRAMM

public static void main(String [] args) throws IOException{

MitoMorph fenster = new MitoMorph ();

double [][] mito_data=fenster.startMyGraphics ();

// Speichere Daten in Textdatei

int i,j;

Print data = new Print(" mito_data.txt", true);

data.open ();

for(j=0;j <100002;j++){

for(i=0;i<17;i++){

double wert = mito_data[j][i];

String value = Double.toString(wert);

data.writeToFile(value + "; ");

}

data.writeToFile ("%n");

}

data.close ();

}

// ERZEUGE FENSTER

public MitoMorph (){

setDefaultCloseOperation(JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE );

setTitle (" Mitochondriales Netzwerk ");

setSize (600, 600);

setVisible(true);

}

// ERZEUGE ANIMATION

public double [][] startMyGraphics (){

int i,y;

// Zeitschleife

for(time =0;time <max_time;time ++){

// Datensicherung

sum_mass =0;

distance_center =0;

sum_partners =0;

average_partners =0;

average_health_real =0;

average_health =0;

average_metabolics =0;

mitochondria_fct =0;

distance_center_fct =0;

average_velocity =0;

sum_partners_fct =0;

average_partners_fct =0;

average_health_real_fct =0;

average_health_fct =0;

average_metabolics_fct =0;

deviation_metabolics =0;

deviation_metabolics_fct =0;

deviation_metabolics_real =0;
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deviation_metabolics_fct_real =0;

for(y=0;y<mito_number;y++){

if(mito_locs[y][6][0] <0.5){

sum_mass=sum_mass +1;

distance_center=distance_center+

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(300- mito_locs[y][0][0] ,2)+ Math.pow(300- mito_locs[y][0][1] ,2));

for(i=0;i<mito_number;i++){

if(mito_locs[y][1][i]==1){

sum_partners=sum_partners +1;

}

}

average_partners=average_partners+sum_partners;

sum_partners =0;

average_health=average_health+mito_locs[y][5][0];

average_health_real=average_health_real+mito_locs[y][5][1];

average_metabolics=average_metabolics+mito_locs[y][4][0];

}

if(mito_locs[y][5][0] >0 && mito_locs[y][6][0] <0.5){

mitochondria_fct=mitochondria_fct +1;

distance_center_fct=distance_center_fct+

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(300- mito_locs[y][0][0] ,2)+ Math.pow(300- mito_locs[y][0][1] ,2));

average_velocity=average_velocity+

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(mito_locs[y][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[y][0][3] ,2));

for(i=0;i<mito_number;i++){

if(mito_locs[y][1][i]==1){

sum_partners_fct=sum_partners_fct +1;

}

}

average_partners_fct=average_partners+sum_partners;

sum_partners_fct =0;

average_health_fct=average_health_fct+mito_locs[y][5][0];

average_health_real_fct=average_health_real_fct+mito_locs[y][5][1];

average_metabolics_fct=average_metabolics_fct+mito_locs[y][4][0];

}

}

mito_data[time ][0]= sum_mass;

mito_data[time ][1]= distance_center/sum_mass;

mito_data[time ][2]= average_partners/sum_mass;

mito_data[time ][3]= average_health/sum_mass;

mito_data[time ][4]= average_health_real/sum_mass;

mito_data[time ][5]= average_metabolics/sum_mass;

mito_data[time ][6]= mitochondria_fct;

mito_data[time ][7]= distance_center_fct/mitochondria_fct;

mito_data[time ][8]= average_partners_fct/mitochondria_fct;

mito_data[time ][9]= average_health_fct/mitochondria_fct;

mito_data[time ][10]= average_health_real_fct/mitochondria_fct;

mito_data[time ][11]= average_metabolics_fct/mitochondria_fct;

for(i=0;i<mito_number;i++){

if(mito_locs[i][6][0] <0.5){

deviation_metabolics=deviation_metabolics+

Math.pow(( mito_locs[i][4][1] - average_metabolics/sum_mass ),2);

deviation_metabolics_real=deviation_metabolics_real+
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Math.pow(( mito_locs[i][4][0] - average_metabolics/sum_mass ),2);

}

if(mito_locs[i][5][0] >0.5 && mito_locs[i][6][0] <0.5){

deviation_metabolics_fct=deviation_metabolics_fct+

Math.pow(( mito_locs[i][4][1] - average_metabolics_fct/mitochondria_fct ),2);

deviation_metabolics_fct_real=deviation_metabolics_fct_real+

Math.pow(( mito_locs[i][4][0] - average_metabolics_fct/mitochondria_fct ),2);

}

}

mito_data[time ][12]= Math.sqrt(deviation_metabolics

/(sum_mass -1));

mito_data[time ][13]= Math.sqrt(deviation_metabolics_fct

/( mitochondria_fct -1));

mito_data[time ][14]= Math.sqrt(deviation_metabolics_real

/(sum_mass -1));

mito_data[time ][15]= Math.sqrt(deviation_metabolics_fct_real

/( mitochondria_fct -1));

mito_data[time ][16]= average_velocity/mitochondria_fct;

mito_locs = locs.MitoLogs(mito_locs , cell_rad , nuc_rad , mito_number ,

edge , consumer_1_x , consumer_1_y , consumer_2_x , consumer_2_y ,

consumer_3_x , consumer_3_y ,time);

// Erzeuge naechstes Bild

repaint ();

try{

Thread.sleep(mspf);

}

catch (InterruptedException e) {

}

}

return mito_data;

}

// ZEICHNE ZELLE UND MITOCHONDRIEN

@Override public void paint(Graphics g){

int i,j;

// Double Buffering

Image offscreenImage;

Graphics offscreenGraphics;

offscreenImage = createImage (900 ,600);

offscreenGraphics=offscreenImage.getGraphics ();

Insets insets = getInsets ();

int originX = insets.left;

int originY = insets.top;

int breite = getSize (). width - insets.left - insets.right;

int hoehe = getSize (). height - insets.top - insets.bottom;

// Grafikelemente

offscreenGraphics.clearRect(originX , originY , breite -1, hoehe -1);

Color CellColor = new Color (255 ,240 ,255);

offscreenGraphics.setColor(CellColor );

offscreenGraphics.fillOval (40 ,40 ,520 ,520);

offscreenGraphics.setColor(Color.BLACK );
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offscreenGraphics.drawOval (40 ,40 ,520 ,520);

Color NucColor = new Color (200 ,150 ,150);

offscreenGraphics.setColor(NucColor );

offscreenGraphics.fillOval (230 ,230 ,145 ,145);

Color ConsumerColor_weak = new Color (200-(int),

(100* mito_locs [1][8][0]) ,200 -( int ) ,(100* mito_locs [1][8][0]) ,240);

offscreenGraphics.setColor(ConsumerColor_weak );

offscreenGraphics.fillOval ((int)( consumer_1_x -consumer_rad /2),

(int)( consumer_1_y -consumer_rad /2),(int)consumer_rad ,(int)consumer_rad );

Color ConsumerColor_medium = new Color (200 -( int),

(100* mito_locs [1][8][1]) ,200 -( int ) ,(100* mito_locs [1][8][1]) ,240);

offscreenGraphics.setColor(ConsumerColor_medium );

offscreenGraphics.fillOval ((int)( consumer_2_x -consumer_rad /2),

(int)( consumer_2_y -consumer_rad /2),(int)consumer_rad ,(int)consumer_rad );

Color ConsumerColor_strong = new Color (200 -( int),

(100* mito_locs [1][8][2]) ,200 -( int ) ,(100* mito_locs [1][8][2]) ,240);

offscreenGraphics.setColor(ConsumerColor_strong );

offscreenGraphics.fillOval ((int)( consumer_3_x -consumer_rad /2),

(int)( consumer_3_y -consumer_rad /2),(int)consumer_rad ,(int)consumer_rad );

offscreenGraphics.setColor(Color.BLACK );

offscreenGraphics.setFont(new Font(" TimesRoman",Font.BOLD ,24));

offscreenGraphics.drawString ("Time: "+ Integer.toString(time), 30, 70);

offscreenGraphics.drawString ("fps: "+ Integer.toString (1000/ mspf),

30 ,70+2* cell_rad );

offscreenGraphics.setFont(new Font(" TimesRoman",Font.BOLD ,20));

offscreenGraphics.drawString ("Alle Mitochondrien ",2* cell_rad +100 ,70);

offscreenGraphics.drawLine (2* cell_rad +95, 75, 2* cell_rad +380, 75);

offscreenGraphics.setFont(new Font(" TimesRoman",Font.PLAIN ,20));

offscreenGraphics.drawString ("Mass: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][0]*10)/10.0) ,2* cell_rad +100 ,100);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Kernnaehe: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][1]*10)/10.0) ,2* cell_rad +100 ,125);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Partnermenge: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][2]*10)/10.0) ,2* cell_rad +100 ,150);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Qualitaet: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][4]*10+ mito_data[time ][5]*10)/10.0)+

" ("+ Double.toString(Math.round(mito_data[time ][3]*10+

mito_data[time ][5]*10)/10.0)+")" ,2* cell_rad +100 ,175);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Gesundheit: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][4]*10)/10.0)+" ("+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][3]*10)/10.0)+")" ,2* cell_rad +100 ,200);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Metabolite: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][5]*10)/10.0) ,2* cell_rad +100 ,225);

offscreenGraphics.drawString ("SD Metabolite: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][12]*10)/10.0)+" ("+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][14]*10)/10.0)+")" ,2* cell_rad +100 ,250);

offscreenGraphics.setFont(new Font(" TimesRoman",Font.BOLD ,20));

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Funktionale Mitochondrien",

2* cell_rad +100 ,295);

offscreenGraphics.drawLine (2* cell_rad +95,

300, 2* cell_rad +380, 300);

offscreenGraphics.setFont(new Font(" TimesRoman",Font.PLAIN ,20));

offscreenGraphics.drawString ("Mass: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][6]*10)/10.0) ,2* cell_rad +100 ,325);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Kernnaehe: "+ Double.toString(
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Math.round(mito_data[time ][7]*10)/10.0) ,2* cell_rad +100 ,350);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Partnermenge: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][8]*10)/10.0) ,2* cell_rad +100 ,375);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Qualitaet: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][10]*10+ mito_data[time ][11]*10)/10.0)+" (

"+ Double.toString(Math.round(mito_data[time ][9]*10+

mito_data[time ][11]*10)/10.0)+")" ,2* cell_rad +100 ,400);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Gesundheit: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][10]*10)/10.0)+" ("+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][9]*10)/10.0)+")" ,2* cell_rad +100 ,425);

offscreenGraphics.drawString (" Metabolite: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][11]*10)/10.0) ,2* cell_rad +100 ,450);

offscreenGraphics.drawString ("SD Metabolite: "+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][13]*10)/10.0)+" ("+ Double.toString(

Math.round(mito_data[time ][15]*10)/10.0)+")" ,2* cell_rad +100 ,475);

for(i=0;i<mito_number;i++){

offscreenGraphics.setColor(Color.BLACK );

for(j=0;j<mito_number;j++){

if(mito_locs[i][2][j] >0.5){

offscreenGraphics.drawLine ((int) Math.round(

mito_locs[i][0][0]) , (int) Math.round(mito_locs[i][0][1]) ,

(int) Math.round(mito_locs[j][0][0]) , (int) Math.round(mito_locs[j][0][1]));

}

}

Color MitoColor = new Color (240 -((( int)

Math.round(mito_locs[i][4][1])+( int) Math.round(mito_locs[i][5][1])*12)) ,

(int) Math.round(( mito_locs[i][4][1])+( int) Math.round(mito_locs[i][5][1]))*12 ,0);

// offscreenGraphics.drawString(Integer.toString(Math.round(i)),

(int) Math.round(mito_locs[i][0][0]) -5 , (int) Math.round(mito_locs[i][0][1]) -5);

offscreenGraphics.setColor(MitoColor );

offscreenGraphics.fillOval ((int) Math.round(

mito_locs[i][0][0]) -5 , (int) Math.round(mito_locs[i][0][1]) -5 , 12, 12);

}

g.drawImage(offscreenImage , 0, 0, this);

}

// AKTUALISIERE UPDATE METHODE

@Override public void update(Graphics g){

paint(g);

}

}
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DevelopMito.java

public class DevelopMito {

public DevelopMito (){

}

public double [][][] MitoStart(int mito_number , int cell_rad ,

int nuc_rad , int edge){

int y;

int start_velocity =8; // Maximale Vektorlaenge in x oder y

double [][][] mito_start = new double[mito_number ][10][400];

/* C O D I E R U N G

[0][0] X-Position

[0][1] Y-Position

[0][2] X-Geschwindigkeit

[0][3] y-Geschwindigkeit

[1][i] Fusionen

[2][i] First Contact

[3][i] Blacklist

[4][0] Metabolite

[5][0] Gesundheit

[6][0] Exil

[7][0] Abstandsueberpruefung nur nach Fission

[8][0] Consumers

[9][0] */

for(y=0;y<mito_number;y++){

mito_start[y][0][0]= cell_rad+edge;

mito_start[y][0][1]= cell_rad+edge;

while(( mito_start[y][0][1] > cell_rad+edge -

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(nuc_rad ,2)-Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -mito_start[y][0][0] , 2))

&& mito_start[y][0][1] < cell_rad+edge+Math.sqrt(Math.pow(nuc_rad ,2)-

Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -mito_start[y][0][0] , 2)) && mito_start[y][0][0] >

cell_rad -nuc_rad+edge && mito_start[y][0][0] < cell_rad+nuc_rad+edge) ||

mito_start[y][0][1] < edge+cell_rad -Math.sqrt(Math.pow(cell_rad ,2)-

Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -mito_start[y][0][0] ,2)) || mito_start[y][0][1] > edge+

cell_rad+Math.sqrt(Math.pow(cell_rad ,2)-Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -

mito_start[y][0][0] ,2))){

mito_start[y][0][0]= (Math.random ()*2* cell_rad+edge);

mito_start[y][0][1]= (Math.random ()*2* cell_rad+edge);

}

mito_start[y][0][2]=( Math.random ()* start_velocity -

(Math.random ()* start_velocity ));

mito_start[y][0][3]=( Math.random ()* start_velocity -

(Math.random ()* start_velocity ));

mito_start[y][1][y]=1;

mito_start[y][4][0]= Math.round(Math.random ()*10);

mito_start[y][5][0]= Math.round(Math.random ()*10);

}

return mito_start;

}
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public double [][][] MitoLogs(double [][][] mito_locs , int cell_rad , int nuc_rad ,

int mito_number , int edge , double consumer_1_x , double consumer_1_y ,

double consumer_2_x , double consumer_2_y ,double consumer_3_x ,

double consumer_3_y , int time){

// KONSTANTEN UND VARIABLEN

// Konstanten

int fission_velocity =2; // Maximale Vektorlaenge nach Fission

int recycling_velocity =2; // Maximale Vektorlaenge nach Recycling

int black_duration = -10000; // Dauer der Isoliertheit

int fusion_gap =14;// Abstand , ab dem eine Fusion geschieht

int max_gap = 16;// Maximaler Abstand vor Trennung

double damping = 0.99;// Daempfung

double lifetime = 10000;

double euler = 2.718281828459045;// Eulersche Zahl

// Wahrscheinlichkeiten

double fusion_prob = 0; // Fusion

double fission_prob = 0.5; // Fission

double delete_prob_start = 0.01; // Ausloeschung

double recycling_prob_start = 0.01;// Regenerierung

double supply_decay_prob_start = 0.01;// Verlust Metabolite

double health_decay_prob_start = 0.01;// Verlust Gesundheit

double supply_gain_prob_start = 0.001;// Gewinn Metabolite

double health_gain_prob_start = 0.001;// Gewinn Gesundheit

double delete_prob;

double recycling_prob;

double supply_decay_prob;

double health_decay_prob;

double supply_gain_prob;

double health_gain_prob;

// Hilfsvariablen

double vel_x_new , vel_y_new ;// Streuung

int partner_cntr_j ;// Fusion

int partner_number ;// Fission

double sum_metabolites ;// Qualitaetsausgleich

int fusion_partners ;// Qualitaetsausgleich

double max_health ;// Qualitaetsausgleich

double average_metabolites ;// Qualitaetsausgleich

int connection_check ;// Abstandstrennung

int[] connected_mitos= new int[mito_number ];// Abstandstrennung

// Laufvariablen

int i,j,k,l,m;

int mito_counter;

// AENDERUNG VON PROZESSWAHRSCHEINLICHKEITEN

delete_prob=delete_prob_start ;//*

Math.pow(euler ,(-(( double)time)/ lifetime ));

recycling_prob=recycling_prob_start ;//*

Math.pow(euler ,(-(( double)time)/ lifetime ));

supply_decay_prob=supply_decay_prob_start ;//*

Math.pow(euler ,((( double)time)/ lifetime ));
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health_decay_prob=health_decay_prob_start ;//*

Math.pow(euler ,((( double)time)/ lifetime ));

supply_gain_prob=supply_gain_prob_start ;//*

Math.pow(-euler ,((( double)time)/ lifetime ));

health_gain_prob=health_gain_prob_start ;//*

Math.pow(-euler ,((( double)time)/ lifetime ));

// DURCHLAUF DER MITOCHONDRIEN

for(mito_counter =0; mito_counter <mito_number;mito_counter ++){

//MENGE DER CLUSTERPARTNER BERECHNEN

partner_number =0;

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]>0.5 ||

mito_locs[k][1][ mito_counter ] >0.5){

partner_number=partner_number +1;

}

}

// BEWEGUNGSGLEICHUNGEN

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0]= mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0]+

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2];

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1]= mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1]+

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3];

// Streuung Zellrand

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] < edge+cell_rad -

(int) Math.round(Math.sqrt(Math.pow(cell_rad ,2)-

Math.pow(Math.abs(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] -edge -cell_rad ) ,2)))){

vel_x_new = Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2));

vel_y_new = Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_x_new ,2))- Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_x_new ,2));

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]==1){

mito_locs[k][0][0]= mito_locs[k][0][0] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][1]= mito_locs[k][0][1] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3];

mito_locs[k][0][2]= vel_x_new;

mito_locs[k][0][3]= vel_y_new;

}

}

}

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] > edge+cell_rad +(int)

Math.round(Math.sqrt(Math.pow(cell_rad ,2)-Math.pow(Math.abs(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] -edge -cell_rad ) ,2)))){

vel_x_new = -(Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2)));

vel_y_new = (Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_x_new ,2))- Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(
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mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_x_new ,2)));

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]==1){

mito_locs[k][0][0]= mito_locs[k][0][0] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][1]= mito_locs[k][0][1] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3];

mito_locs[k][0][2]= vel_x_new;

mito_locs[k][0][3]= vel_y_new;

}

}

}

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] < edge+cell_rad -(int) Math.round(

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(cell_rad ,2)-Math.pow(Math.abs(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] -

edge -cell_rad ) ,2)))){

vel_y_new = (Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2)));

vel_x_new = (Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_y_new ,2))- Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_y_new ,2)));

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]==1){

mito_locs[k][0][0]= mito_locs[k][0][0] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][1]= mito_locs[k][0][1] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3];

mito_locs[k][0][2]= vel_x_new;

mito_locs[k][0][3]= vel_y_new;

}

}

}

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] > edge+cell_rad +(int) Math.round(

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(cell_rad ,2)-Math.pow(Math.abs(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] -edge -cell_rad ) ,2)))){

vel_y_new = -(Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2)));

vel_x_new = (Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_y_new ,2))- Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_y_new ,2)));

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]==1){

mito_locs[k][0][0]= mito_locs[k][0][0] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][1]= mito_locs[k][0][1] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3];

mito_locs[k][0][2]= vel_x_new;

mito_locs[k][0][3]= vel_y_new;

}

}

}
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// Streuung Kerngrenzen

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] > edge+cell_rad -nuc_rad &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] < edge+cell_rad+nuc_rad &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] > cell_rad+edge -Math.sqrt(Math.pow(nuc_rad ,2)-

Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] ,2)) &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] < edge+cell_rad ){

vel_x_new = -(Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2)));

vel_y_new = (Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_x_new ,2))- Math.random ()*

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)

+Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) - Math.pow(vel_x_new ,2)));

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]==1){

mito_locs[k][0][0]= mito_locs[k][0][0] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][1]= mito_locs[k][0][1] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3];

mito_locs[k][0][2]= vel_x_new;

mito_locs[k][0][3]= vel_y_new;

}

}

}

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] > edge+cell_rad -nuc_rad &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] < edge+cell_rad+nuc_rad && mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] <

cell_rad+edge+Math.sqrt(Math.pow(nuc_rad ,2)-Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] ,2)) && mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] >

edge+cell_rad ){

vel_x_new = (Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2)));

vel_y_new = (Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_x_new ,2))- Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_x_new ,2)));

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]==1){

mito_locs[k][0][0]= mito_locs[k][0][0] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][1]= mito_locs[k][0][1] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3];

mito_locs[k][0][2]= vel_x_new;

mito_locs[k][0][3]= vel_y_new;

}

}

}

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] > edge+cell_rad -nuc_rad &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] < edge+cell_rad+nuc_rad && mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] >

cell_rad+edge -Math.sqrt(Math.pow(nuc_rad ,2)-Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] ,2)) && mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] <

edge+cell_rad ){

vel_y_new = -(Math.random ()*

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)

+Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2)));
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vel_x_new = (Math.random ()*

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)

+Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) - Math.pow(vel_y_new ,2))-

Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+

Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) - Math.pow(vel_y_new ,2)));

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]==1){

mito_locs[k][0][0]= mito_locs[k][0][0] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][1]= mito_locs[k][0][1] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3];

mito_locs[k][0][2]= vel_x_new;

mito_locs[k][0][3]= vel_y_new;

}

}

}

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] > edge+cell_rad -nuc_rad &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] < edge+cell_rad+nuc_rad && mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] <

cell_rad+edge+Math.sqrt(Math.pow(nuc_rad ,2)-Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] ,2)) && mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] >

edge+cell_rad ){

vel_y_new = (Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(Math.pow(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+ Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2)));

vel_x_new = (Math.random ()* Math.sqrt(

Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+

Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) -

Math.pow(vel_y_new ,2))- Math.random ()*

Math.sqrt(Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] ,2)+

Math.pow(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] ,2) - Math.pow(vel_y_new ,2)));

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]==1){

mito_locs[k][0][0]= mito_locs[k][0][0] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][1]= mito_locs[k][0][1] -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3];

mito_locs[k][0][2]= vel_x_new;

mito_locs[k][0][3]= vel_y_new;

}

}

}

// RESTDAUER DER ISOLATION BERECHNEN

for(j=0;j<mito_number;j++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][3][j]!=0){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][3][j]= mito_locs[mito_counter ][3][j]+1;

}

}

// RECYCLING

// Ausloeschung

if(Math.random()>1- delete_prob && partner_number <1.5 &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0] <0.5){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][6][0]=1;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0]=0;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1]=0;
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mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2]=0;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3]=0;

}

// Wiederbelebung

if(Math.random()>1- recycling_prob && mito_locs[mito_counter ][6][0] >0.5){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][6][0]=0;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][4][0]=10;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0]=10;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0]= cell_rad+edge;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1]= cell_rad+edge;

while(( mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] > cell_rad+

edge -Math.sqrt(Math.pow(nuc_rad ,2)-Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] , 2)) && mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] <

cell_rad+edge+Math.sqrt(Math.pow(nuc_rad ,2)-Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] , 2)) && mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] >

cell_rad -nuc_rad+edge && mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] < cell_rad+nuc_rad+edge)

|| mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] < edge+cell_rad -Math.sqrt(Math.pow(cell_rad ,2)-

Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] ,2)) ||

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] > edge+cell_rad+Math.sqrt(Math.pow(cell_rad ,2)-

Math.pow(edge+cell_rad -mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] ,2))){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0]= Math.random ()*2* cell_rad+edge;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1]= Math.random ()*2* cell_rad+edge;

}

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2]= Math.random ()* recycling_velocity -

(Math.random ()* recycling_velocity );

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3]= Math.random ()* recycling_velocity -

(Math.random ()* recycling_velocity );

for(j=0;j<mito_number;j++){

if(j!= mito_counter && mito_locs[j][6][0] <0.5){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][3][j]=0;

mito_locs[j][3][ mito_counter ]=0;

}

}

}

// QUALITAETSAENDERUNG

// Qualitaetsverlust

if(Math.random()>1- supply_decay_prob &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][4][0] >0.5){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][4][0]= mito_locs[mito_counter ][4][0] -1;

}

if(Math.random()>1- health_decay_prob &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0] >0.5){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0]= mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0] -1;

}

// Qualitaetsgewinn

if(Math.random()>1- supply_gain_prob &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][4][0] <9.5 && mito_locs[mito_counter ][6][0] <0.5){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][4][0]= mito_locs[mito_counter ][4][0]+1;

}

if(Math.random()>1- health_gain_prob &&

mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0] <9.5 && mito_locs[mito_counter ][6][0] <0.5){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0]= mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0]+1;

}
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// FUSION

for(j=0;j<mito_number;j++){

if(Math.random()> fusion_prob && mito_counter !=j &&

mito_locs[j][6][0] <0.5 && Math.sqrt(Math.pow(Math.abs(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] - mito_locs[j][0][0]) ,2)+ Math.pow(Math.abs(

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] - mito_locs[j][0][1]) ,2)) < fusion_gap && (

mito_locs[j][3][ mito_counter ]==0 && mito_locs[mito_counter ][3][j]==0)){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][2][j]=1;

partner_cntr_j =0;

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[j][1][k] >0.5){

partner_cntr_j=partner_cntr_j +1;

}

}

mito_locs[j][0][2] = (mito_locs[j][0][2]*

partner_cntr_j+mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2]* partner_number )/

(partner_cntr_j+partner_number );

mito_locs[j][0][3] = (mito_locs[j][0][3]*

partner_cntr_j+mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3]* partner_number )/

(partner_cntr_j+partner_number );

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(mito_locs[j][1][k]>0.5 || mito_locs[k][1][j] >0.5){

mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]=1;

mito_locs[k][1][ mito_counter ]=1;

mito_locs[k][0][2] = mito_locs[j][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][3] = mito_locs[j][0][3];

}

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][k]>0.5 ||

mito_locs[k][1][ mito_counter ] >0.5){

mito_locs[j][1][k]=1;

mito_locs[k][1][j]=1;

mito_locs[k][0][2] = mito_locs[j][0][2];

mito_locs[k][0][3] = mito_locs[j][0][3];

}

}

}

}

// FISSION

if(Math.random()> fission_prob && partner_number >1.5 &&

(mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0] <0.5)){

double fis_rel_x=Math.random ()* fission_velocity;

double fis_rel_y=Math.random ()* fission_velocity;

double sign_x_prob =1* Math.random ();

double sign_y_prob =1* Math.random ();

double sign_x =1;

double sign_y =1;

if(sign_x_prob >0.5){

sign_x =-1;

}

if(sign_y_prob >0.5){

sign_y =-1;
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}

double vel_x_neu_fis= fis_rel_x*sign_x;

double vel_y_neu_fis= fis_rel_y*sign_y;

double vel_x_neu_clu =(( partner_number -1)*

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2] - vel_x_neu_fis )/( partner_number -1);

double vel_y_neu_clu =(( partner_number -1)*

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3] - vel_y_neu_fis )/( partner_number -1);

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][2]= vel_x_neu_fis;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][3]= vel_y_neu_fis;

for(l=0;l<mito_number;l++){

if(l!= mito_counter ){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][l] >0.5){

mito_locs[l][7][0]=1;

mito_locs[l][0][2]= vel_x_neu_clu;

mito_locs[l][0][3]= vel_y_neu_clu;

}

mito_locs[l][3][ mito_counter ]= black_duration;

mito_locs[l][2][ mito_counter ]=0;

mito_locs[l][1][ mito_counter ]=0;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][3][l]= black_duration;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][2][l]=0;

mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][l]=0;

}

}

}

// TRENNUNG BEI ABSTANDSVERGROESSERUNG NACH FISSION

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][7][0] >0.5){

connection_check =0;

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

if(k== mito_counter ){

connected_mitos[k]=1;

}

else{

connected_mitos[k]=0;

}

}

for(j=0;j<mito_number;j++){

if(j!= mito_counter && mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][j]>0.5 &&

(Math.abs(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][0] - mito_locs[j][0][0]) > max_gap ||

Math.abs(mito_locs[mito_counter ][0][1] - mito_locs[j][0][1]) > max_gap )){

for(k=0;k<mito_number;k++){

for(i=0;i<mito_number;i++){

if(k!=j && mito_locs[k][1][i]>0.5 &&

connection_check ==0 && connected_mitos[i]==1 && connected_mitos[k]==0){

if(Math.abs(mito_locs[k][0][0] - mito_locs[i][0][0])

<max_gap && Math.abs(mito_locs[k][0][1] - mito_locs[i][0][1]) < max_gap ){

if(Math.abs(mito_locs[k][0][0] -

mito_locs[j][0][0]) < max_gap && Math.abs(mito_locs[k][0][1] -

mito_locs[j][0][1]) < max_gap ){

connection_check =1;

i=mito_number;
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k=mito_number;

}

else{

connected_mitos[k]=1;

i=mito_number;

k=0;

}

}

}

}

}

if(connection_check ==0){

for(l=0;l<mito_number;l++){

if(connected_mitos[l]==1){

for(m=0;m<mito_number;m++){

if(connected_mitos[m]==0 &&

mito_locs[l][1][m] >0.5){

mito_locs[l][1][m]=0;

mito_locs[m][1][l]=0;

mito_locs[l][2][m]=0;

mito_locs[m][2][l]=0;

}

}

}

}

}

}

}

mito_locs[mito_counter ][7][0]=0;

}

// QUALITaeTSAUSGLEICH

sum_metabolites =0;

fusion_partners =0;

max_health =0;

for(i=0;i<mito_number;i++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][i]>0.5 ||

mito_locs[i][1][ mito_counter ] >0.5){

sum_metabolites=sum_metabolites+mito_locs[i][4][0];

fusion_partners = fusion_partners +1;

if(mito_locs[i][5][0] > max_health ){

max_health=mito_locs[i][5][0];

}

}

}

average_metabolites = Math.round(sum_metabolites/fusion_partners );

for(i=0;i<mito_number;i++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][i]>0.5 ||

mito_locs[i][1][ mito_counter ] >0.5){

mito_locs[i][4][1]= average_metabolites;

mito_locs[i][5][1]= max_health;

}

}
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// ENERGIEZENTREN

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][5][0] >0.5 && mito_locs[mito_counter ][6][0] <0.5){

int consumer_number =3;

// Consumer definieren

double [][] consumers = new double[consumer_number ][4];

consumers [0][0]= consumer_1_x;

consumers [0][1]= consumer_1_y;

consumers [0][2]=1* Math.sin (0.005* time )+1;

mito_locs [1][8][0]= consumers [0][2];

consumers [0][3]=10;

consumers [1][0]= consumer_2_x;

consumers [1][1]= consumer_2_y;

consumers [1][2]=0;//1* Math.sin (0.003* time )+1;

mito_locs [1][8][1]= consumers [1][2];

consumers [1][3]=0;//10;

consumers [2][0]= consumer_3_x;

consumers [2][1]= consumer_3_y;

consumers [2][2]=0;//1* Math.sin (0.005* time )+1;

mito_locs [1][8][2]= consumers [2][2];

consumers [2][3]=0;//10;

double con_dist , dist_x , dist_y , dist_ratio ,con_vel_x_att ,

con_vel_y_att , con_vel_ges_att , con_vel_x_dis ,con_vel_y_dis , con_vel_ges_dis;

double energy_acceleration_x =0;

double energy_acceleration_y =0;

for(j=0;j<mito_number;j++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][j] >0.5){

for(i=0;i<3;i++){

dist_x=mito_locs[j][0][0] - consumers[i][0];

dist_y=mito_locs[j][0][1] - consumers[i][1];

con_dist=Math.sqrt(Math.pow(dist_x ,2)+ Math.pow(dist_y ,2));

dist_ratio=Math.abs(dist_x )/Math.abs(dist_y );

con_vel_ges_att=consumers[i][2]/ Math.pow(con_dist ,2);

con_vel_ges_dis=consumers[i][3]/ Math.pow(con_dist ,3);

con_vel_y_att=Math.sqrt(( con_vel_ges_att )/

(1+ Math.pow(dist_ratio ,2)));

con_vel_x_att=dist_ratio*con_vel_y_att;

con_vel_y_dis=Math.sqrt(( con_vel_ges_dis )/

(1+ Math.pow(dist_ratio ,2)));

con_vel_x_dis=dist_ratio*con_vel_y_dis;

if(mito_locs[j][0][0] > consumers[i][0]){

energy_acceleration_x=energy_acceleration_x -

con_vel_x_att+con_vel_x_dis;

}

else{

energy_acceleration_x=energy_acceleration_x+

con_vel_x_att -con_vel_x_dis;

}

if(mito_locs[j][0][1] > consumers[i][1]){
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energy_acceleration_y=energy_acceleration_y -

con_vel_y_att+con_vel_y_dis;

}

else{

energy_acceleration_y=energy_acceleration_y+

con_vel_y_att -con_vel_y_dis;

}

}

}

}

//Neue Geschwindigkeit mit Daempfungskonstante

for(j=0;j<mito_number;j++){

if(mito_locs[mito_counter ][1][j] >0.5){

mito_locs[j][0][2]= mito_locs[j][0][2]*

damping+energy_acceleration_x/partner_number;

mito_locs[j][0][3]= mito_locs[j][0][3]*

damping+energy_acceleration_y/partner_number;

}

}

}

}

return mito_locs;

}

}
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Appendix Otsu algorithm

FileData.java

import java.io.*;

import java.util .*;

public class FileData {

public static void main(String [] args) throws IOException {

// Festlegung von Parametern

String file_import = "beispiel.txt"; // Eingelesene Messung

String file_export = "beispiel_bina.txt"; // Editierte Messung

String file_analyses = "beispiel_daten.txt"; //Analyse -Daten

int resolution = 128; // Aufloesung der Messung

int nexts = 0; // Anzahl verglichener Nachbarn in alle Richtungen

// Binearisierung der Messung

EditFile measure = new EditFile ();

int [][] mesmatrix = measure.EditMatrix(file_import , resolution , nexts);

// Analyse der Binearisierung

AnalyseFile analyse = new AnalyseFile ();

double quantification [] = analyse.SignalQuant(mesmatrix , resolution );

ArrayList cluster = analyse.ClusterQuant(mesmatrix , resolution );

System.out.print("Die Messung ist: "+ quantification [0]+" Pixel gross .");

System.out.print(" Die Signalmenge betraegt: "+ quantification [1]+".");

System.out.print(" Das ist ein prozentualer Anteil von "

+quantification [2]+"%.\n");

// Analyse der Signalcluster

Cluster cluster_analysis = new Cluster ();

double cluster_data [][] = cluster_analysis.Cluster_quantification(cluster );

int i;

for(i=0; i<cluster_data.length; i++){

System.out.print(" Clustergroesse: "+ cluster_data[i][1]+"\n");

}

146
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// Speicherung des binearisierten Bilds

WriteFile data = new WriteFile(file_export , true);

data.open ();

int k, l;

for(l=0; l<resolution; l++){

for(k=0; k<resolution; k++){

int wert = mesmatrix[k][l];

String value = Integer.toString(wert);

data.writeToFile(value + " ");

}

data.writeToFile ("%n");

}

data.close ();

// Speicherung der Cluster -Analyse

int j;

WriteFile analyses = new WriteFile(file_analyses , true);

analyses.open ();

for(i=0; i<cluster_data.length; i++){

for(j=0; j<3; j++){

analyses.writeToFile(cluster_data[i][j]+ " ");

}

analyses.writeToFile ("%n");

}

analyses.close ();

System.out.println (" Simsalabim .\ nAusgabedateien geschrieben .");

}

}
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ReadFile.java

import java.io.*;

import java.util .*;

public class ReadFile {

private String path;

public ReadFile(String file_path) {

path = file_path;

}

int readNumbers () throws IOException {

FileReader file_to_read = new FileReader(path);

BufferedReader bf = new BufferedReader(file_to_read );

Scanner preScan = new Scanner(bf);

int anumber;

int numberOfInts = 0;

while (( anumber = preScan.nextInt () )!= 1){

numberOfInts ++;

}

bf.close ();

return numberOfInts;

}

public int [][] OpenFile(int resolution) throws IOException {

FileReader fr = new FileReader(path);

BufferedReader nReader = new BufferedReader(fr);

Scanner scan = new Scanner(nReader );

int stop = resolution*resolution;

int [][] data = new int[resolution ][ resolution ];

int i, j;

for (j=0; j < resolution; j++) {

for (i=0; i < resolution; i++) {

data[i][j] = scan.nextInt ();

}

}

nReader.close ();

return data;

}

}
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WriteFile.java

package textfiles;

import java.io.*;

public class WriteFile {

private String path;

private boolean append_to_file = false;

public WriteFile(String file_path) {

path = file_path;

}

public WriteFile(String file_path , boolean append_value ){

path = file_path;

append_to_file = append_value;

}

PrintWriter print_line;

FileWriter write;

public void open() throws IOException {

write = new FileWriter(path , append_to_file );

print_line = new PrintWriter(write);

}

public void close() throws IOException {

print_line.close ();

write.close ();

}

public void writeToFile(String number) throws IOException{

print_line.printf(number );

}

}
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EditFile.java

package textfiles;

import java.io.*;

import java.util .*;

public class EditFile {

public EditFile () {

}

public int [][] EditMatrix(String file_path , int resolution , int nexts)

throws IOException {

//Lese Messmatrix

ReadFile messung = new ReadFile(file_path );

int [][] matrix = messung.OpenFile(resolution );

int [][] matrix_edit = new int[resolution ][ resolution ];

int i,j,k,l,m,n;

double sum = 0;

double average_nexts;

double sum_value = 0;

double sum_edges = 0;

double sum_edges_std = 0;

//---O T S U - S C H W E L L W E R T---//

// Ermittle maximalen Grauwert

double max=0;

for(i=0;i<resolution;i++){

for(j=0;j<resolution;j++){

if(matrix[i][j] > max){

max = matrix[i][j];

}

}

}

double otsu =1000000000;

double otsu_temp;

double otsu_threshold =0;

double w1;

double w2;

double sum_my1 =0;

double sum_my2 =0;

double my1;

double my2;

double sum_var1 =0;

double sum_var2 =0;

double var1;

double var2;

ArrayList bin1 = new ArrayList ();

ArrayList bin2 = new ArrayList ();
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//Finde Otsu -Schwellwert

for(i=1;i<max;i++){

for(j=0;j<resolution;j++){

for(k=0;k<resolution;k++){

if(matrix[j][k]<i){

bin1.add(matrix[j][k]);

}

else{

bin2.add(matrix[j][k]);

}

}

}

double bin1size = bin1.size ();

double bin2size = bin2.size ();

for(j=0;j<bin1.size ();j++){

sum_my1 = sum_my1 + (int) bin1.get(j);

}

my1 = sum_my1 / bin1size;

for(j=0;j<bin2.size ();j++){

sum_my2 = sum_my2 + (int) bin2.get(j);

}

my2 = sum_my2 / bin2size;

for(j=0;j<bin1.size ();j++){

sum_var1 = sum_var1 + (my1 -(int) bin1.get(j))*

(my1 -(int) bin1.get(j));

}

var1 = sum_var1 / bin1size;

for(j=0;j<bin2.size ();j++){

sum_var2 = sum_var2 + (my2 -(int) bin2.get(j))*

(my2 -(int) bin2.get(j));

}

var2 = sum_var2 / bin1size;

otsu_temp = (bin1size /( resolution*resolution ))* var1 +

(bin2size /( resolution*resolution ))* var2;

if(otsu_temp < otsu){

otsu = otsu_temp;

otsu_threshold = i;

}

sum_my1 = 0;

sum_my2 = 0;

sum_var1 = 0;

sum_var2 = 0;

bin1.clear ();

bin2.clear ();

}

// Berechne mittlere Intensitaet fuer die Messung

for(i=0; i<resolution; i++){

for(j=0; j<resolution; j++){

sum_value = sum_value + matrix[i][j];
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}

}

double average_value = sum_value /( resolution*resolution );

// Berechne Standardabweichung der Intensitaet fuer die Messung

double sum_std = 0;

for(i=0; i<resolution; i++){

for(j=0; j<resolution; j++){

sum_std = sum_std + (matrix[i][j]-average_value )*

(matrix[i][j]-average_value );

}

}

double std_gen = Math.sqrt(sum_std /( resolution*resolution -1));

// Berechne mittleren Gradienten fuer die Messung

for(i=0; i<( resolution ); i++){

for(j=0; j<( resolution -1); j++){

sum_edges = sum_edges + Math.abs(matrix[i][j]-matrix[i][j+1])+

Math.abs(matrix[j][i]-matrix[j+1][i]);

}

}

double average_gradient = sum_edges /(( resolution -1)* resolution *2);

// Berechne Standardabweichung des Gradienten fuer die Messung

for(i=0; i<( resolution ); i++){

for(j=0; j<( resolution -1); j++){

sum_edges_std = sum_edges_std + Math.abs(average_gradient

-Math.abs(matrix[i][j]-matrix[i][j+1])

+Math.abs(average_gradient -Math.abs(matrix[j][i]-matrix[j+1][i])));

}

}

double std_gradient = sum_edges_std /(( resolution -1)* resolution *2-1);

System.out.print(" Mittlerer Gradient: "+ average_gradient +"\n");

System.out.print(" Standardabweichung Gradient: "+ std_gradient +"\n");

// Unterer Schwellwert der Poisson -Verteilung

double p_summe = 0;

int untere_signifikanz = 0;

for(i=1; p_summe < 0.95 ;i++){

p_summe = p_summe + (Math.exp(i*(1.0+

Math.log(average_value/i))- average_value ))/

(Math.sqrt (2.0* Math.PI*(i+1.0/6.0)));

untere_signifikanz = untere_signifikanz +1;

}

System.out.print(" Untere Signifikanz: "+ untere_signifikanz +"\n");

// Berechne Binarisierung Nachbarn

ArrayList neighbours = new ArrayList ();

for(i=0; i<resolution; i++){

for(j=0; j<resolution; j++){

if(i>nexts && i<(resolution -nexts) && j>nexts &&

j<( resolution -nexts )) {

for(k=0; k<(2* nexts +1); k++){
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for(l=0; l<(2* nexts +1); l++){

neighbours.add(matrix[i+k-nexts][j+l-nexts ]);

sum = sum + matrix[i+k-nexts][j+l-nexts ];

}

}

// Ermittle den mittleren Grauwert der Nachbarschaft

average_nexts = sum /(( nexts *2+1)*( nexts *2+1));

// Ermittle die Standardabweichung des Grauwerts der Nachbarschaft

for(k=0; k<(2* nexts +1); k++){

for(l=0; l<(2* nexts +1); l++){

sum_std = sum_std +

(matrix[i+k-nexts][j+l-nexts]-average_nexts )*

(matrix[i+k-nexts][j+l-nexts]-average_nexts );

}

}

double std_nexts = Math.sqrt(sum_std /(( nexts *2+1)*( nexts *2+1) -1));

sum = 0;

sum_std =0;

// Ermittle maximalen Grauwert der Nachbarschaft

int n_max =0;

for(m=0; m<neighbours.size (); m++){

if((int) neighbours.get(m) > n_max){

n_max = (int) neighbours.get(m);

}

}

//Finde Otsu -Schwellwert der Nachbarschaft

double n_otsu =1000000000;

double n_otsu_temp;

double n_otsu_threshold =0;

double n_sum_my1 =0;

double n_sum_my2 =0;

double n_my1;

double n_my2;

double n_sum_var1 =0;

double n_sum_var2 =0;

double n_var1;

double n_var2;

ArrayList n_bin1 = new ArrayList ();

ArrayList n_bin2 = new ArrayList ();

for(m=1;m<n_max;m++){

for(n=0; n<neighbours.size (); n++){

if((int) neighbours.get(n) < m){

n_bin1.add(neighbours.get(n));

}

else{

n_bin2.add(neighbours.get(n));

}

}

double n_bin1size = n_bin1.size ();
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double n_bin2size = n_bin2.size ();

for(n=0; n<n_bin1.size (); n++){

n_sum_my1 = n_sum_my1 + (int) n_bin1.get(n);

}

n_my1 = n_sum_my1 / n_bin1size;

for(n=0; n<n_bin2.size (); n++){

n_sum_my2 = n_sum_my2 + (int) n_bin2.get(n);

}

n_my2 = n_sum_my2 / n_bin2size;

for(n=0; n<n_bin1.size (); n++){

n_sum_var1 = n_sum_var1 + (n_my1 -(int) n_bin1.get(n))

*(n_my1 -(int) n_bin1.get(n));

}

n_var1 = n_sum_var1 / n_bin1size;

for(n=0; n<n_bin2.size (); n++){

n_sum_var2 = n_sum_var2 + (n_my2 -(int) n_bin2.get(n))

*(n_my2 -(int) n_bin2.get(n));

}

n_var2 = n_sum_var2 / n_bin2size;

n_otsu_temp = (n_bin1size /(( nexts +1)*2))* n_var1

+ (n_bin2size /(( nexts +1)*2))* n_var2;

if(n_otsu_temp < n_otsu ){

n_otsu = n_otsu_temp;

n_otsu_threshold = m;

}

n_sum_my1 = 0;

n_sum_my2 = 0;

n_sum_var1 = 0;

n_sum_var2 = 0;

n_bin1.clear ();

n_bin2.clear ();

}

if(matrix[i][j]>n_otsu_threshold && matrix[i][j]>otsu_threshold ){

matrix_edit[i][j]=1;

}

else{

matrix_edit[i][j]=0;

}

}

else{

matrix_edit[i][j]=0;

}

neighbours.clear ();

}

}

return matrix_edit;

}

}
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AnalyseFile.java

import java.io.*;

import java.util .*;

public class AnalyseFile {

public AnalyseFile () {

}

public double [] SignalQuant(int [][] matrix_analyse , int resolution)

throws IOException {

double sum_pixel = 0;

double sum_signal = 0;

double [] signalQuant = new double [3];

int i, j;

for(i=0; i<resolution; i++){

for(j=0; j<resolution; j++){

sum_pixel=sum_pixel +1;

if (matrix_analyse[i][j] == 1) {

sum_signal = sum_signal + 1;

}

}

}

signalQuant [0] = sum_pixel;

signalQuant [1] = sum_signal;

signalQuant [2] = sum_signal/sum_pixel *100;

return signalQuant;

}

public ArrayList ClusterQuant(int [][] matrix_analyse , int resolution)

throws IOException {

// Zaehle Signalpixel

int i, j;

int signal_pxl = 0;

for(i=0; i<resolution; i++){

for(j=0; j<resolution; j++){

if (matrix_analyse[i][j] == 1) {

signal_pxl = signal_pxl + 1;

}

}

}

//Weise Pixel zeilweise Koordinaten zu

int k,l;

int zaehler_column = 0;

int [][] coords_column = new int[signal_pxl ][2];

for(k=0; k<resolution; k++){

for(l=0; l<resolution; l++){

if(matrix_analyse[k][l]==1){

coords_column[zaehler_column ][0]= k;
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coords_column[zaehler_column ][1]= l;

zaehler_column = zaehler_column + 1;

}

}

}

//Weise Pixel spaltenweise Koordinaten zu

int zaehler_line = 0;

int [][] coords_line = new int[signal_pxl ][2];

for(k=0; k<resolution; k++){

for(l=0; l<resolution; l++){

if(matrix_analyse[l][k]==1){

coords_line[zaehler_line ][0]= k;

coords_line[zaehler_line ][1]= l;

zaehler_line = zaehler_line + 1;

}

}

}

//Fasse Pixel zeilenweise zusammen //

// Zaehle Zeilen -Vektorlaenge

int t;

int m = 0;

int line_cluster_no = 0;

while(m<signal_pxl ){

for(t=0; (m+t<signal_pxl) && (( coords_line[m][0])==

(coords_line[m+t][0]))

&& (( coords_line[m][1]+t)==( coords_line[m+t][1])); t++){

}

m=m+t;

line_cluster_no=line_cluster_no +1;

}

//Weise Zeilen -Vektor Daten zu

int [][] line_vector = new int[line_cluster_no ][3];

int u;

int n = 0;

int line_no = 0;

while(n<signal_pxl ){

for(u=0; (n+u<signal_pxl) && (( coords_line[n][0])==

(coords_line[n+u][0]))

&& (( coords_line[n][1]+u)==( coords_line[n+u][1])); u++){

line_vector[line_no ][0]= coords_line[n][0];

line_vector[line_no ][1]= coords_line[n][1];

line_vector[line_no ][2]= coords_line[n+u][1];

}

n=n+u;

line_no=line_no +1;

}

int [][] unite_line = new int[line_cluster_no ][3];

n = 0;

line_no = 0;
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while(n<signal_pxl ){

for(u=0; (n+u<signal_pxl) && (( coords_line[n][0])==

(coords_line[n+u][0]))

&& (( coords_line[n][1]+u)==( coords_line[n+u][1])); u++){

unite_line[line_no ][0]= coords_line[n][0];

unite_line[line_no ][1]= coords_line[n][1];

unite_line[line_no ][2]= coords_line[n+u][1];

}

n=n+u;

line_no=line_no +1;

}

//Fasse Pixel spaltenweise zusammen

// Zaehle Spalten -Vektorlaenge

int column_cluster_no = 0;

m=0;

while(m<signal_pxl ){

for(t=0; (m+t<signal_pxl) && (( coords_column[m][0])==

(coords_column[m+t][0]))

&& (( coords_column[m][1]+t)==( coords_column[m+t][1])); t++){

}

m=m+t;

column_cluster_no=column_cluster_no +1;

}

//Weise Spalten -Vektor Daten zu

int [][] column_vector = new int[column_cluster_no ][3];

int column_no = 0;

n=0;

while(n<signal_pxl ){

for(u=0; (n+u<signal_pxl) && (( coords_column[n][0])==

(coords_column[n+u][0]))

&& (( coords_column[n][1]+u)==( coords_column[n+u][1])); u++){

column_vector[column_no ][0]= coords_column[n][0];

column_vector[column_no ][1]= coords_column[n][1];

column_vector[column_no ][2]= coords_column[n+u][1];

}

n=n+u;

column_no=column_no +1;

}

int [][] unite_col = new int[column_cluster_no ][3];

column_no = 0;

n=0;

while(n<signal_pxl ){

for(u=0; (n+u<signal_pxl) && (( coords_column[n][0])==

(coords_column[n+u][0]))

&& (( coords_column[n][1]+u)==( coords_column[n+u][1])); u++){

unite_col[column_no ][0]= coords_column[n][0];

unite_col[column_no ][1]= coords_column[n][1];

unite_col[column_no ][2]= coords_column[n+u][1];

}

n=n+u;

column_no=column_no +1;
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}

//Baue Cluster

ArrayList cluster = new ArrayList ();

ArrayList single_cluster = new ArrayList ();

ArrayList raster_line = new ArrayList ();

ArrayList raster_col = new ArrayList ();

int[] temp_line = new int [3];

int[] temp_col = new int [3];

int[] space = {0,0,0};

int[] debug = new int [3];

int count , line , col , raster , clusters;

int schalter = 0;

int count_sc = 0;

int count_rl = 0;

int count_rc = 0;

for(clusters =0; clusters <column_vector.length; clusters ++){

schalter = 0;

if(unite_col[clusters ][0]!=0 && unite_col[clusters ][1]!=0

&& unite_col[clusters ][2]!=0){

raster_col.add(column_vector[clusters ]);

unite_col[clusters ][0]=0;

unite_col[clusters ][1]=0;

unite_col[clusters ][2]=0;

for(count =0; schalter !=3; count ++){

if(schalter == 0){

for(raster =0; raster <raster_col.size (); raster ++){

temp_line = (int[]) raster_col.get(raster );

for(line =0; line <unite_line.length; line ++){

if(( temp_line [0]>= unite_line[line ][1] &&

temp_line [0]<= unite_line[line ][2]) &&

(unite_line[line ][0]>= temp_line [1] &&

unite_line[line ][0] <= temp_line [2])){

single_cluster.add(count_sc , line_vector[line ]);

raster_line.add(count_rl , line_vector[line ]);

unite_line[line ][0]=0;

unite_line[line ][1]=0;

unite_line[line ][2]=0;

count_sc = count_sc +1;

count_rl = count_rl +1;

}

}
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}

if(raster_line.isEmpty ()){

schalter = 2;

raster_line.clear ();

raster_col.clear ();

count_rc = 0;

count_rl = 0;

}

else{

schalter = 1;

raster_col.clear ();

count_rc = 0;

}

}

else if(schalter == 1){

for(raster =0; raster <raster_line.size (); raster ++){

temp_col = (int[]) raster_line.get(raster );

for(col =0; col <unite_col.length; col ++){

if(( temp_col [0]>= unite_col[col ][1] &&

temp_col [0]<= unite_col[col ][2]) &&

(unite_col[col ][0]>= temp_col [1] &&

unite_col[col][0]<= temp_col [2])){

raster_col.add(count_rc , column_vector[col]);

unite_col[col ][0]=0;

unite_col[col ][1]=0;

unite_col[col ][2]=0;

count_rc = count_rc +1;

}

}

}

if(raster_col.isEmpty ()){

schalter = 2;

raster_line.clear ();

raster_line.clear ();

count_rc = 0;

count_rl = 0;

}

else{

schalter = 0;

raster_line.clear ();

count_rl =0;

}

}

else if(schalter == 2){

single_cluster.add(count_sc ,space );

count_sc = count_sc + 1;

raster_line.clear ();

raster_col.clear ();

count_rc = 0;
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count_rl = 0;

schalter = 3;

}

}

}

}

return single_cluster;

}

}
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ClusterFile.java

import java.io.*;

import java.util .*;

import java.math .*;

public class Cluster {

public Cluster (){

}

public double [][] Cluster_quantification(ArrayList clusterlist ){

// ANZAHL DER CLUSTER ZAEHLEN

int[] temp = new int [3];

int cluster_number = 0;

int i;

for(i=0; i<clusterlist.size (); i++){

temp = (int []) clusterlist.get(i);

if(temp [0]==0 && temp [1]==0 && temp [2]==0){

cluster_number = cluster_number + 1;

}

}

System.out.print("Die Anzahl der Cluster ist: "+ cluster_number +"\n");

// UMFANG UND AREAL DER CLUSTER BESTIMMEN

double [][] cluster_data = new double[cluster_number ][3];

int count =0;

int temp_count =0;

int count_add =0;

int schalter;

int schalter2 = 0;

int k;

int[] temp_line = new int [3];

int[] per_temp_line = new int [3];

int j, start , end;

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){

schalter = 0;

for(count=count_add; schalter == 0 && count_add <

clusterlist.size (); count ++){

temp_line = (int[]) clusterlist.get(count);

if(temp_line [0]!=0 && temp_line [1]!=0 && temp_line [2]!=0){

schalter2 = 0;

count_add = count_add +1;

cluster_data[i][0] = cluster_data[i][0]+ temp_line [2]-

temp_line [1]+1;
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cluster_data[i][1] = cluster_data[i][1]+2+2*( temp_line [2]-

temp_line [1]+1);

for(j=temp_count; schalter2 == 0; j++){

per_temp_line = (int[]) clusterlist.get(j);

if(per_temp_line [0]!=0 && per_temp_line [1]!=0 &&

per_temp_line [2]!=0){

if(( per_temp_line [0]+1 == temp_line [0]) ||

(per_temp_line [0]-1 == temp_line [0])){

start = per_temp_line [1];

end = per_temp_line [2];

for(k=start; k <= end; k++){

if(k >= temp_line [1] && k <= temp_line [2]){

cluster_data[i][1] = cluster_data[i][1] -1;

}

}

}

}

else{

schalter2 = 1;

}

}

}

else{

schalter = 1;

count_add = count_add +1;

temp_count = count_add;

}

}

}

// FORMFAKTOR DER CLUSTER BERECHNEN

double pi = 3.14159265358979;

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){

cluster_data[i][2] = (cluster_data[i][1]* cluster_data[i][1])/

(4*pi*cluster_data[i][0]);

}

// AUSGABEWERTE BESTIMMEN

double [] cluster_values = new double [21];

cluster_values [0] = cluster_number;

double clusterarea_mean = 0;

double clusterperi_mean = 0;

double clustershape_mean = 0;

double clusterarea_stad = 0;

double clusterperi_stad = 0;

double clustershape_stad = 0;
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double clusterarea_sum = 0;

double clusterperi_sum = 0;

double clustershape_sum = 0;

double nopxl_clusterarea_mean = 0;

double nopxl_clusterperi_mean = 0;

double nopxl_clustershape_mean = 0;

double nopxl_clusterarea_stad = 0;

double nopxl_clusterperi_stad = 0;

double nopxl_clustershape_stad = 0;

double nopxl_clusterarea_sum = 0;

double nopxl_clusterperi_sum = 0;

double nopxl_clustershape_sum = 0;

double large_clusterarea_mean = 0;

double large_clusterperi_mean = 0;

double large_clustershape_mean = 0;

double large_clusterarea_stad = 0;

double large_clusterperi_stad = 0;

double large_clustershape_stad = 0;

double large_clusterarea_sum = 0;

double large_clusterperi_sum = 0;

double large_clustershape_sum = 0;

// Mittelwerte

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){

clusterarea_sum = clusterarea_sum + cluster_data[i][0];

clusterperi_sum = clusterperi_sum + cluster_data[i][1];

clustershape_sum = clustershape_sum + cluster_data[i][2];

}

clusterarea_mean = (clusterarea_sum/cluster_number );

clusterperi_mean = (clusterperi_sum/cluster_number );

clustershape_mean = (clustershape_sum/cluster_number );

// Standardabweichungen

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){

clusterarea_stad = clusterarea_stad +

(cluster_data[i][0]- clusterarea_mean )*

(cluster_data[i][0]- clusterarea_mean );

clusterperi_stad = clusterperi_stad +

(cluster_data[i][1]- clusterperi_mean )*

(cluster_data[i][1]- clusterperi_mean );

clustershape_stad = clustershape_stad +

(cluster_data[i][2]- clustershape_mean )*

(cluster_data[i][2]- clustershape_mean );

}

// Anzahl Cluster ohne Einzelpixel

int nopxl_cluster_number = 0;

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){

if(cluster_data[i][0] != 1 && cluster_data[i][0] != 0){

nopxl_cluster_number = nopxl_cluster_number + 1;

}

}

// Mittelwerte ohne Einzelpixel

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){
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if(cluster_data[i][0] != 1 && cluster_data[i][0] != 0){

nopxl_clusterarea_sum = nopxl_clusterarea_sum + cluster_data[i][0];

nopxl_clusterperi_sum = nopxl_clusterperi_sum + cluster_data[i][1];

nopxl_clustershape_sum = nopxl_clustershape_sum + cluster_data[i][2];

}

}

nopxl_clusterarea_mean = (nopxl_clusterarea_sum/nopxl_cluster_number );

nopxl_clusterperi_mean = (nopxl_clusterperi_sum/nopxl_cluster_number );

nopxl_clustershape_mean = (nopxl_clustershape_sum/nopxl_cluster_number );

// Standardabweichungen ohne Einzelpixel

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){

if(cluster_data[i][0] != 1 && cluster_data[i][0] != 0){

nopxl_clusterarea_stad = nopxl_clusterarea_stad +

(cluster_data[i][0]- nopxl_clusterarea_mean )*

(cluster_data[i][0]- nopxl_clusterarea_mean );

nopxl_clusterperi_stad = nopxl_clusterperi_stad +

(cluster_data[i][1]- nopxl_clusterperi_mean )*

(cluster_data[i][1]- nopxl_clusterperi_mean );

nopxl_clustershape_stad = nopxl_clustershape_stad +

(cluster_data[i][2]- nopxl_clustershape_mean )*

(cluster_data[i][2]- nopxl_clustershape_mean );

}

}

// Anzahl grosse Cluster

int large_cluster_number = 0;

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){

if(cluster_data[i][0] >= 10){

large_cluster_number = large_cluster_number + 1;

}

}

// Mittelwerte grosse Cluster

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){

if(cluster_data[i][0] >= 10){

large_clusterarea_sum = large_clusterarea_sum + cluster_data[i][0];

large_clusterperi_sum = large_clusterperi_sum + cluster_data[i][1];

large_clustershape_sum = large_clustershape_sum + cluster_data[i][2];

}

}

large_clusterarea_mean = (large_clusterarea_sum/large_cluster_number );

large_clusterperi_mean = (large_clusterperi_sum/large_cluster_number );

large_clustershape_mean = (large_clustershape_sum/large_cluster_number );

// Standardabweichungen grosse Cluster

for(i=0; i<cluster_number; i++){

if(cluster_data[i][0] >= 10){

large_clusterarea_stad = large_clusterarea_stad +

(cluster_data[i][0]- large_clusterarea_mean )*

(cluster_data[i][0]- large_clusterarea_mean );

large_clusterperi_stad = large_clusterperi_stad +

(cluster_data[i][1]- large_clusterperi_mean )*

(cluster_data[i][1]- large_clusterperi_mean );

large_clustershape_stad = large_clustershape_stad +
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(cluster_data[i][2]- large_clustershape_mean )*

(cluster_data[i][2]- large_clustershape_mean );

}

}

cluster_values [1] = clusterarea_mean;

cluster_values [2] = Math.sqrt(clusterarea_stad /( cluster_number -1));

cluster_values [3] = clusterperi_mean;

cluster_values [4] = Math.sqrt(clusterperi_stad /( cluster_number -1));

cluster_values [5] = clustershape_mean;

cluster_values [6] = Math.sqrt(clustershape_stad /( cluster_number -1));

cluster_values [7] = nopxl_cluster_number;

cluster_values [8] = nopxl_clusterarea_mean;

cluster_values [9] = Math.sqrt(nopxl_clusterarea_stad/

(nopxl_cluster_number -1));

cluster_values [10] = nopxl_clusterperi_mean;

cluster_values [11] = Math.sqrt(nopxl_clusterperi_stad/

(nopxl_cluster_number -1));

cluster_values [12] = nopxl_clustershape_mean;

cluster_values [13] = Math.sqrt(nopxl_clustershape_stad/

(nopxl_cluster_number -1));

cluster_values [14] = large_cluster_number;

cluster_values [15] = large_clusterarea_mean;

cluster_values [16] = Math.sqrt(large_clusterarea_stad/

(large_cluster_number -1));

cluster_values [17] = large_clusterperi_mean;

cluster_values [18] = Math.sqrt(large_clusterperi_stad/

(large_cluster_number -1));

cluster_values [19] = large_clustershape_mean;

cluster_values [20] = Math.sqrt(large_clustershape_stad/

(large_cluster_number -1));

return cluster_data;

}

}
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